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Chapter 1

General Introduction

Cultural inheritance is a potentially important process in biology. From a
biological perspective, cultural inheritance can be conceptualized as trans-
mission of behavior from one individual to another through learning, which
is inherited over the generations. Cultural inheritance therefore enables a
parallel information inheritance mechanism next to genetic inheritance,
and its evolution is considered one of the major transitions in evolution
(Maynard Smith & Szathmary, 1997). One of the challenges in biology is
to understand the origin of cultural inheritance and its impact on evolution
in the broad sense.

In this thesis we study these issues by using a simulation model of
groups of foragers learning what to eat in a rich artificial world. We expli-
citly focus on ecological conditions and living in groups, and study their
importance for how cultural inheritance comes about, as well as what this
means for the further elaboration of learning mechanisms and cultural di-
versification.

1.1 Learning in animals

To consider the origins of cultural inheritance, it is important to consider
learning in animals. Typically, animals learn about the environment in
which they live. Parasitic wasps learn about the landmarks around their
borrow in order to remember its location (e.g. Zeil et al., 1996), spider
mites learn what food is good to eat (Egas & Sabelis, 2001), bumblebees
learn about the specifics of gathering pollen and nectar from particular
flowers (Laverty, 1994), and chimpanzee young learn how to use stone tools
to crack coula nuts (Boesch, 1991). Learning allows animals the behavi-
oral flexibility that is required for dealing with variable and unpredictable
environments (Dukas, 1998).
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1 General Introduction

Most animals learn through a combination of positive and negative
experiences (Dukas, 1998), or trial-and-error learning. When learning what
to eat, animals spend time sampling different kinds of resources in the
environment (Galef, 1996; Provenza et al., 2003). Part of this time is
spent trying resources that animals may later decide are not good to eat,
some of which will even make them feel ill (Provenza, 1995; Galef, 1996).

Both the time duration and the negative experiences of trial-and-error
learning, suggest that in some cases it may be more efficient, and less
tedious, to pay attention to what other individuals are doing, so called
social learning (Galef & Giraldeau, 2001). By observing other individuals,
animals could discover faster what resources are good to eat, and which
ones are best avoided. Social learning may therefore play a role in reducing
the time and errors it takes individuals to gain the experience they need
(Galef & Giraldeau, 2001). Through social learning, experience from older
individuals can be passed on to younger individuals. On longer timescales,
behavioral habits might be transmitted from one generation to the next,
giving rise to traditions and cultural inheritance.

In this thesis we address these issues and study how cultural inher-
itance comes about in group foragers. To further define the context of
this research, we first discuss what is known about cultural inheritance in
animals from comparative studies, and previously developed theory.

1.2 Social learning and culture in animals

In natural populations, many learned skills of animals are likely to be
picked up by individuals in a social environment (Avital & Jablonka, 2000),
especially if they live in permanent groups like primates. Individuals could
learn which species are dangerous, or potential predators, and when to
use alarm calls. For species that use predator specific alarm calls, like
vervet monkeys, young individuals learn when to use “eagle”, “snake”
or “leopard” calls when adults are less responsive to their false-alarms
(Seyfarth & Cheney, 1986).

Often young animals learn what to eat by hanging around adults, by
smelling their mother’s mouth, or taking food from their mother (e.g. Alt-
mann, 1980; King, 1999). In many cases, very simple forms of social learn-
ing suffice in order to transfer food preferences, as has been shown in rats
(Galef, 2003a). In some cases, like cats, mongooses (Thornton & McAul-
iffe, 2006) and of course birds, parents provision the young with food and
directly bias their learning. A cross-fostering study in great tits and blue
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1.2. Social learning and culture in animals

tits shows that a large part of the species foraging niche is culturally inher-
ited (Slagsvold & Wiebe, 2007). The young birds growing up with parents
from the other species ended up with diets from the other species. This
suggests that in some cases species differences are culturally maintained.

Unfortunately, at present it is generally still difficult to know to what
extent cultural inheritance plays a role in animal lives. This is because
learning is difficult to establish in animals and must be inferred from be-
havior, the outcome of learning (Janson & Byrne, 2007). For behavior
of animals in the wild it is therefore difficult to know whether it occurs
due to genetic predispositions, individual learning, or by observing other
individuals (see also Laland & Janik, 2006). Therefore even for the classic
examples of the spread of potato washing and grain sieving in Japanese
macaques (Kawai, 1965), it has been debated whether such behavior really
spread through the appropriate type of social learning and could be con-
sidered cultural (Galef, 1992).

Consider the case of capuchin monkeys in Costa Rica (Chapman &
Fedigan, 1990). Three groups of capuchin monkeys had neighboring home
ranges with large areas of overlap, and were found to differ in diet on
quite a substantial list of tree species. Although these tree species were
generally equally available to at least two groups, groups differed in their
feeding on them. One could therefore suggest that this represents group-
level differences in feeding habits, or diet traditions, based on learning
histories. However, it is not possible to distinguish this from an “optimal”
explanation, in which diet differences between groups are explained from
independent convergence on an optimal diet through individual learning.
This would rule out social causes for diet differences and therefore diet
traditions.

In the optimality scenario, an extra resource that one group had access
to, and the other group did not, could affect the relative profitability of
resources both groups had access to, and cause differences in diet. Under-
lying this idea is optimal foraging theory, which considers animal behavior
from the point of view of evolutionary optimized strategies that maxim-
ize fitness (e.g. Pyke, 1984; Perry & Pianka, 1997). In this case, optimal
foraging pre-supposes that the information processing capabilities of indi-
viduals are so efficient as to allow the capuchin monkeys to converge on
an optimal diet independently, and assumes a single diet optimum. Even
if this appears unrealistic, it cannot be falsified because we cannot pos-
sibly determine the nutritious value of all the plants and animals eaten
by capuchin monkeys in their rich tropical forest, and determine diet op-
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1 General Introduction

timality. The cultural component of diet variation will therefore remain
unknown.

The best evidence of culture in animals therefore comes from technical
and social behavior, which is more independent of ecological variation.
Some of the most spectacular evidence is that of chimpanzees (Whiten
et al., 1999) and orangutans (van Schaik et al., 2003). Examples of cultural
behavior includes nut cracking behavior in chimpanzees, and orangutans
using sticks to get past the nasty spines in neesia fruits. Also the findings
of savanna chimpanzees in Tanzania using sticks to dig up tubers and
roots (Hernandez-Aguilar et al., 2007), and savanna chimpanzees using
caves (Pruetz, 2007), are striking. Besides chimpanzees and orangutans,
cultural differences between groups have been shown for quite a substantial
repertoire of technical and social behavior in various animal species. These
include capuchin monkeys (Panger et al., 2002) and whales and dolphins
(Rendall & Whitehead, 2001).

It is therefore accepted that at least some animals, including humans,
do have culture. Moreover, these also appear to be the more cognitively
sophisticated animals, suggesting that cultural inheritance is closely linked
to cognitive abilities. Cumulative cultural evolution is however, still con-
sidered to be uniquely human (Boesch & Tomasello, 1998; Tomasello, 1999;
Richerson & Boyd, 2005; Whiten & van Schaik, 2007). In this process,
cultural development builds forth upon earlier cultural developments and
increases the complexity and efficiency of cultural attributes. Examples
are the development of stone tools in the archaeological record, the evolu-
tion of agriculture and the scientific process. Cumulative cultural evolution
is thought to be responsible for the spectacular rise in cultural complex-
ity observed in human beings (Tomasello, 1999; Richerson & Boyd, 2005;
Whiten & van Schaik, 2007).

1.3 Culture and evolution

From a biological and evolutionary perspective, culture and cultural inher-
itance is not just interesting in terms of how it shapes behavioral variation
in animal populations, but also because it gives rise to an alternative means
of inheritance next to genes. This is expected to affect the process of evol-
ution. The interplay between genetic and cultural evolution is generally
referred to as gene-culture co-evolution (Feldman & Laland, 1996). Al-
though cultures are generated by individuals, cultures may feedback on the
environments individuals live in and affect evolutionary pressures. Such
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1.4. Evolution of culture

feedbacks of individuals on their own (cultural) environment has been re-
ferred to as cultural niche construction (Laland et al., 2001). Furthermore,
cultural adaptation is thought to be more flexible and therefore faster than
genetic adaptation, and may generate higher rates of evolutionary diversi-
fication and affect speciation (Wyles et al., 1983; Lefebvre et al., 2004).

The feedback between cultural habits and evolution is apparent in an-
imal diets. For instance, human populations which consume dairy products
have corresponding lactose digestion adaptations in their genomes (Mc-
Cracken, 1971). In other cases adaptations may be more immediate in
the form of digestive micro-flora, which in humans can provide up to 10%
of energy from digestion, but in other primates this can be as much as
30% (Lambert, 1998). These micro-flora form complex communities which
help to digest macro-molecules such as starches, pectin, and cellulose. In-
terestingly, in mammals, micro-flora can be inherited maternally at birth
(Lambert, 1998), and major mammalian digestive adaptations have oc-
curred on the level of symbiotic bacterial digestive communities (see Ley
et al., 2008). It is exciting to contemplate the co-evolution of both cultural
feeding habits, adapting digestive micro-flora and digestive morphologies
and the ecological specialization of animals (see also Ley et al., 2008).

Next to culture being a fascinating evolving phenomenon in its own
right, cultural inheritance may therefore have both an adaptive role in
terms of shaping how individuals acquire behavioral skills, and an evolu-
tionary role in terms of how it feeds back on and becomes intertwined into
the evolutionary process.

1.4 Evolution of culture

Theories on the evolution of cultural inheritance focus on social learning,
which is the prerequisite for cultural inheritance. There are in fact many
different proposed types of social learning, many of which are considered to
differ in the degree to which they could support cultural inheritance (Galef,
1992; Heyes, 1993; McGrew, 1998; Tomasello, 1999; Whiten & van Schaik,
2007). Some types of social learning are cognitively quite simple, and have
been shown to support food preference traditions (Galef, 2003a). How-
ever, more cognitively sophisticated forms of social learning are probably
required for individuals to copy more intricate technical behavior, such
as tool use (Heyes, 1993; Tomasello, 1999; Whiten & van Schaik, 2007).
In particular, cumulative cultural evolution is thought to rely on accur-
ate forms of imitation which are able to preserve and build upon earlier
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1 General Introduction

behavior forms (Tomasello, 1999; Richerson & Boyd, 2005; Whiten & van
Schaik, 2007). Therefore simple social learning may lead to simple tradi-
tions, but more complex culture is likely to depend on more sophisticated
social learning mechanisms.

Interestingly, when great apes like chimpanzees and orangutans, are
raised by humans, they often appear to become “more intelligent”. It has
therefore been suggested that the cultural environment can stimulate the
development of cognitive abilities through what is called “enculturation”
(Tomasello & Call, 2004; Whiten & van Schaik, 2007). This could mean
that at least part of cognitive ability is maintained through cultural inher-
itance. In turn this could feedback on cultural complexity and generate
selective pressure for enhanced cognitive abilities and brain size (Whiten
& van Schaik, 2007).

Other ideas on the evolution of brain size and intelligence focus on
behavioral flexibility and ingenuity, both with respect to environmental
complexity (Milton, 1988; Byrne, 1998; Sol, 2003) and the complexity
of social relationships (Byrne & Whiten, 1988; Dunbar, 1998; Dunbar &
Shultz, 2007). This idea is supported by correlations between behavioral
innovation (“invention”), learning abilities, social intelligence and brain
size (Lefebvre et al., 1997; Reader & Laland, 2002; Reader, 2003; Lefebvre
et al., 2004; Sol et al., 2005). Behavioral innovations in particular have
been related to species’ abilities to cope with environmental variability
(Wyles et al., 1983; Lee, 1991; Sol et al., 2005). Such adaptability could
be enhanced when innovations are spread quickly through a population
through social learning. Cognitive abilities could therefore have evolved
to allow animals the behavioral flexibility needed to survive in variable
environments (Wyles et al., 1983; Lefebvre et al., 2004).

Social learning is not necessarily adaptive however. Mathematical pop-
ulation models have been used to study the environmental conditions which
favor the evolution of social learning with respect to cultural inheritance
(Boyd & Richerson, 1985; Rogers, 1988; Boyd & Richerson, 1988; Feldman
et al., 1996; Laland & Kendal, 2003). These studies show that when the
environment changes too fast, social learning can lead to the inheritance of
outdated and mal-adaptive information. Similarly, social cues may simply
be unreliable as soon as they are generated (Giraldeau et al., 2002). For
example, panic behavior can spread easily through groups even if there is
no obvious cause.

Unreliable cues and environmental variability are therefore expected
to affect the prevalence of social learning. Interestingly, various studies
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1.5. The environment and group-level patterns

have shown that fish are able to asses the value of social cues relative
to their own personal experience (reviewed in Valone, 2007). Possibly,
such mediated use of social information could help individuals avoid the
negative effects of social learning (Laland, 2004). Various model studies
have also shown that special selective forms of social learning can be more
adaptive, because they help to increase the probability of obtaining reliable
information (e.g. Boyd & Richerson, 1995).

Combined, the evidence of comparative studies among animals, and
modeling approaches on the adaptive value of social learning, suggest that
the evolution of adaptive cognitive abilities, including social learning, is
the main driving force for generating culture and its complexity. Intuit-
ively this is very appealing, and may very well be true. However, because
cultural inheritance is notoriously difficult to detect in natural popula-
tions due to ecological variability, we may still be missing a large part of
the picture. At present the focus is on cultural variation that is relat-
ively independent of ecological variation, such as social behavior and food
processing techniques, which in turn are related to cognitive abilities. In
terms of the evolution and prevalence of cultural inheritance in animals, we
may therefore be overlooking the role of more ecologically related behavior,
such as diet. Moreover, the consequences of learning in groups are not well
explored, despite the fact that it is known that the behavior of individuals
in groups is often complex and can give rise to novel group-level behavior
(e.g. Camazine et al., 2001; Couzin & Krause, 2003).

1.5 The environment and group-level patterns

In this thesis we study culture as group-level behavioral pattern formation
arising from individual behavior in structured environments. Both the
relationship between individual and group-level behavior, and the struc-
turing role of the environment, have been shown to be an integral part
of behavioral complexity, and can be seen as different aspects of the self-
organization of behavior (Hogeweg & Hesper, 1985; Camazine et al., 2001;
Couzin & Krause, 2003). Despite its potential importance, few studies
have explicitly addressed the role of self-organization in the evolution of
culture.

In animal behavior, self-organization is generally used to refer to in-
teresting or complex patterns of behavior at a group level, that arise only
from local interactions between individuals without reference to the pat-
tern of behavior at the group level, or some external ordering system (cf
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1 General Introduction

Camazine et al., 2001). The group-level pattern is then considered an
emergent property of the behavioral system. Self-organization has been
used to explain the spectacular co-ordinated movements in large animal
aggregations such as fish schools (e.g. Couzin et al., 2002), collective for-
aging and trail formation in social insects such as ants (Deneubourg et al.,
1989), and socially determined spatial patterns in groups (e.g. Hemelrĳk,
1999).

Perhaps less emphasized, but at least equally important, is the role of
a structured environment in shaping behavioral patterns. This has been
famously expressed in the following way (Simon, 1969):

“An ant, viewed as a behaving system, is quite simple. The apparent
complexity of its behavior over time is largely a reflection of the complexity
of the environment in which it finds itself.”

Such behavioral structuring, by both the physical and social environ-
ment, is captured in the TODO principle (Hogeweg & Hesper, 1985), which
states that individuals simply “do what there is to do”. This emphasizes
how behavior is shaped by behavioral opportunities in a rich and struc-
tured environment and can generate behavioral patterns. This is important
for understanding behavioral complexity, as well as for disentangling cause
and effect in interpreting the “function” of behavior. From an evolutionary
optimality perspective many behavioral patterns are interpreted within an
adaptive framework, whereas they may also be explained in terms of an-
imals automatically responding to opportunities that are available to them
in the environment (see Hogeweg, 1989).

te Boekhorst & Hogeweg (1994) showed how simple behavioral rules
and differences between males and females in foraging, and male sexual
behavior, gave rise to similar male grouping patterns as observed in chim-
panzees, according to ecological conditions. In this way male aggregation
patterns could be understood using only the scenario of males maxim-
izing matings and females increasing food intake, rather than requiring
extra assumptions for male grouping, such as kin selection. By consider-
ing the structuring role of the environment and self-organizing processes,
a more parsimonious mechanism for grouping patterns could therefore be
proposed. The point here is not that evolutionary optimization does not
occur, but to emphasize how behavioral patterns can potentially be over-
interpreted without reference to self-organizing processes in a structured
environment. Moreover, it does not mean animals are not behaviorally
sophisticated, but rather that self-structured behavioral patterns based on
simple behavioral rules should at least serve as a null-models for consider-
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1.5. The environment and group-level patterns

ing further behavioral elaboration.

Both environmentally structured and group-level behavior patterns are
potentially important for understanding how novel phenomena can arise
during evolution. Such patterns may harbor their own properties and gen-
erate new levels of selection in the evolutionary process, as has been shown
in other contexts (e.g. Boerlĳst & Hogeweg, 1991). In social behavior, self-
organizing processes in the social structure of bumble bee colonies have
been shown to interact with colony growth rates and so shape colony life-
histories (Hogeweg & Hesper, 1983). Colonies collapse at the end of the
season, at which time colonies switch to the production of generative off-
spring. The timing of this switch is important in terms of environmental
conditions and co-ordination with other colonies. Self-organized dynamics
offer a mechanism through which colonies can generate a robust internal
“social clock” for timing the switch, as well as how such timing could be
evolved (Hogeweg & Hesper, 1983). Such interactions are fundamental for
our conception of the role of self-organization in evolutionary processes,
both in terms of how selection can shape individual-level behavior in order
to tinker with self-organized behavior (see also Couzin et al., 2002), and in
terms of the evolutionary consequences of higher order behavior and how
it generates selective pressures at lower levels (see Boerlĳst & Hogeweg,
1991).

Self-organizing processes, and their role in generating patterns which
feed back on selective pressures, could be highly relevant for understand-
ing cultural inheritance. Clearly, cultures are group-level phenomena that
depend on individual learning, and in some cases it appears that cultural
phenomena depend on group-level properties. For instance, in Tasmanian
aboriginals low effective population size due to isolation, may have been
responsible for the loss of cultural behaviors such as fishing with nets and
making bone tools (see Diamond, 1978). This suggests that group proper-
ties, such as size, are important for cultural dynamics.

The environment also shapes opportunities for learning. For instance,
terrestrial behavior in combination with appropriate rocks outcrops in the
environment appear to affect capuchin stone tool use (see Visalberghi et al.,
2005; Madden et al., 2007). Moreover, ecological conditions can affect
population densities and related social dynamics and relationships. For
instance, in Suaq, Indonesia, orangutans are known for their rich cultural
repertoires (van Schaik, 2003). This has been suggested to depend both
on the high densities of orangutans at this location and the high rates of
aggregation and social tolerance (van Schaik et al., 1999). Social tolerance
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is likely to affect the spatial proximity of individuals and opportunities for
social learning (Coussi-Korbel & Fragaszy, 1995). Alternatively, learning
by some individuals may pre-empt learning by other individuals because
the necessity for learning is removed, such as in the producer-scrounger
scenario (e.g. Barnard & Sibly, 1981; Giraldeau, 1984). Environmental
structuring, both ecological and social, may therefore play a large role in
the prevalence of learning opportunities.

Although, self-organizing processes are likely to be important for un-
derstanding both the origin and dynamics of cultural phenomena, these
issues are not well studied. Both because they are difficult, or impossible,
to study in nature, and because they are beyond the scope of simple pop-
ulation models. In order to study these issues it is therefore necessary to
use simulation models. With respect to social learning, such models have
been used to study different types of social learning mechanisms, and have
shown that simple social learning mechanisms can be sufficient or indeed
more successful than those that would require more cognition (e.g. Noble &
Franks, 2002). However, how the environment explicitly structures learn-
ing, and how learning in groups generates cultural patterns, is still very
much an open question.

1.6 This thesis

In this thesis we use a TODO-based approach to study learning in groups
in structured environments. Our aim is to study the potential role of self-
organizing processes in the formation and evolution of cultural patterns,
as shaped by opportunities for learning in the environment. Central to
this is studying the implications of relatively basic behavioral assumptions
in order to establish appropriate baselines, or null-expectations, before
considering behavioral elaborations.

To do this we use an individual-based simulation model, which cap-
tures both the spatial structure of rich environments and the local nature
of learning by individuals. This is important for generating the histor-
ical contingencies that are defining in learning processes, i.e. individuals
process local information about the environment, which affects their sub-
sequent behavior in other local contexts. This allows for unique learning
histories and differentiation between individuals. Important to note is that
simulation models require full specification in order to function, and are
not easily generalized (see also McElreath & Boyd, 2007). However, here
we are interested in exactly those aspects which can only be studied using
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simulation models, namely: behavioral opportunities in a structured envir-
onment and how they affect the learning patterns of individuals in groups.
We therefore take a promising specified setting, in the form diet learning
in “monkeys”, and use this to study the cultural pattern formation in a
rich artificial world.

We choose diet learning in “monkeys” as a context, both because our
modeling approach requires full model specification, and because it would
appear to be a reasonable setting in which to consider cultural pattern
formation. Monkeys generally live in permanent groups and live in rich
and structured environments, usually tropical forests. Moreover, some
monkeys are thought to have at least some level of traditional inherit-
ance (Perry & Manson, 2003), making this a relevant context for cultural
phenomena. This helps us to ensure that we are in the “right ball park”
for studying these issues. Naturally our model is a simplification, and
our model only approaches some basic characteristics of real monkeys, in
this case grouping, learning what to eat, foraging selectively and living in
a structured environment. This means that our model may also be relev-
ant for other group foragers, especially because we consider diet learning,
which is a general learning context in animals.

Using this setting we study relationships between learning, grouping
and a structured environment and the consequences this has for how cul-
tural inheritance comes about.

We start by developing a baseline and study how different environ-
mental settings affect trial-and-error learning in groups (chapter 2). We
find that in well-mixed, or uniform environments, grouping tends to cause
individuals to diverge in learning, while in patchy environments it causes
them to converge in learning and develop group-level diets. These results
make explicit how the environment structures learning opportunities and
shows that trial-and-error learning in groups is practically never free of
social influences.

In chapter 3 we consider the cultural consequences of these spontan-
eous social influences and show that group-level diets in patchy environ-
ments can be inherited, giving rise to diet traditions. Moreover, we discover
that groups with population turn-over can spontaneously generate cumu-
lative cultural improvement in diet. Thus we find that in structured en-
vironments the cultural repertoire of mere trial-and-error learning is quite
substantial, and moreover, because it arises spontaneously, evolution gets
it “for free”.

Given this trial-and-error baseline, we consider the implications of en-
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vironmentally structured learning opportunities for more explicit social
learning, namely copying what other individuals eat (chapter 4). We find
that learning is easy in pure patches, making copying to a certain extent
redundant, or even detrimental. On the other hand, copying is difficult in
uniform environments, limiting its impact on diet development. Copying is
therefore most effective in varied patches, where learning is difficult enough
for copying to play a role and copying is easy enough to be effective. As in
trial-and-error learning, environmental structuring therefore plays a large
role.

In chapter 5 we consider how diet cultures fare in changing envir-
onments and what this means for cultural diversification. We find that
changing environments make learning difficult, but in contrast to previous
theory, find that this happens in a similar way for individual and both spon-
taneous and explicit social learning. In fact, copying helps groups adapt
to environmental change by integrating diet innovations faster. Moreover,
in concert with adaptation we find that groups diverge in diets, and there-
fore that cultural diversification is enhanced by explicit social learning,
especially when groups live together in the same environment.

Finally, in chapter 6 we draw together these results, and show that our
approach to cultural inheritance captures crucial environmental structur-
ing of learning in groups, through which longer term cultural consequences
can be understood. We discuss how our results contrast with existing the-
ory and how this depends on model formalisms and assumptions. We con-
clude that our results provide a parsimonious framework for understanding
both a spontaneous origin of cultural inheritance, and its diversification
through an interplay between adaptation and self-organization.
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Chapter 2

Resource distributions and diet development by
trial-and-error learning

Daniel J. van der Post and Paulien Hogeweg
Theoretical Biology/Bioinformatics Group, Utrecht University

Padualaan 8, 3584 CH Utrecht, The Netherlands.

Behavioural Ecology and Sociobiology 61: 65-80 (2006)

Abstract

We study interactions between resource distributions, grouping, and diet
development in foragers who learn by trial-and-error. We do this by con-
structing an individual-based model where individuals move and forage in
groups in a 2-D space with high resource diversity and learn what to eat.
By comparing diet development in different resource distributions, and in
gregarious and solitary individuals, we elucidate how these factors affect
patterns of diet variation. Our results indicate that different resource dis-
tributions have profound effects on learning opportunities, and thereby
lead to contrasting phenomena. In uniform environments, local resource
depletion by gregarious individuals, in interaction with learning, leads to
diet differentiation. In patchy environments, grouping leads to enhanced
diet overlap within groups and leads to differences in diet between groups.
Surprisingly, mixed environments can generate all these phenomena simul-
taneously. Our results predict relationships between diet variation, trial-
and-error learning, and resource distributions. The phenomena we describe
are not evolved strategies, but arise spontaneously when groups of indi-
viduals learn to forage in certain resource distributions. This suggests
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that describing diet specialization or diet homogenization as the result of
behavioral strategies may not always be justified.

2.1 Introduction

Diets are often used to characterize niches and to determine competitive
relationships between species, degrees of ecological specialization and spe-
cies diversity. In addition, the distributions of resources eaten are thought
to shape the individual competitive interactions that give rise to social sys-
tems, as predicted by the socio-ecological model (Emlen & Oring, 1977).

However, diets are not rigid species properties and can vary, among
other things, with respect to ecological variation in the environment. In
red colobus monkeys (Procolobus badius) for example, diets can vary con-
siderably from year to year, and diet overlap between red colobus and black
and white colobus (Colobus guereza) in the same home-range was found
to be greater than with a neighboring red colobus group (Chapman et al.,
2002). Such findings raise questions about using diet to characterize niches,
as well as about conclusions drawn from diets observed over small spatial
and temporal scales (Chapman et al., 1997, 2002). They also highlight the
potential role of adaptation to local conditions through learning, whereby
ecology defines the foraging opportunities (or resource availability) and
learning opportunities that are available for individuals.

How learning and foraging opportunities contribute to diets, however,
remains unclear. In white-faced capuchins (Cebus capucinus) for instance,
it was impossible to determine to what extent ecology and social influences
on learning contributed to diet differences between neighboring groups
(see Chapman & Fedigan, 1990). Despite a large overlap in home-ranges,
differences in feeding on shared food sources could not be attributed to
learning due to the potential effects of non-shared food sources on the
relative profitability of shared food sources (Chapman & Fedigan, 1990). In
this way, the empirical limits of incompletely characterized environments
and the intractable nature of learning, complicate study of interactions
between ecology, competition and learning.

While studies focusing on competition neglect learning, diet develop-
ment studies often neglect the impact of competition and ecology on op-
portunities for learning. From a diet-level perspective, diet development
studies try to explain why individuals have certain diets using diet se-
lection strategies based on nutrient acquisition and toxin avoidance (e.g.
Altmann, 1998). Within this context, neophobia has been suggested as
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a means to avoid toxic resources (e.g. Fragaszy & Visalberghi, 1996) and
social learning has been suggested to allow individuals to benefit from the
experience of others (Galef & Giraldeau, 2001). On a more physiological
level, diet development studies deal with how food preferences actually de-
velop. Generally, diet preferences are thought to develop through delayed
post-ingestive feedbacks from digestion (Garcia et al., 1974; Hasegawa &
Matsuzawa, 1981; Provenza, 1995). These feedbacks are sensitive to the
sequence and combination of resources ingested. In goats, mixing of food
during learning has been shown to slow preference development and reduce
preference discrimination between different foods (Duncan & Young, 2002;
Kimball & Nolte, 2005). Furthermore, diet itself may impact on intestinal
nutrient transporters (Karasov & Diamond, 1988). Digestion and prefer-
ence development are therefore likely to be sensitive to the learning oppor-
tunities that individuals encounter, as shaped by ecology and competition
between individuals. However, the practical difficulties of charting learning
opportunities and diet development in complex environments, cause these
issues to be neglected.

One way of gaining insight into such interactions, while at the same
time by-passing the limitations of empirical observation, is through com-
putational models. We do this by using an individual-based model, and
study the interactions between resource distributions, foraging competi-
tion and diet learning by trial-and-error. Our work is in line with studies
indicating the importance of interactions between environment and indi-
viduals in the self-organization of animal behavior (Hogeweg & Hesper,
1985; Deneubourg et al., 1989; te Boekhorst & Hogeweg, 1994; Hemel-
rĳk, 2000). We focus on these interactions and not on optimal foraging
strategies, the adaptive value of learning, or diet selection strategies, and
seek to expose patterns in diet variation which arise automatically when
individuals forage in groups in different environments.

More specifically, we look at how resource distributions and grouping
affect learning opportunities and how this influences diet preference devel-
opment through post-ingestive feedbacks. By implementing a rich spatial
environment in which the individuals forage, we allow for patterns in diet
variation to arise. This would not be possible with simpler learning models
which allow, for instance, only for 2 behavior states (e.g. Boyd & Richerson,
1988), or a single optimum state (e.g. Hinton & Nowlan, 1987). Although
our results apply to group foragers in general, our model is formulated with
primates in mind, to ensure relevance for a particular case. This is import-
ant considering the interface of ecology, learning and physiology that we
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study. With respect to modeling, this means that choices concerning beha-
vioral rules, spatial and temporal scales and related parameters are made
with primates in mind. However, the model itself remains general and is
relevant for various group foragers. Our results show that the contrasting
phenomena of individual diet “specialists”, group-level diet similarity, or
both simultaneously, occur according to the patchiness of the resources.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Model

Our model is designed to capture the spatial and competitive factors that
could influence foraging opportunities in individuals learning what to eat.
To this end we construct an individual-based (agent-based) model set in an
explicit spatial (2D) environment with multiple resource types (see Fig. 2.1
for a visual representation). Individuals are modeled to forage in groups
and learn what to eat according to simple behavior rules. These behavior
rules occur relative to local ecological and social context, in combination
with individual internal state. In this way, foraging is dependent on the
ecological and social opportunities that arise. Therefore, learning is not
a fixed strategy, but instead depends on what individuals can see. In
addition, learning is linked to pre-determined gastro-intestinal digestive
capacity, thus determining the resources that can be consumed and di-
gested. In this way, our model allows interactions to arise between the
environment, foraging in groups, and learning. The details of the model
are described below.

2.2.2 Environment

The environment is a multi-layer cellular automata (CA) where grid points
on each layer represent space where discrete resource items can be found.
The maximum number of resource items per location is equal to the number
of layers and when items are eaten they are removed from the field (see
also Fig. 2.1a). As a default we use a field size of 800 x 800 units (each
unit approximately scaled to 1 meter), which is large enough to make
global resource depletion negligible and allows us to focus on local resource
depletion.

A varying number of resource types are modeled and are initialized with
equal abundance. All resource types have equal unit size and have ran-
domly varied proportions of five nutritious substances (Ri), toxicity (Rtox),
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a) uniform environment b) patchy environment

Figure 2.1: Visual representation of a 70 by 70 grid unit section of the model
showing group foragers in uniform (a) and patchy (b) environments. In a, dark
areas indicate depleted resources, and in b each patch is one particular resource
type without indication of the number of resource items. Individuals are indicated
in black.

and bulk (Rbulk), with ∑(Ri)+Rtox +Rbulk = 1. Ecological dynamics are lim-
ited to single influxes of resources every 100,000 time steps (= 1 year or
season) and depletion through foraging. For each simulation we initialize
resources according to a predefined pattern (resource distribution). There-
after, at the beginning of each season we simply re-initialize the resources
in the environment, i.e. the environment becomes identical to the initial
resource configuration and undepleted resources disappear.

We implement a uniform (Fig 2.1a), patchy (Fig. 2.1b) and two inter-
mediate resource distributions. In uniform distributions each resource type
is evenly spread over the field, but is not present at every grid point. In
patchy distributions, patches are isolated and consist of one resource type.
As a default we implement patches that are large enough to be shared by
all individuals in a group, i.e. radius 10 for groups of 20 individuals. The
two intermediate resource distributions are: 1) mixed uniform and patchy
distribution, i.e. patches superimposed on uniformly distributed resources,
and 2) patches with co-occurring resources, i.e. fixed sets of resources that
co-occur in patches. In all cases we keep the total number of resource items
constant. (For exact specification of the different resource distributions see
Appendix 2.5.1).
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Figure 2.2: Flow diagram of behavior rules of individuals. A behavior procedure
starts at Check if safe and proceeds until it terminates at a given “terminal”
behavior (i.e. on the right hand side). The procedure then starts again. Dark
gray boxes indicate individual actions, and light gray boxes indicate individual,
social or environmental states. D distance unit (scaled to meters); T time steps
(scaled to minutes); SiT stomach contents which is maximally (SMAX ) = 20; Y =
yes; N = no. For an explanation of p̂i please see Section 2.2.3.

2.2.3 Individuals

We model individuals using an event-based formalism, i.e. individual ac-
tions take time. Their behavioral repertoire involves moving, searching for
food items, eating and doing nothing. Behavior is conditional on neighbors
and food availability. In this way, movements are determined by grouping
tendency and local resources, and these movements occur in a continuous
2D space (i.e. individuals are not constrained by the grid used to place re-
sources but have continuous co-ordinates). Furthermore, individuals digest
consumed food and can learn when they find unknown resources.

Individual behavior rules are implemented in a procedural sequence as
indicated in Fig. 2.2. Individuals that have completed their last action or
have nothing to do, start the procedure at “check if safe” and follow the
procedure until they have completed a terminal action after which they
start again.
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The details of the behavioral rules are described below and all para-
meter values for individual behavior rules are included in Fig. 2.2.

Grouping

Grouping is only implemented for gregarious individuals (solitary individu-
als ignore other individuals). Our grouping rules are local and are inspired
by the idea that primates form groups to avoid predation: we model indi-
viduals to require a minimum number neighbors within a certain radius,
in order to feel safe. Individuals check for safety with a certain probab-
ility, and if they are not safe they move towards the largest part of the
group. They do this by moving to the nearest neighbor of the fullest of
four randomly orientated quadrants about themselves within a maximum
view. When individuals rejoin the group, they adjust their direction to
the average direction of visible neighbors. These conditions ensure group
formation, but also allow for subgroup formation under certain conditions.

In patchy environments, group cohesion is more difficult to maintain.
We therefore allow individuals to move to visible feeding neighbors with a
certain probability if they do not find food: they move towards the quad-
rant of the group where the density of feeding individuals is highest, given
a minimum of two feeding individuals. In retrospect we discovered that
this rule was not necessary for achieving group cohesion in patchy environ-
ments. Test simulations showed that similar results are obtained without
this rule. Therefore, the observation of, and moving towards feeding neigh-
bors does not have an impact in our study, and grouping itself is sufficient
for our results.

Foraging

When modeling foraging we have taken into account that selectivity is
an important aspect of foraging (Altmann, 1998). We set parameters to
ensure that an individual’s stomach becomes full considerably before di-
gestion has taken place (every 100 time steps), increasing the importance
of selectivity. Motivation to search for food, or hunger, is modeled as a
decreasing sigmoid function of an individual’s stomach contents (see Fig.
2.2). Hungry individuals search for food if they are safe or have not checked
for safety. To avoid crowding, they only search for food if there are no indi-
viduals within their reach. They search within a small radius and a certain
view angle in the direction the individual is facing. Random resource loca-
tions (grid points on CA) within view are chosen, and resources items are
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assessed for consumption in a random order up to a maximum number of
items. This maximum defines the time constraints for searching during a
search event.

If a food item is selected, it is consumed in a subsequent eat event. If
it was beyond an individual’s reach, the individual first moves towards it.
Otherwise individuals can search again, move forward, or do nothing. If
individuals can’t move forward they move in a random direction (i.e. when
blocked by the edge of the field).

Food Choice: Individuals use preferences (pir) and a preference ex-
pectation ( p̂i) to make food choice decisions (ρ = pir/p̂i). Each individual
forms preferences after digestion of resources (see Section 2.2.3). Only re-
sources with positive preferences are considered during foraging and those
with negative preferences are avoided (i.e. individuals have aversions to-
wards such resources). Resources with a preference of zero are unknown
and therewith provide learning opportunities. Preference expectation re-
flects the individual’s estimate of the quality of food that is currently
available in the environment. It allows individuals to avoid feeding on low
quality resources and ensures that they forage selectively; however, it en-
ables individuals to adjust their selectivity to changes in the environment.
Preference expectation is updated when a resource is eaten with a higher
preference than the present preference expectation. Preference expectation
then attains the value of the preference for that resource. If resources are
less preferred than preference expectation, preference expectation decays
(p̂i = 0.999∗ p̂i).

Digestion

Digestion capacity is modeled as a normalized function over digestion for 5
nutritious substances (see Section 2.2.2) and a capacity for detoxification:
∑Di +Dtox = 1 (where Di and Dtox = 0.1). Digestion takes place periodically
(every 100 time steps = 1/10 of day) and is therefore delayed relative to
feeding. Resource quality is equal to the energy that individuals gain from
that resource:

Er =
5

∑
i=1

(RiDi)−Rtox(1−Dtox) (2.1)

Total energy over all resources is then equal to ∑(ErNr), where Nr is the
number of items of resource r eaten.
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Learning

In this model there are two components to learning: (1) eating a novel
resource (trial) and (2) developing preferences for resources.

Trials: Trial-and-error learn events (trials) occur with a fixed prob-
ability (trial rate = T ≈ degree of neophilia) if an unknown resource is
encountered. Since trials occur subject to finding unknown resources, fre-
quencies of trials tend to decrease automatically as individuals become
more knowledgeable about their environment. In this study we contrast
three different trial rates: 0.0001, 0.01, 1.0. These give a maximum ini-
tial number of trials of 0.1, 10, and 200 trials per day respectively, under
optimal conditions (20 unknown different resource items per food search
event).

Preference Updates: Individuals form preferences for resources
through delayed feedbacks from digestion. Updates for individual i are
calculated as follows:

pir := pir +(U
Sir

SiT
(Ēi− p̄i)) (2.2)

where pir is the preference for resource r, Sir is the number of items of
resource r in the stomach, SiT is the total number of items in the stomach,
U is an update constant, Ēi is the average energy per item obtained from
digestion, and p̄i is the average preference for the items digested.

The only information individuals can obtain from digestion is an av-
erage energy value for the resources, and they relate this to an average
expectation (p̄i). To include some environmental noise we draw a new
value of Ēi from a normal distribution with a mean of Ēi and a standard
deviation of 0.005 (on average less than 10% of Ēi). We focus on energy
for simplicity, but therewith also restrict the range of potential optimal
diets, allowing us to use a hard case scenario to study diet variation. Diet
optima would be more varied if preferences were updated according to
contribution to an individual’s nutrient balance.

Since digestion occurs at time intervals, learning resource preferences
is a delayed process. In addition, when a mixture of resources is diges-
ted simultaneously, updates are averaged over resources types. Preference
updating is therefore sensitive to interference. In our model we set U to
0.01, i.e. developing a half perfect estimate for a resource’s quality takes
about 7 days when single resources are digested. Aversions can develop
after a single consumption of a toxic resource, i.e. as soon as preference
drops below 0. This is in rough qualitative agreement with results from
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Japanese macaques (e.g. Matsuzawa & Hasegawa, 1983), where preference
development for a novel food type occurred in the order of 5-10 days, but
had not yet leveled off. Like in our model, interference on post-ingestive
feedback due to mixing of resources appears to slow preference develop-
ment in goats (Duncan & Young, 2002; Kimball & Nolte, 2005) in the order
of weeks (our estimate).

2.2.4 Experiments and Analysis

We study the impact of resource distributions on diet development by
running simulations in uniform, patchy and intermediate environments.
We further study the impact of local competition by comparing gregarious
and solitary individuals and explore the generality of our results by varying
trial rates (T) and resource diversities. We also investigate the potential for
inter-group differences by comparing diets from different groups foraging
in identical environments. In all cases, simulations are run with 20 naïve
individuals for 5,000,000 time steps (where 1000 time steps represent a day
and 100,000 time steps represent a year). Individuals have to learn what
to eat (i.e. all preferences are initialized at 0) and do not die or reproduce.

We first compare diets and resource preferences at particular time
points using hierarchical clustering. As an unsupervised method of pat-
tern analysis, this method reveals patterns of similarity and variation in
the data that is relatively free of observer bias. On the one hand we cluster
resources, where resources are characterized by the preferences of individu-
als. We do this to determine which resources are shared by foragers, and
thus determine the distribution of feeding within groups. We use Man-
hattan distances and single linkage, i.e. we focus on the distance to the
nearest resource. On the other hand we cluster individuals, where indi-
viduals are characterized by resource preferences. We do this to determine
which individuals share dietary components and use correlation distances
and average linkage, i.e. we focus on groups of individuals with similar
diet.

Since the above analyses are conducted on single time points for single
simulations, we use a diet overlap index to study the progression of diet
variation in time for a range of parameters. For individual diet overlap
within populations we use a proportional similarity index (PSi) (see Bolnick
et al., 2002):

PSi = 1−0.5.
R

∑
r=1

|xir − yr|=
R

∑
r=1

(min(xir,yr)) (2.3)
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where xir is the proportion of resource r in the diet of individual i, and yr

is the proportion of resource r in the population’s total diet. From this we
obtain an average over the whole population to represent intra-population
diet overlap. Intra-individual diet overlap is therefore maximal when this
average equals 1, and is minimal when it equals 0.

For inter-group comparisons, we simulate diet development in two in-
dependent (different random seeds) groups in the exact same environment.
Since diet development is a stochastic process, we repeat this procedure
10 times to obtain 10 pairs of independent groups from 10 different envir-
onments (different random seeds). For each pair of groups we conduct a
principal component analysis (PCA) on the diet preferences of the com-
bined individuals of both groups. We visualize the results by plotting the
individuals of both groups according to the value of the 1st and 2nd prin-
cipal component. Each group (of a pair) is differently labeled to show how
the groups differ according to first two major axes of variation. The results
from the 10 independent PCAs are then superimposed to determine the
generality of the result.

2.3 Results

In our model, diet development in different resource distributions leads to
contrasting diet profiles. Fig. 2.3 gives an overview of these results and
shows cluster diagrams of resource preferences developed in uniform and
patchy environments. We cluster resources and show the distribution of
feeding over resources. Similarly, preferred resources cluster together, and
distances between resources reflect the magnitude of preference differences
between resources. The resource preferences of individuals are visualized
in the colored data matrices, where rows represent resources, columns rep-
resent individuals and color intensity indicates preference magnitude.

The most striking difference is that between uniform and patchy en-
vironments (compare Fig. 2.3a,b with c,d). Preferences are much more
developed in the patchy environment as indicated by the greater intens-
ity of color in the visualized data matrices. In addition, individuals in
patchy environments are more similar, or converged, in their preferences
than those in uniform environments. This is indicated in the data matrix
by some resources that are preferred by many individuals (dark top rows),
and some that are avoided by most individuals (light bottom rows). This
leads to greater distances between preferred and avoided resources in the
dendrogram, especially in solitary individuals (Fig. 2.3d).
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a) Gregarious b) Solitary c) Gregarious d) Solitary
Uniformly distributed resources Patchily distributed resources
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Figure 2.3: Overdispersal of diet in a uniform environment and homogenized
diets in a patchy environment in gregarious individuals. Shown are dendrograms
and data matrices of diet preferences. a,b Uniform environment; c,d patchy
environment; a,c gregarious individuals; b,d solitary individuals. Hierarchical
clustering (Manhattan distances, single linkage) was conducted on resources ac-
cording to how individual prefer them. Dendrogram terminals represent resources,
and distances between resources reflect the difference in magnitude in how they are
preferred. The colored data matrices illustrate the resource preferences. Columns
represent individuals, rows represent resources, and color darkness indicates pref-
erence magnitude. Parameters: 100 resources, T = 0.01, 10th year.

Although preference development is clearly less pronounced in uniform
environments, convergence in preferences in solitary individuals is still ap-
parent (Fig. 2.3b). Some resources are preferred by more individuals (top
rows) and some are avoided more (bottom rows), and results are therefore
qualitatively similar to those of solitary individuals in patchy environments
(compare Fig. 2.3b and d). The quantitative increase in preference devel-
opment in patchy environments is not surprising given the longer durations
of feeding on single resource types in each patch, as compared to the mix-
ing of different resource types and higher diversity of feeding in uniform
environments.

More unexpected, however, is that grouping in uniform environments
reduces convergence in preferences relative to solitary individuals (compare
Fig. 2.3a and b). The most preferred resources (top rows) are preferred by
fewer individuals and this results in two-fold smaller dendrogram distances
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between most preferred resources and other resources, as compared to sol-
itary individuals (compare dendrogram distances at top of Fig. 2.3a and
b). This indicates an over-dispersal in preferences in gregarious individuals
relative to solitary individuals.

Surprisingly, the opposite is true in patchy environments. The visual-
ized data matrices (Fig. 2.3c and d) show that preferences in gregarious
individuals are highly converged (high similarity between columns), while
solitary individuals are a lot less similar in preferences and are more spread
out over resources. This indicates a homogenizing influence on diet devel-
opment in gregarious individuals. In addition, the visualized data matrix of
the gregarious individuals indicates that a small sub-group of two individu-
als (two rightmost columns) developed different diet preferences generating
group-level diet differences.

Thus, in uniform environments we see that grouping leads to diet over-
dispersal, while in patchy environments it leads to a common diet and
group-level diet differences. We generalize and discuss these contrasting
results in more detail:

2.3.1 Diet over-dispersal in uniform environments

Diet overdispersal in gregarious individuals in uniform environments (Fig.
2.3a) can be expressed as reduced diet overlap due to grouping. Fig. 2.4
shows average diet overlap over time for different trial rates (T) and re-
source diversities. Trial rates (different symbols) and resource diversity
(Fig. 2.4a-c) have a large impact on diet overlap, and more interestingly,
grouping generally causes a consistent reduction in diet overlap (black
symbols) relative to solitary individuals (gray symbols) for the same trial
rate.

Resource depletion and learning Local resource depletion occurs natur-
ally in our spatial model when individuals feed in close proximity (groups;
see Fig. 2.1a), and this directly affects opportunities for learning. How
this leads to reduced diet overlap can be understood by considering how
local resource depletion interacts with learning. In OMNISCIENT individu-
als, which have perfect preferences (i.e. equal to resource quality) and no
learning, local depletion by grouping does not lead to reduced diet over-
lap (Fig. 2.4, squares). However, in learning individuals, local resource
depletion biases learning and foraging opportunities towards resources not
depleted by others. As a consequence of this interaction between resource
depletion and learning, individuals specialize on a unique set of resources.
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Figure 2.4: Reduced diet overlap due to grouping in uniform environments. Run-
ning averages of diet overlap for gregarious (black) and solitary (gray) individuals
in uniform environments with different resource diversities. a Ten resources, b
100 resources, c 1000 resources. Squares represent omniscients, where only com-
petition plays a role. Diamonds T 0.0001, circles T 0.01, triangles T 1.0, dotted
lines T 0.01 and no interference during updating.

Trial rates Fig. 2.4 shows that low trial rates lead to low diet over-
lap (compare diamonds to circles and triangles). Initially, this is not that
surprising, because low trial rates lead to slower diet diversification and,
therefore, a lower probability of individuals eating the same resource. In
addition, low trial rates also lead to greater intervals between trials and
therefore greater differences in the duration over which resources have
been evaluated (familiarity). This results in greater differences in famili-
arity that individuals have for resources, and enhances a positive feedback
between foraging and familiarity. The feedback arises because more famil-
iar resources are generally more preferred and are eaten more often. As a
consequence, diets tends to stabilize on familiar resource subsets, and these
subsets tend to be smaller for low trial rates due to larger differences in
familiarity. Diet stabilization, through biased foraging, therefore helps to
maintain the differences that arise between individuals (see Section 2.3.4
for more detail). This process of diet stabilization is not only important
for maintaining the differences between different trial rates, but also for
maintaining reduced diet overlap due to grouping.

Conditions for reduced diet overlap due to grouping Fig. 2.4c (diamonds
and circles) indicates that when trial rates are too low relative to resource
diversity, reduced diet overlap due to grouping does not arise. In this
case individuals eat only a small fraction of the 1000 available resources,
and local depletion does not bias learning and foraging opportunities. On
the other hand, high trial rates in low resource diversity do not leave
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Figure 2.5: Enhanced diet overlap due to grouping in patchy environments.
Running averages of diet overlap for gregarious (black) and solitary (gray) indi-
viduals in patchy environments with different resource diversities. a Ten resources,
b 100 resources, c 1,000 resources. Diamonds T 0.0001, circles T 0.01, triangles
T 1.0.

much scope for reduced diet overlap due to grouping (Fig. 2.4a, triangles).
Individuals become too knowledgeable of their environment, reducing the
effects of learning. To summarize, conditions for reduced diet overlap due
to grouping are met when individuals have sufficient knowledge of their
environment to compete, but do not have complete knowledge. This is
the case for most parameter combinations, and reduced diet overlap is
unavoidable for intermediate (reasonable) parameters.

2.3.2 Homogenized learning opportunities in patchy
environments

The homogenizing influence on diet preferences due to grouping in patchy
environments (as shown in Fig. 2.3c) is expressed in Fig. 2.5 in terms of
greater diet overlap for gregarious individuals (black lines) relative to solit-
ary individuals (gray lines) for different trial rates and resource diversities.
Grouping (black symbols) clearly has the greatest impact on diet overlap,
although the effects of trial rates and resource diversity are still apparent.

Homogenized learning opportunities The homogenization of learning
opportunities occurs because patches allow all the individuals of a group
to share the same learning context (see Fig. 2.1b). As a consequence,
individuals tend to learn the same things and share a similar learning his-
tory, thus leading to enhanced diet overlap. Both grouping and patches
are necessary to generate this effect. High trial rates (Fig. 2.5 black tri-
angles) not only increase diet overlap by increasing diet diversity (results
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not shown), but also by increasing the probability that individuals try new
resources in the same patch. In contrast, low trial rates can cause diver-
gence in preference development and foraging interests because individuals
more often learn in different patches. As a consequence, groups can split,
thus reducing diet overlap (Fig. 2.5, black diamonds). In solitary individu-
als, higher trial rates only lead to greater diet overlap (Fig. 2.5, gray lines)
by increasing diet diversity. Furthermore, diverse environments allow for
greater differences in learning and reduce diet overlap for both gregarious
and solitary individuals (Fig. 2.5c); however diet overlap is still extremely
high for gregarious individuals with high trial rates (black triangles).

Group-level diets As indicated in Fig. 2.3c, subgroup formation in com-
bination with homogenized learning can lead to subgroup-level diets. We
generalize and extend these results in our inter-group analyses (see Sec-
tion 2.2.4). Fig. 2.6 illustrates a hierarchical clustering of individual diet
preferences from two different groups from identical environments, where
individuals are clustered according to similarities in diet profiles. Individu-
als (dendrogram terminals) clearly cluster at a group level with inter-group
distances of several magnitudes greater than intra-group distances. This
is a very robust result given that groups are not predefined in the analysis.
Differences are also clearly illustrated in the sorted data matrix (Fig. 2.6),
where individuals (rows) can be seen to share a group specific resource
preference profile.

Differences in diet arise because groups have different foraging traject-
ories in the spatial environment and, therefore, develop different familiar-
ities with resources. The homogenized learning opportunities that patches
provide allow these differences to occur at a group level leading to group-
level differences. A positive feedback between familiarity and foraging,
which arises naturally in our model, ensures that individuals in groups
tend to stabilize on a familiar subset of resources, slowing further diet
diversification and maintaining group-specific diets.

To be able to generalize about these stochastic inter-group differences,
we conducted repeated principal component analysis on the diet prefer-
ences of individuals from ten independent pairs of groups (see Section
2.2.4). Fig. 2.7 shows the superimposed results of ten analyses where in-
dividuals are plotted according to the 1st and 2nd principal components,
and one group of each pair is colored black and the other gray (differ-
ent symbols represent different pairs). For intermediate trial rates (Fig.
2.7b), the groups from each pair separate clearly along the 1st principal
component indicating that inter-group differences consistently account for
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Figure 2.6: Inter-group differences in diet preferences in the exact same envir-
onment. The dendrogram and sorted data matrix of diet preferences developed in
two independent groups (100 resources, T 0.01, 10th year) are shown. Dendrogram
terminals indicate individuals, and distances between individuals reflect the mag-
nitude of differences in dietary preferences. The data matrix is a color table of diet
preferences, where columns represent resources, rows represent individuals and
color darkness indicates preference strength. Clustering: correlation distances,
average linkage.

the greatest part of the variation in the data. High trial rates (Fig. 2.7c)
somewhat enhance inter-group differences (distance between groups on 1st

principal component) and reduce intra-group variation (spread of individu-
als of the 2nd principal component). This happens because high trial rates
increase the probability that individuals learn in the same patch, result-
ing in greater intra-group similarity. In contrast, low trial rates increase
intra-group differences and diet diversity and therefore reduce inter-group
differences (Fig. 2.7a). However, inter-group differences are still highly sig-
nificant (two-way analysis of variance, F1,390 = 1195.1, α = 0.05, p < 0.001,
(Mead et al., 1993)). Similar results were obtained for resource diversity,
where low resource diversity does not provide enough scope for inter-group
differences (results not shown). We also found that small patch size (ra-
dius 5) reduces inter-group differences because it reduces the ability of
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Figure 2.7: Inter-group variation in diet preferences for different trial rates.
PCA plots of diet preferences of gregarious individuals in patchy environments
(see Section 2.2.4 for details) a T 0.0001, b T 0.01, c T 1.0. We plotted results
of ten PCAs conducted on ten pairs of independent groups. Each pair developed
diets in an identical environment and different pairs developed diets in different
environments. Individuals of one group of each pair are colored black and the other
gray, and different pairs of groups (or environments) are indicated by different
symbols. We plot individuals according to the 1st and 2nd principal component.
Parameters: 100 resources, patch radius 10, 10th year.

individuals to share foraging contexts (results not shown). In both cases,
however, inter-group differences were still statistically significant.

Conditions for group-level diets The results from patchy environments
show that trial-and-error learning will lead to similarities in diet prefer-
ences whenever individuals share a learning context. However, group-level
diet differences only arise when learning is shared by a sufficient number
of individuals (i.e. large enough patches), and trial rates and resource di-
versity are high enough. In conclusion, individuals must learn fast enough
to gain sufficient knowledge to share preferences, but knowledge should be
sufficiently limited to allow for inter-group differences. In our model, these
conditions are easily met for intermediate parameter values, and even ex-
treme unfavorable values still allow for statistically significant inter-group
differences. These effects are therefore obligatory for groups in patchy
environments.

2.3.3 Diets in intermediate environments

Given that, on the one hand, uniform environments lead to reduced
diet overlap and, on the other hand, patchy environments lead to
enhanced diet overlap in gregarious individuals, we studied diet develop-
ment in a range of intermediate environments. In all cases, we used 100
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resources and T 0.01.

Mixed environments

To directly contrast the opposite effects of uniform and patchy environ-
ments, we mixed both distributions. We compared diet development in
environments with proportions of 50:50, 75:25 and 25:75 of uniform and
patchy resources respectively, where each resource is either distributed uni-
formly or in patches. Fig. 2.8 shows a sorted matrix of diet preferences
for a mixed environment with 50 patchy and 50 uniform resources, where
rows represent individuals, columns represent resources, and color intens-
ity indicates preference magnitude. For patchy resources, individuals show
similar preferences for the same resources, as indicated by relatively ho-
mogeneous columns for several resources. On the other hand, individuals
have highly differing preferences for uniform resources, as indicated by the
lack of homogeneity within columns. Enhanced diet overlap and reduced
diet overlap therefore occur simultaneously for the patchy and uniform re-
source subsets. This indicates that the opposite effects of homogenization
of learning and individual specialization can occur in the same group in
one environment. Naturally, the potential for inter-group differentiation
depends on patchy resources, and declines as the proportion of patchy
resources declines (results not shown).

Patches with co-occurring resources

Since most naturally occurring patches probably consist of several resource
types, we studied diet development in patches with fixed combinations of
resource types. For this we study three situations, namely, (a) sets of two
resources per patch, (b) sets of five resources per patch, and (c) random
subsets of three of sets of five resources per patch. Fig. 2.9 shows PCA
plots for individual diet preferences of ten pairs of groups that learned to
eat in the same environment (see Section 2.2.4 for more details). For two
resources types per patch (Fig. 2.9a), inter-group differences are still clear
(differentiation of groups along the 1st principal component). However, for
five resources types per patch (Fig. 2.9b), inter-group differences are still
apparent and significant (two-way analysis of variance, F1,390 = 2233.9, α =
0.05, p < 0.001), but less convincing. Increasing the number of resources
per patch clearly reduces patch type diversity and, thus the scope for inter-
group differences.

Surprisingly, if patches vary in the sense that all their resources do
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Figure 2.8: Intra-group diet variation for patchy and uniform resources in a
mixed environment. Sorted data matrix showing diet preferences from a simula-
tion with 50 patchy and 50 uniform resources. The data matrix is a color table
of actual diet preferences, where columns represent resources, and rows repres-
ent individuals. Color darkness indicates preference strength. Parameters: 100
resources, T 0.01, 10th year.

not occur simultaneously, i.e. only a subset of three is available of a pos-
sible five, inter-group differences are enhanced (compare Fig. 2.9b and c).
This is because initially encountered combinations of resources in a cer-
tain patch type can have a large impact on whether patch types are later
appreciated. In this case, the preference of a resource depends on whether
it is initially consumed together with a high or low quality resource within
its set of co-occurring resources. The order and combination of resources
consumed therefore becomes important through the effects of interference
during preference updating. This generates greater scope for inter-group
differences.

2.3.4 Diet stabilization

Both reduced diet overlap due to grouping in uniform environments and
inter-group differences in patchy environments, disappear as individuals
become too knowledgeable. However, for most intermediate trial rates and
resource diversities, this does not happen, and individuals tend to stabilize
their diets on resource subsets, as is apparent in the leveling-off of diet
overlap values in Figs 2.4 and 2.5. Since diet stabilization is crucial for the
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results we obtain, we discuss the mechanisms that lead to diet stabilization
in more detail.

Important for diet stabilization is the feedback between familiarity and
foraging: familiar resources are those that have been eaten and evaluated
most often, and therefore have the highest preferences, and are eaten most
often. Lower trial rates enhance this feedback by increasing the difference
in time that resources have been evaluated, and tend to stabilize diets on
smaller resource subsets.

Furthermore, in uniform environments, interference during delayed pref-
erence updating is crucial to stabilize familiarity differences between re-
sources. Interference occurs when mixtures of resources types are eaten
and the feedback from digestion is averaged over all digested resources. In
this process, unfamiliar resources contribute most to the digestion feedback
since the difference between preference and energy gained is greatest for
unfamiliar resources (see Equation 2.2). Therefore, due to the averaging
of updates over all resources, familiar resources become disproportionately
updated when digested together with unfamiliar resources. They can there-
fore become even more preferred than they should according to their qual-
ity, while preference development of unfamiliar resources is slowed (see

Figure 2.9: Inter-group variation in diet preferences: co-occurring resources in
patches. PCA plots of individual diet preferences of gregarious individuals in
patchy environments with a two resources per patch, b five resources per patch, c
three out of a set of five resources per patch (see Section 2.2.4 for more details). We
plotted results of ten PCAs conducted on ten pairs of independent groups. Each
pair developed diets in an identical environment and different pairs developed
diets in different environments. Individuals of one group of each pair are colored
black and the other gray, and different pairs of groups (or environments) are
indicated by different symbols. We plot individuals according to the 1st and 2nd

principal component. Parameters: 100 resources, T 0.01, 10th year.
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also Appendix 2.5.2). Familiarity differences between resources therefore
become exaggerated and enhance the positive feedback between familiarity
and foraging. The effects of interference become apparent in simulations
without interference (i.e., not averaging out preference updates, but distin-
guishing between each food type during digestion) as shown in Fig. 2.4b
(dotted line). Individuals do not stabilize their diet, and the reduced diet
overlap due to grouping does not persevere. We conclude that the main-
tenance of familiarity differences through interference is important for diet
stabilization and, therewith enables reduced diet overlap due to grouping
to manifest itself.

Obviously, interference during updating does not play a large role in
monotypic patches because preference updates are not averaged over mix-
tures. However, the spatial separation of resources allows for familiar-
ity differences between resources to arise because some resources are dis-
covered and evaluated before others. The positive feedback between fa-
miliarity and foraging therefore easily arises and leads to diet stabilization,
thus allowing for inter-group differences to be maintained.

2.4 Discussion

Our results demonstrate that resource distributions have a profound im-
pact on learning. Resource distributions and grouping interact to shape
learning opportunities and lead to reduced diet overlap in uniform envir-
onments, but to enhanced diet overlap in patchy environments. In uniform
environments, local resource depletion in groups biases learning opportun-
ities to resources not eaten by others, leading to individualistic diets or
diet specialists. In patchy environments, groups assert a homogenizing
influence on learning leading to group-level diets and inter-group diet dif-
ferences. Without diet stabilization, these phenomena would be transient
and disappear because individuals would become too knowledgeable, thus
reducing diet differences. A crucial aspect of diet development is there-
fore the positive feedback between resource familiarity and foraging, which
biases sampling of the environment, thus stabilizing diets.

In uniform environments, this feedback is dependent on the interfer-
ence that occurs during delayed preference updating. We included delayed
preference updating in our model, because this is thought to be import-
ant for most resource evaluations (see Provenza, 1995). In its formula-
tion, the inclusion of interference during updating was inevitable without
making unrealistic assumptions about information processing of feedbacks
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obtained from digestion and should therefore be seen as an integral part
of delayed post-ingestive preference updating (see Equation 2.2). Interfer-
ence has been shown in goats (Duncan & Young, 2002; Kimball & Nolte,
2005), and to a lesser extent in primates where it is clear that aversions
can be transferred to foods that are not toxic because they are consumed
together with a toxic compound (e.g. Matsuzawa & Hasegawa, 1983). In
this way, our update function automatically generates a positive feedback
between resource familiarity and resource preference. While in uniform
environments this feedback is stabilized by interference, in patchy envir-
onments it is stabilized by the spatial separation of resources. Such biased
preferences towards familiar foods are known for some primates, including
humans (e.g. Fragaszy & Visalberghi, 1996; Birch, 1999). Thus, our simple
update function gives rise to several previously described phenomena. Our
results show that these phenomena lead to diet stabilization and, there-
with allow the profound impact of resource distribution on diet variation
to be observed.

2.4.1 Resource distributions and diet variation in group
foragers

The uniform and patchy environments we studied are extreme examples
of resource distributions. However, the phenomena we describe are robust
to changes in resource distributions (see Section 2.3.3). The finding that
inter-individual diet differences and diet homogenization can occur sim-
ultaneously in mixed environments (Fig. 2.8) especially suggests that, in
complex environments these two phenomena should not cancel out, and
makes us confident that they are relevant for group foragers. Furthermore,
since group foragers in their natural environments are unlikely to have
complete knowledge of their surroundings but have enough knowledge to
compete during foraging, they correspond to the conditions of sufficient but
limited knowledge shown to be required for the patterns in diet variation
we describe (see Section 2.3.1 & 2.3.2).

The crucial factor of uniform distributed resources that leads to in-
dividual diet differentiation in groups is the non-shareable nature of re-
sources. Non-shareable resources should include those which occur locally
at low densities. Interestingly, the fact that diet differentiation due to
grouping only occurs when individuals have to learn what to eat, as ap-
posed to already knowing all resources, highlights the potential importance
of learning processes in ecology. With respect to individual diet variation,
Bolnick et al. (2003) suggest that inter-individual diet differentiation may
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be a fairly common phenomenon, but is rarely observed because most diet
analyses occur at group level. Our results show that in order to detect the
opposing patterns of diet variation resulting from different resource distri-
butions, diets should not only be analyzed at an individual level, but also
at an appropriate resource-subset level. In this case, each subset should
include patchy or uniform distributed resources which, if taken together,
would mask the patterns of diet variation we describe.

The important aspect of patchy distributed resources that leads to
the homogenizing effects of learning, is the local abundance of a resource
allowing it to be shared, thereby allowing group-level diets to arise. With
respect to inter-group diet differences, Chapman & Fedigan (1990) suggest
that diet differences between groups of white-faced capuchins are unlikely
to be the result of ecological differences, but are more likely the result
of social influences. Our results indicate that different learning histories,
in combination with trial-and-error learning in patches, can easily result
in inter-group diet differences in the exact same environment, supporting
social interpretations of inter-group diet differences. We have no reason to
suspect that this cannot happen in real group foragers living in complex
patchy environments. However, although ecologically independent inter-
group diet differences would indicate a social influence on learning, they
do not necessarily reflect diet traditions. It is unclear whether such group-
level diets can be culturally transmitted as they may be too transient.

2.4.2 Social learning and adaptation

The patterns of diet variation we find in groups can be seen as the out-
comes of social learning, which in its most general form has been defined
as “learning which is influenced by observation of, or interaction with, an-
other animal or its products” (Heyes, 1994), or as a social influence on
learning which can “facilitate the acquisition of behavior” (Galef, 1988).
In fact, it is generally acknowledged that when animals forage together, so-
cial influences could affect what they learn to eat (e.g. Galef & Giraldeau,
2001). However, our results emphasize the profound impact that resource
distributions can have on the nature of social influences on learning. In uni-
form environments, local depletion in groups leads to diet differentiation
due to a biasing of learning to non-depleted resources, while in patchy
environments shared learning contexts lead to diet homogenization.

These social influences on learning arise naturally from the effects of in-
teractions between grouping and the environment on trial-and-error learn-
ing. In fact, using our model framework, it is impossible to exclude social
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influences on diet development in groups. Thus, when individuals live in
groups for whatever other reason, social influences on learning should be
seen as spontaneous and obligatory side-effects of grouping, and should
be the default expectation for trial-and-error learning in foraging groups.
In other words, individuals do not choose to use social information, but
are instead automatically subjected to social influences once they live in
groups.

In contrast to the model presented here, previous theoretical studies
on social learning assume that social and asocial learning are alternative
strategies, which can be chosen freely, and focus on the adaptive trade-
off between them (e.g. Boyd & Richerson, 1988; Rogers, 1988; Feldman
et al., 1996). They show that social learning (in the sense of copying the
behavior of another individual) is adaptive, when the social information
is not rendered obsolete by variation in the environment. Our results
show that this approach is misdirected for learning what to eat, because
both behavior options are not freely available (i.e. pure asocial learning
ceases to exist in groups, as discussed above), whether they are adaptive
or not. Moreover, in our model, social influences are mediated via current
availabilities of food, and are never “obsolete” because preferences are
developed for food types encountered. Interpreting our results within an
adaptive trade-off framework is therefore misconceived. It is not a question
of behavioral adaptations to the opportunities available for learning, but
rather how learning opportunities shape the nature of social influences.

Given that the social influences on learning occur independent of their
adaptive value, i.e. foraging groups get them “for free”, what then are
the evolutionary implications of our results? Primarily, our results provide
null-expectations for patterns of diet variation. This does not mean that
further evolutionary adaptations are excluded, but provides an appropriate
background against which such evolutionary adaptations could be under-
stood. For instance, since trial-and-error learning in patches leads to diet
homogeneity in groups, actively copying what other individuals eat (i.e.,
by observation) is potentially redundant. In contrast, diet differentiation
in uniform environments could lead to differences in lifetime reproductive
success (cf Altmann, 1998), and this could enhance the impact of copying
what others eat, provided this is possible. Moreover, our results elucidate
what is unexpected given trial-and-error learning of what to eat. For in-
stance, not finding diet differences in uniform environments could imply
that individuals do not only learn by trial-and-error. Furthermore, our
results cannot explain group-specific advanced food-processing techniques.
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Therefore, we conclude that, for diet development in foraging groups, learn-
ing adaptations should be studied in the context of the automatic social
learning discussed here, and should include the feedback of learning on the
physical and social environment of the individual learners.

2.4.3 Conclusion

We have shown that resource distributions can play an important role
in generating patterns of diet variation in group foragers by shaping the
opportunities that individuals have for learning. Interactions between re-
source distributions, foraging in groups and preference development through
post-ingestive feedbacks are important for our results. Our results also
indicate that homogenized learning and “specialization” can arise as side-
effects and should not always be thought of as the results of strategies.
This emphasizes the importance of understanding the phenomena that
arise spontaneously from complex interactions in nature before interpret-
ing findings from a perspective of behavioral strategies. At present, we are
not aware of any data that verifies our findings, and our results therefore
provide new search images for studying diet variation. In this respect,
we suggest that that intra-group variation should be expected for uniform
(locally non-shareable) resources. Moreover, we expect that the impact
of actively copying what others eat will be greater with respect to non-
shareable resources, while such learning should be redundant for patchy
shareable resources.
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2.5 Appendix

2.5.1 Resource distributions

We implement four resource distribution types: two extreme variants (uni-
form and patchy) and two intermediate types. In all cases, we ensure that
the total amount of resource available remains constant (6,400,000 dis-
crete units). As default, field size is set to 800 by 800 units. Details are as
follows:

• Uniform: Resources are spread evenly over the field; not all re-
sources are present at each location. We use ten resource layers and
fill them all with resources randomly selected from a given set of re-
sources (64,000 units for each resource type for 100 resource types).

• Patchy: Patches do not overlap. As default, we place 1,600 patches
of radius 10 with a distance between patch centers of 20 units. Within
patch radius, each of 13 resource layers is filled with a single resource
type with a probability of 0.97 from a given resource set (approxim-
ately 3961 food units per patch, and 6,338,477 units in total). We
also vary patch size to radii of 5 (distance between patch centers 10)
and 20 (distance between patch centers 40) adjusting the number of
patches (6,400; 400) and amount of resources (same density) to keep
total resource abundance constant (approximately 990 and 15,846
food units per patch).

• Mixed environments: We combine uniform resources and patchy
resources (radius 10), whereby uniform resources occur throughout
the field and patches are super-imposed on them. We implement
different proportions of uniform and patchy resources: 50:50 (784
patches, 18 layers, 5 layers filled with uniform resources, patches
fill nine layers on top of that), 75:25 (400 patches, 21 layers, 7.5
layers filled with uniform resources, patches fill eight layers on top of
that), 25:75 (1,225 patches, 15 layers, 2.5 layers filled with uniform,
patches fill ten layers on top of that). In all cases the number of
uniform resources determines the density of uniform resources, which
are always spread over the whole field. Patches are placed on top of
these.

• Patches with co-occurring resources: We fix the co-occurrence
of several resource types (two or five) in patches (parameter settings
same as in patches of radius 10). In this way, patch types are defined
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by the set resources that occur in them. We extend this to allow only
a subset (three of the five) of the correlated resource types to occur
in patches. This means that individuals will find certain resources
co-occurring with certain others, but not all the time.

2.5.2 Preference development

Fig. 2.10 illustrates preference development in a uniform environment of a
single gregarious individual in two conditions: (1) T 0.01 with interference,
and (2) T 0.01 without interference during updating. The latter is achieved
by not averaging updates over all resources digested (see Equation 2.2, in
main paper), but instead updating each resource according to the feedback
from digestion for that particular resource. Fig. 2.10a illustrates how an
individual with interference during updating becomes somewhat stabilized
on a familiar subset of resources. Preference development of an early dis-
covered group of resources proceeds well, but development of preferences
of resources discovered later is much slower. This is due to the effects
of interference during updating, whereby unfamiliar resources have the
greatest discrepancy between preference and quality and, therefore, con-
tribute most to feedback from digestion (see Equation 2, in main paper).
However, because updating due to digestive feedback is averaged over all
resources irrespective of familiarity, familiar resources are updated more
than they should. As a consequence, familiar resources can become more
preferred than their quality warrants. Without interference (Fig. 2.10b),
differences in familiarity still exist and foraging will be somewhat biased
to familiar resources, thus reducing the speed of preference development
for unfamiliar resources. However, preference development is regular and
independent of preferences of other resources and preferences reach their
appropriate value (i.e. equal to resource quality). As a consequence, later
discovered resources are more easily incorporated into the diet and diet
diversity increases.

The specific results of our update function may not form a realistic pic-
ture of preference development. For instance, we neglect the role of gust-
atory cues, temporary satiation aversion (see Provenza, 1995) and the role
of familiarity of resources during updating (see Matsuzawa & Hasegawa,
1983). However, our aim was to include a simple form of delayed prefer-
ence updating in our model, which is probably the most important way
in which animals asses resource quality. The incorporation of interference
during updating was inevitable without making unrealistic assumptions
about untangling feedbacks from digestion of resource mixtures to spe-
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Figure 2.10: Preference values for 100 resources by one gregarious individual
over 50 years. a T 0.01 with interference, b T 0.01 and no interference, during
preference updating. Each line is the preference for a single resource.

cific resources. Interference should therefore be seen as an integral part of
delayed preference updating. Naturally, our model is a simplification. The
important point is that interference in our model can distort preferences
and stabilize familiarity, thus leading to the phenomena we observe in uni-
form environments. In animals, distorted preferences are evident from the
numerous examples of aversions due to associations between palatable food
and toxins. Furthermore, stabilized familiarity can be expected given that
preference development for mixtures of resources is greatly slowed (Duncan
& Young, 2002; Kimball & Nolte, 2005), and is evident from conservative
feeding habits in humans.
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Animal Behaviour 75: 133-144 (2008)

Abstract

Social learning and cognitive sophistication are often assumed to be pre-
requisites for the origins of culture. In contrast, we studied to what ex-
tent the most simple social influences on individual learning can support
cultural inheritance. We did this using a spatial individual-based model
where group foragers have to learn what to eat in a diverse patchy envir-
onment, and used simple population dynamics to investigate the poten-
tial of ‘merely living in groups’ to allow for inheritance of diet traditions.
Our results show that grouping by itself is a sufficient social influence on
individual learning for supporting the inheritance of diet traditions. Un-
expectedly, we find that grouping is also sufficient to generate cumulative
group-level learning through which groups increase diet quality over the
generations. Whether ‘traditions’ or ‘progressive change’ dominates de-
pends on foraging selectivity. We show that these cultural phenomena can
arise as side-effects of grouping and therefore independently of their adapt-
ive consequences. This suggests that cultural phenomena could be quite
general and shows that cumulative cultural processes already occur even
for the most simple social influences on learning.
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3 Diet traditions and cumulative cultural processes

3.1 Introduction

Studies on the origins of culture focus on different social learning mech-
anisms and the evolution of behavioral inheritance by social learning (e.g.
Henrich & McElreath, 2003). In general, social learning is thought to
evolve because it allows individuals to avoid the costs of individual learn-
ing. However, only sophisticated forms of social learning, such as imitation
and teaching, are thought to be sufficiently accurate to allow for certain
cultural phenomena, such as large traditional repertoires and cumulative
cultural evolution (e.g. Boyd & Richerson, 1995; Boesch & Tomasello, 1998;
Castro & Toro, 2004).

Theoretical approaches to the evolution of social learning generally
focus on the adaptive benefits of social learning relative to the costs of
asocial learning. In such cases social learning is found to be adaptive when
the environment is constant enough not to make socially learned behavior
obsolete (e.g. Boyd & Richerson, 1985; Laland & Kendal, 2003), or social
cues are more reliable than asocial cues (e.g. Dewar, 2003).

In contrast, we studied cultural phenomena as side-effects of foraging
behavior. We used an opportunity-based approach drawing on the TODO
principle (Hogeweg & Hesper, 1985), which focuses on behavioral struc-
turing by local opportunities, rather than behavioral strategies. This ap-
proach is sensitive to interactions and feedbacks that can arise, allowing
for novel phenomena and self-organizing processes to occur (see Hogeweg
& Hesper, 1989; te Boekhorst & Hogeweg, 1994), and can be referred as
process-oriented modeling (Hemelrĳk, 2002a).

Using such an approach, we have previously shown (see chapter 2)
that grouping will spontaneously generate social influences on diet learn-
ing in fixed groups of individuals that learn only by trial-and-error. Our
results show that, in patchy environments, local sharing of learning oppor-
tunities automatically leads to convergence in learning within groups, and
diet differences between groups. Important is that this convergent social
influence on learning arises spontaneously and is not an evolved strategy,
that is, it is a side-effect of grouping in a patchy environment. Such con-
vergent social influences therefore appear generic for group foragers and
are relevant for understanding diet differences such as those found between
neighboring groups of capuchin monkeys (Chapman & Fedigan, 1990).

However, it is still an open question whether such spontaneously arising
convergence in learning can lead to diet inheritance and support diet tra-
ditions. The main concern here is whether the convergent social influence
on trial-and-error learning is accurate enough to allow for sufficient fidelity
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of transfer of food preferences. Here, we studied whether this is the case
by running simulations in which we mimic transmission chain experiments
(cf. Curio et al., 1978; Galef & Allen, 1995). Such experimental set-ups
are used to study whether a behavioral variant can be transmitted bey-
ond the individuals that first learned and discovered the behavior. The
behavioral transmission is studied over a chain of individuals whereby, in
sequence, the most experienced individual is replaced by a naïve individual
(see also Laland & Williams, 1997). Using such a set-up, we included group
dynamics and the influx of naïve individuals in our simulations. We did
not add any other feature to our model which could affect the nature of
learning, and so explicitly studied the inheritance of diet preferences by
trial-and-error learning, with only ‘living in groups’ as a social influence
on learning.

3.2 Model

We used an individual-based model (adapted from chapter 2) that in-
corporates an explicit spatial environment in which multiple species of re-
sources can be arranged in different distributions and densities. Individuals
were modeled to move and forage in groups through the environment, and
learn what to eat. A combination of local ecological and social context,
and individual internal state, determines what individuals can do, making
foraging dependent on the ecological and social opportunities that arise.
Therefore, learning is not a fixed strategy but depends on what individu-
als observe. The model was built up as follows (see Appendix 3.7.1 for a
complete list of parameters).

3.2.1 Environment

The environment is a 2 dimensional grid where grid points represent loc-
ations where resource items can be found. As a default, we implemented
250 resource types (species) with a Gaussian quality (energy) distribution,
which were distributed in patches of a single resource type with a radius
of 10 grid units and about 12 items per grid location. Each patch could
be visited several times by groups before they were depleted.

Resources were depleted during foraging and were renewed at the begin-
ning of each year. This was simply done by repeating the initial resource
distribution pattern and removing any resource units from the previous
year. Ecological dynamics were therefore limited to single influxes of all
resources at the beginning of each year.
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3 Diet traditions and cumulative cultural processes

We used a grid size of 2800 square units (1 unit is scaled to 1 m) and
implemented 4900 patches each consisting of about 4000 resource items.
This is a larger grid than in our previous model, but this scales with
the longer timescales we implemented here. Timescales are important in
learning processes, especially with respect to convergence through learning.
Our timescale was set in rough correspondence to that of primates (see Fig.
3.1), where 1 time step = 1 min, 1 day = 12 h and 1 year = 365 days. For
more details on modeling the environment see chapter 2.

3.2.2 Individuals

We modeled individual behavior using an event-based formalism, that is,
actions take time. The behavior procedure is given in Fig. 3.1 and basically
ensures that individuals remain in groups, find preferred food and eat,
discover new resources, move forward, or do nothing while digesting after
eating to satiation (maximum stomach capacity).

Grouping To achieve grouping, individuals were modeled to remain in
close proximity to a sufficient number of other individuals (see Fig. 3.1).
Individuals check how many neighbors are present within a distance of
10 grid units. If they have more than two neighbors, then they are ‘safe’
and proceed with foraging. Otherwise they move to where they observe
the highest density of individuals within 150 grid units. These grouping
parameters were chosen to reduce subgroup formation to focus on inter-
group processes. Note that individuals do not pay any attention to any
behavior cues of other individuals, that is, whether they are eating or not
does not make any difference. It is purely a case of wanting to remain in
a group.

Learning Individuals try every unknown resource (for which they do
not yet have a preference) they encounter. Thus, we implemented max-
imum trail rates such that every individual tries everything. Once eaten,
resource quality is assessed by individuals through delayed post-digestive
feedbacks (every 100 time-steps) and resource preferences are updated ac-
cording to:

pir := pir +(U
Sir

SiT
(Ēi− p̄i)) (3.1)

where pir is individual i’s preference for resource r, Sir is the number
of items of resource r in its stomach, SiT is the total number of items in
its stomach, Ēi is the average energy per resource item it obtains from
digestion, and p̄i is the average preference it has for the items digested.
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3.2. Model

Figure 3.1: Individual behavior procedure. M = distance individuals move for-
ward after not finding acceptable food, pir = resource preference, p̂i = prefer-
ence expectation, N = individual selectivity during food choice, D = distance unit
(length of one cell in 2D grid, scaled to 1 m), T = time unit (scaled to 1 min).
For moving forward , distance and duration are scaled by M, that is, D∗M and
T ∗M.

Note that Equation 3.1 is only updated after digestion and only for the
digested resources.

Preferences represent an individual’s energy estimate for a given re-
source and p̄i therefore represents an expected energy feedback from di-
gestion. Moreover, we draw Ēi from a normal distribution with a mean of
Ēi and a standard deviation of 0.005 to add some environmental noise.

We set U to 0.01, which means that if individuals eat a resource con-
tinuously for about 7 days, their preference will be equal to half the actual
quality of the resource. This at least appears to be in the order of mag-
nitude of what is found for preference development in primates (Matsuzawa
& Hasegawa, 1983, our estimate). Preference development is therefore a
time-dependent reinforcement learning, and preference therefore depends
on familiarity, that is, how well the resource is ‘known’ and has the form
pir/qr, where qr is the quality of resource r. Both post-digestive feedbacks
and familiarity are known to play a role in preference development and diet
selection (Garcia et al., 1974; Provenza, 1995; Galef, 1996; Birch, 1999).

Foraging Individuals search for food locally within a semicircle (radius
2 grid units) in the direction they are facing, and the preference (pir) for
each resource item found is evaluated relative to p̂i , which represents an
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individual’s ‘highest’ preference:

ρ =
(

pir

p̂i

)N

(3.2)

where N scales the degree to which the probability of eating less pre-
ferred resources decreases as pir drops below pi. N therefore affects foraging
selectivity, that is, to what extent less preferred resources are consumed.
We vary foraging selectivity by varying N and therewith enhance the im-
pact of preference differences.

As individuals may not be able to find their best preferred resource, we
allow p̂i to decay in each time step when individuals do not find resources,
or find resources for which their preferences are lower than p̂i (if pir <
p̂i then p̂i= 0.999*p̂i). However, whenever an individual eats a resource
for which its preference is greater than p̂i , its p̂i becomes equal to that
preference (if pir > p̂i , then p̂i = pir ). In this way, p̂i reflects what an
individual considers the best quality resource that can be found and allows
an individual to adjust its food choices to prevalent conditions. We refer
to p̂i as an individual’s preference expectation.

Temporary satiation aversion In the present model version, we in-
cluded temporary satiation aversion which ensures that individuals attain
a temporary aversion to resources eaten to satiation (a full stomach). In-
dividuals are therefore always forced to move to another resource after
one feeding-digestion cycle. This increases the rate at which individuals
encounter different patches and thus their diversity of learning, and there-
fore represents a harder case scenario for studying diet differences.

Move forward We also varied the distance with which individuals
move forward (M ) when they do not find acceptable food (see Fig. 3.1).
This has the effect of varying the time individuals spend in patches of
non-preferred resources.

3.3 Simulations and analysis

We studied the inheritance of group-level diets by running simulations in
which we conducted transmission chain experiments (cf. Curio et al., 1978;
Galef & Allen, 1995; Laland & Williams, 1997). Simulations were initial-
ized with 20 naïve individuals (for which all resource preferences equal
zero) and each year one of the initial individuals was replaced by a naïve
individual. After 20 years, all the initial individuals had been replaced,
and from then on the eldest individual was always replaced. Individuals
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therefore only ‘died’ when they were replaced, but not because of other
factors such as lack of food. Simulations were run for 90 years: a 20-year
start-up period in which a stable age-distribution was generated (i.e. ages
19-0 years) followed by three complete cycles of replacement. The final 10
years were included to allow three complete cycles of replacement beyond
year 30, which was used as a reference to trace diet change in time (see
below).

As a measure of similarity between diets, we used uncentred correla-
tion between individual resource preference vectors, in which all preference
vectors are compared relative to the origin (i.e. all preferences equal zero).
This measure is conservative with respect to differences (i.e. overestim-
ates correlation), but is useful because comparisons are based on the same
reference (the origin). It is expressed as:

Oa,b = ∑
R
r arbr√

∑
R
r a2

r

√
∑

R
r b2

r

(3.3)

where ar and br are the preferences of individuals a and b for resource r
and R is the maximum number of resources. Overlap is maximal when
Oa,b = 1, and minimal when Oa,b = −1. In our simulations the minimum
is effectively 0 because preferences are seldom opposite in sign. In our
analysis, we compared pairs of independent groups that developed diets
in the exact same environments (i.e. different replicates). In this way, we
excluded ecological reasons for differences between groups allowing us to
focus on learning. To investigate diet traditions, we then used the following
strict criteria: we considered traditional diet inheritance to be occurring
when a group’s diet remained more similar to its diet in the past than to
the diet of another group.

We expressed diet overlap, within or between groups, as
the average Oa,b of all pair-wise individual comparisons, that is
Ōa,b = 1

n(n−1)∑
n
a ∑

n
b(6=a) Oa,b, where individuals a and b can either be from

the same, or from different groups. As a measure of diet conservation in
time, we calculated average diet overlap with year 30 (i.e. some point in
the past, but significantly beyond the initialization period) and considered
diet conservation after all individuals have been replaced (i.e. from year
50 onwards). If similarity to the past is consistently greater than diet
similarity with another independent group, then this indicates traditional
differences in diet preferences. We therefore used this difference (overlap
with year 30 minus the overlap with another group) to represent inherited
group-level diet, that is, diet traditions.
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3 Diet traditions and cumulative cultural processes

For more detailed analysis of diet traditions, we used hierarchical clus-
tering. We clustered individuals from year 40 to year 80 (i.e. after two
complete replacements of all individuals) from two independent groups and
display diets in the form of a sorted data matrix. We clustered individuals
using 1−Oa,b as distance measure and average linkage, forming clusters of
individuals that were similar in diet preferences. If individuals of a given
group clustered together despite differences in time, this reflects that inter-
group diet differences were maintained and inherited over time. To sort
the data matrix, we clustered rows (individuals) as above and clustered
columns (resources) using Manhattan distances and single linkage.

As a measure of change in diet quality, we used the slope of the linear
regression of diet quality over a particular time period.

Unless stated otherwise, we only included the 10 oldest individuals dur-
ing analysis. Since naïve individuals have no preferences (i.e. all are set
to zero), a group’s diet is only clearly expressed in more experienced indi-
viduals. Therefore, when comparing group diets and diet overlap within
groups, the relatively undefined preferences of naïve individuals obscure
patterns in the data.

3.4 Results

Our primary result is that trial-and-error learning in groups in patchy
environments is sufficient for the emergence of diet traditions. Surprisingly,
these conditions are also sufficient to generate a cumulative group-level
learning process.

In our analysis of diet preferences by hierarchical clustering, we find
that diet similarity of all individuals of the same group after two full re-
placements of individuals is greater than similarity to any individual of
another group (N = 3, M = 10). This is shown in Fig. 3.2 where the
dendrogram represents the differences in diet between individuals (dendro-
gram terminals) and markers represent an individual’s group (blue square
or red triangle), and which year they are from (year 40 or year 80; one
or two markers, respectively). The fact that distances between individuals
(dendrogram terminals) are smaller within groups than between groups,
despite two complete replacements of individuals between year 40 and year
80, clearly indicates that group-specific diet profiles are inherited over time.
Moreover, the sorted data matrix also reveals a particular pattern of tra-
ditional differences. Above the sorted data matrix (Fig. 3.2), we plotted
the quality of clustered resources. This indicates that the two groups
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Figure 3.2: Diet traditions by trial-and-error learning (N = 3, M = 10). Individu-
als from two independent groups (square and diamond markers) at year 40 and
year 80 (one and two markers, respectively) clustered according to similarity in
diet preferences (average linkage, uncentred correlation distances). Dendrogram
terminals and data matrix rows: individuals, data matrix columns: resources (red
color intensity indicates preference magnitude), top graph: resource qualities as
ordered in the data matrix.

are converged in preferences (high intensity red color indicates preference
strength) on the highest quality resources (columns that are red for both
groups). In contrast, the groups are different in their preferences for lower
quality resources (columns are red for only one group) showing that the
traditional differences between groups are found on lower quality consumed
resources.

Figure 3.3a shows average diet overlap in time and shows that the av-
erage overlap of individuals with their group’s diet at a point in the past
(year 30, dotted line) remains consistency greater than overlap with an-
other group (blue line). The difference between these two lines represents
traditional differences between groups (red line). These results are in ac-
cordance with the results from the cluster analysis (Fig. 3.2) and shows
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3 Diet traditions and cumulative cultural processes

that diet traits are transmitted and can be extrapolated to be maintained
for a long time beyond the three complete replacements of individuals (i.e.
between year 30 and year 90) shown here.

Figure 3.3b (red solid line) shows that the average diet quality in groups
increases over the generations of individuals. Surprisingly, the increase con-
tinues beyond year 20, where the individual age-distribution has stabilized
in the groups. This means that the increase in diet quality cannot be
accounted for in terms of increased individual-level experience. Instead,
it is a cumulative group-level process, through which foraging selectivity
increases in groups. In contrast, in simulations without the replacement
of individuals (individuals live indefinitely; Fig. 3.3b, red dotted-line),
diet quality decreases beyond year 20 (this is due to decreasing selectiv-
ity, see below). In addition, in simulations of solitary individuals (they
ignore grouping rules; Fig. 3.3b, blue line), with only pure individual
learning, diet quality remains fairly constant in time. This shows that
both grouping, which allows for social influences on learning, and popu-
lation dynamics, which allows for the influx of naïve individuals and the
loss of experienced individuals, is crucial for this cumulative process and
allows groups to reach diet qualities that exceed those achieved by solitary
individuals.

Below, we discuss the mechanisms and conditions that allow for diet
traditions and such cumulative cultural processes.

3.4.1 Two contrasting cultural phenomena

The two aspects of culture that we find, that is, diet traditions (Figs 3.2
and 3.3a) and the cumulative increase in diet quality (Fig. 3.3b), are con-
trasting in their nature; traditions are the conservation of diet, while diets
change in the cumulative process. We find that foraging selectivity (N)
and distance moved after not finding food (M) determine which cultural
phenomenon dominates, although both processes can occur simultaneously.

Figure 3.4a shows the average traditional differences in diet at year
90 as they vary with N and M, where circle size represents the degree of
traditional differences between two independent groups (i.e. red line at
year 90 in Fig. 3.3a, see also Section 3.3). Likewise, Fig. 3.4b shows the
average cumulative change in diet from year 20 to year 90, where circle
size represents the degree of increase in diet quality over that time.

Figure 3.4a shows that traditional differences increase as M increases,
indicating the role of movement in the inheritance of diet preferences.
Moreover, traditional differences clearly require sufficient foraging selectiv-
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Figure 3.3: Diet overlap and diet quality over time. (a) Diet overlap (as defined
in Section 3.3) . Top to bottom: intra-group (black), overlap with year 30 (dot-
ted), inter-group (blue), traditional differences (red = dotted - blue). (b) Average
quality consumed resources. Solid red: transmission chain experiment simula-
tions, dotted red: groups without replacement of individuals (i.e. individuals live
for 90 years) , solid blue: transmission chain simulations with solitary individuals.
All lines are the average of five simulations.

ity (N > 1), and reach a maximum at intermediate values (N = 3). In con-
trast, Fig. 3.4b shows that M does not play a large role in the cumulative
increase in diet quality, where M = 3 is already sufficient. However, the
cumulative process is highly dependent on foraging selectivity (N) and is
maximal for the highest selectivities (N > 3). This means that the cumu-
lative process is strongest when traditional differences have been largely
reduced (compare Fig. 3.4a and b). In this sense, the two processes ap-
pear to be mutually exclusive, although they do occur simultaneously in
intermediate conditions.

3.4.2 Familiarity biases and the role of selectivity

The impact of selectivity (N) on the type of cultural phenomena observed
depends on how it generates familiarity biases. Selectivity allows indi-
viduals to bias their foraging to high quality resources and so causes con-
vergence in diet between individuals. However, learning is a stochastic
process and some resources are eaten more often than others, resulting in
differences in familiarity (where familiarity refers to how well individuals
have evaluated resources, i.e. pir/qr). Although higher quality resources
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3 Diet traditions and cumulative cultural processes

are generally more preferred because they give greater feedbacks during
digestion, it is therefore possible for lower quality resources to be more
preferred because they are more familiar.

Since foraging depends on preference, a positive feedback arises between
foraging and familiarity. This reinforces familiarity biases and causes di-
vergence in preferences between individuals, despite the fact that all in-
dividuals sample all resources. Increasing selectivity (N) enhances these
effects and causes a gradual change from totally inclusive diets (no selectiv-
ity), intermediate diets focused on higher quality resources (intermediate
selectivity), to diets that are restricted to very high quality resources (high
selectivity).

Although we set selectivity with N, familiarity biases can lead to an
effective selectivity that exceeds that of individuals which have perfect pref-
erences (i.e. preferences equal to resource quality). This is because famili-
arity biases tend to cause a relative over- and underestimation of familiar
and unfamiliar resources, respectively, allowing for greater discrimination
between them. As individuals gain experience they lose familiarity biases
and therefore lose selectivity, which explains why groups without replace-
ment of individuals have decreasing diet quality (see Fig. 3.3b, dotted red
line).

Intermediate selectivity, group movement and traditions
Traditional differences between groups require diet differences between
groups, which means selectivity should be high enough to allow for famili-
arity biases. However, selectivity should not be so high as to restrict diets
too much, as this reduces the opportunity for diet differences. Figure 3.5a
shows a group’s (N = 3, M = 10) feeding distribution (green bars) on top
of the resource quality distribution (blue bars), indicating that the group’s
diet has converged towards a subset of higher quality resources. Clearly,
the majority of the highest quality resources (these give the largest digest-
ive feedbacks) is included in the diet, whereas only subsets of lower quality
resources are included in the diet. Different groups therefore have much
greater opportunity to differ in diet on lower quality resources than high
quality resources. In fact, given that high quality resources are so fully
exploited, there is hardly any opportunity for groups to differ on these re-
sources. Traditional differences in diet are therefore found on lower quality
resources, and are maintained through shared familiarity biases.

Shared familiarity biases are generated by the automatic convergence
in trial-and-error learning that arises when groups share learning contexts
(patches; see chapter 2). Such shared familiarity biases are then inherited
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Figure 3.4: Effect of selectivity (N) and moving forward (M) on cultural phe-
nomena where circle size indicates magnitude. (a) Traditional differences at year
90 (average of five inter-group comparisons ; see Section 3.3 and Fig. 3.3a , red
line) . (b) Cumulative cultural increase in diet quality: slope of linear regression
of diet quality between years 20 and 90 (average of five simulations) . * Indicates
default (N = 3 , M = 10) which can be used for reference, that is, Fig. 3a, red line
for traditional differences, Fig. 3.3b for cumulative process.

by naïve individuals as they travel with their group. This happens because
their learning is biased to patches the group prefers (i.e. where it spends
time feeding), and biased against patches the group does not prefer. M
increases the efficacy of this process by causing groups to spend even less
time in non-preferred patches, giving naïve individuals less opportunity to
learn from them. Group-level familiarity biases are therefore increasingly
accurately transmitted, and in this way, grouping can sustain diet tradi-
tions in the face of the divergent effects of selectivity when these are not
too extreme.

Traditional differences in diet therefore occur when selectivity is great
enough to allow for diet specificity, but low enough that biases to such
diets can remain shared within groups.

High selectivity and cumulative increase in diet quality
As selectivity increases, familiarity becomes more restricted to high qual-
ity resources causing traditional differences in diets to disappear. This not
only happens because individuals are better able to select higher quality
resources, but also through the cumulative process, which increases the
bias to high quality resources over the generations. The reason the cu-
mulative process only becomes large at high selectivity (N > 3) is because
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Figure 3.5: (a) Resource quality distribution (blue) and a group’s resource
quality feeding distribution (N = 3, M = 10; green). (b) Lines: the diet quality of
1 year olds over time for five simulations (N = 4, M = 10). Box plots: average diet
quality for 20 year olds at year 20 for transmission (black) and non-transmission
(red striped) simulations: left pair: N = 3, right pair: N = 4 (M = 10).

only then it allows naïve individuals to be selective within the subsets
of resources that have been preselected by previous generations, that is,
they are able to maintain their personal (un)familiarity biases in the face
of group foraging. In this way, later generations build upon experience
already present in the group. This effect is clear in Fig. 3.5b (blue lines),
which shows that naïve individuals are increasingly able to achieve greater
diet quality within their first year as groups accumulate selectivity in time.
With increasing individual selectivity (N) inheritance therefore shifts from
a conservative process to a selective process, and allows new generations
to become effectively more selective than earlier generations.

The enhanced familiarity biases of naïve individuals towards high qual-
ity resources cause them to not prefer the lower quality resources eaten by
their group, and they try to leave patches of that type. Moreover, naïve
individuals can become familiar with high quality resources that are un-
familiar to the group and try to feed on them. Such behavior affects
group-level foraging by causing an increased bias for groups to leave lower
quality resources, as well as increasing the time spent on high quality re-
sources, which are not (yet) familiar to other members of the group. This
is shown in Fig. 3.5b (box plots), where we compare the diet quality of
20 year-old individuals at year 20 in transmission experiments (black) and
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those without influx of naïve individuals (red). In this way, we compared
the effect of naïve individuals on the diet quality of the oldest individuals,
which have not yet benefited from growing up in a group which has accu-
mulated experience. The box plots show that in simulations with naïves
(black), experienced individuals achieve greater diet quality, and therefore
become effectively more selective than those without naïves (red), both for
N = 3 and N = 4 (left pair and right pair, respectively t test: P = 0.0086
and P = 0.0041, respectively). Clearly, naïve individuals have an impact
on group-level selectivity and although this effect may not be very large
with just a single naïve individual, it becomes stronger with the succession
of naïve individuals entering groups.

It therefore appears that this cumulative process arises when individu-
als are selective enough to maintain their own familiarity biases in the
face of the convergence influence on learning due to grouping. This allows
them to become effectively more selective than their groups, and there-
with increases group-level selectivity. This positive feedback generates the
described cumulative cultural process.

3.4.3 Ecological and behavioral generalizations

Our results are obtained with relatively hard-case parameter settings. We
used maximum trial rates, in which every unknown resource is sampled,
thus ruling out inter-group differences through differences in absolute dis-
coveries. In fact, lower trial rates allow for even larger traditional dif-
ferences, mainly because more time between discoveries leads to greater
familiarity biases (results not shown). Moreover, our default Gaussian re-
source quality distribution is a hard-case scenario with respect to ecological
pressure for convergence in diet. Alternative quality distributions with less
restrictive tails of high quality resources allow for much greater scope for
traditional differences (see Appendix 3.7.2 for more details). More unex-
pectedly, greater local variation in resources, both in the sense of smaller
patches, as well as patches with multiple types of resources, also increases
the magnitude of traditional differences between groups by allowing se-
lectivity to be more effective (see Appendix 3.7.3 for more details). We
also tested the robustness of traditional differences between groups to mi-
gration and found that diet traditions are maintained even when half the
individuals of a given age (we tested up to an age of 4) are transferred
between two groups, which forage simultaneously in the same environment
(results not shown). This emphasizes that despite both groups continu-
ally traveling throughout the whole field, different patterns of familiarity
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reinforcement can lead to stable differences in diet.
In our results, familiarity biases are clearly instrumental and follow

from our food choice algorithm, Equation 3.2, which defines foraging in
terms of preferences. Although the role of familiarity is reasonable to
assume, a drawback is that high selectivity (N > 3) reduces food intake
because resource preferences are very restrictive and encounter rates with
preferred resources are reduced. A comparison with an alternative food
choice algorithm based mainly on food intake shows that familiarity biases
can be significantly reduced, leading to reduced traditional differences (see
Appendix 3.7.4 for more details). None the less, even though familiarity
does not play a direct role in this algorithm, familiarity biases are still
generated and we are still able to find traditional differences in permissive
environments. Moreover, we find an alternative cumulative process which
increases food intake.

Therefore, although we find that diet traditions and the cumulative in-
crease in diet quality depend on group movement (M) and selectivity (N),
these cultural phenomena are robust properties with respect to changes in
the environment and the food selection algorithm we used. This in con-
junction with our conservative measure of diet differences (see Section 3.3)
makes us confident that our results are generic for groups foraging in patchy
environments, provided preference learning is affected by familiarity.

3.5 Discussion

Our results provide a plausible parsimonious mechanism through which
both traditional differences and cumulative cultural processes can arise
through self-organization. These cultural phenomena are a direct con-
sequence of population renewal, in combination with convergent social in-
fluences on learning that arise spontaneously when groups forage in patchy
environments. The cultural phenomena we describe should therefore be
considered as side-effects, and arise because of how spontaneous interac-
tions between grouping and patchy environments shape the opportunities
for learning. This mechanism for the origin of cultural phenomena does not
need to invoke the adaptive potential of social learning, nor sophisticated
forms of learning, which is required in other analyses (Boyd & Richerson,
1985; Dewar, 2003; Henrich & McElreath, 2003; Laland & Kendal, 2003;
Castro & Toro, 2004). Instead, we show that cultural processes arise ‘for
free’ as soon as groups forage in patchy environments and learn what to
eat by trial-and-error.
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Important for these results is the positive feedback between experience
and behavior, which generates divergence in learning. This emphasizes the
importance of considering learning as a time-dependent process, which al-
lows for differences in learning histories. In particular, we show that diver-
gence in familiarity biases, which arise through time-dependent preference
learning in combination with convergence in learning due to grouping, is
sufficient for supporting diet traditions. In this way, we show how selectiv-
ity allows groups to differ in diet and develop diet traditions, as long as the
convergent social influence due to grouping is greater than divergence due
to selectivity. As selectivity increases there is increased convergence on
high quality resources and traditions disappear, while allowing individuals
to be selective within the foraging context that has been preselected by
their group. This allows them to achieve greater diet quality than that
of their group, which subsequently feeds back on group-level selectivity.
In this way, a positive feedback is generated, which drives a cumulative
cultural process through which groups increase diet quality over time.

It is important to realize, however, that the apparent mutual-exclusivity
between traditional differences and the cumulative process is partly a res-
ult of the single-peaked diet quality landscape in our model, in which the
cumulative process can only lead to enhanced convergence between groups.
In more natural settings it is likely that ecological convergence will be less
strong, especially considering balanced diets in which multiple combina-
tions of resources could provide viable diets (multiple-peaks) and provide
greater neutrality for diet differences. Thus, it is likely that there is more
scope for overlap of the two phenomena. None the less our results em-
phasize the opposing nature of these two phenomena, that is, conservation
versus change, which is of interest when considering the nature of culture.

3.5.1 Patterning of traditions

It is interesting to note that the pattern of diet traditions we find is some-
what mirrored in wild orang-utan populations. Recent data on inter-group
diet differences in two orang-utan populations show that diets are con-
verged on high quality fruit, while divergent on lower quality fibrous re-
sources (Wich et al., unpublished data). This pattern is very similar to
the results we obtain in which groups converge on high quality resources
while diverging on lower quality ones. We show that this pattern emerges
spontaneously because lower quality resources are more susceptible to fa-
miliarity differences because they are less intensely eaten, as well as being
relatively more abundant in the environment. High intra-group conver-
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gence, in combination with low inter-group convergence, on lower quality
resources could therefore be indicative of social learning and traditions.
This lends support to the relevance of our results for natural foragers,
where such patterns of convergence can be studied. Obviously, we cannot
rule out ecological differences in the case of orangutans (Wich et al., unpub-
lished data) or capuchin monkeys (Chapman & Fedigan, 1990), however,
the relative ease with which we see traditional differences in diet arise
should be taken into account. Moreover, our results suggest that tradi-
tional differences need not be due to differences in innovations between
groups, as we obtain our results with maximal trial rates, but can instead
arise through different behavioral reinforcement patterns.

3.5.2 Cumulative cultural change

Generally, cumulative cultural evolution is discussed relative to the cumu-
lative assimilation of (technical) innovations over generations of individu-
als, allowing progressive behavioral elaboration beyond what individuals
could achieve on their own (e.g. Boyd & Richerson, 1995; Boesch & To-
masello, 1998; Henrich & McElreath, 2003). Such a process is thought to
require accurate social learning mechanisms (e.g. Tomasello et al., 1993;
Boesch & Tomasello, 1998; Henrich & McElreath, 2003; Castro & Toro,
2004), since with simple types of social influences individuals need to rein-
vent behavioral details thus preventing a build-up of behavioral complexity
(Henrich & McElreath, 2003).

Attempts to understand the evolution of such processes have focused
on the conditions that allow for the evolution of social learning (Boyd &
Richerson, 1995; Castro & Toro, 2004). In particular, the guided-variation
model (Boyd & Richerson, 1985, chapter 4) predicts that cultural inherit-
ance will evolve when social information is not obsolete and the costs of
individual learning are high. In the model, cultural inheritance is imple-
mented as inheritance of the population’s average phenotype, and cultural
inheritance can be shown to cumulatively reduce variation due to indi-
vidual learning and guides a population to converge on the average of
individual learning. Assuming that the average of individual learning is
the optimum phenotype, cultural inheritance then allows cumulative con-
vergence on the optimum. This cumulative process can, however, only
proceed up to the average of individual learning.

The cumulative process we describe allows the population to exceed
the average of individual learning (see Fig. 3.3b, compare red and blue
solid lines). This is possible because group culture is inherited selectively,
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that is, not the average familiarities of the group, but a selected subset of
familiarities for higher quality resources are inherited. As a consequence
of this selection, learning can produce phenotypes that are beyond the
average of the group, which then pulls the group average closer to the
optimum, so redefining the limits of learning.

Nevertheless, the cumulative process we describe does not lead to in-
creased behavioral complexity, as this is not possible in our model. How-
ever, we show that cumulative processes can arise as side-effects of trial-
and-error learning in groups. Moreover, we only find a cumulative process
when high selectivity leads to ‘individualistic’ preferences. This contrasts
with the idea that cumulative cultural processes require accurate mech-
anisms of social learning, highlighting the paradox of expecting highly
accurate transmission for a process of cultural change. Instead, at least in
the cumulative process we describe here, as well as in the guided-variation
model (Boyd & Richerson, 1985), that it is the interplay between individu-
alistic and group-level behavior that drives cumulative processes.

3.6 Conclusion

Obviously, we do not claim that our results explain all cultural phenom-
ena. With respect to food processing techniques for instance, it seems un-
likely that grouping itself would be sufficient to achieve shared processing
techniques. Moreover, the cumulative cultural increase in diet quality gen-
erally represents a marginal effect on top of what is achieved individually,
although in some cases it is really of a significant magnitude. Thus, we
provide a clear example in which self-organization, as structured by oppor-
tunities and interactions, has a large role to play in generating a cumulative
process, and that cumulative cultural change may be more prevalent than
previously thought. We show that these cultural processes are generic,
and suggest that cultural phenomena not only arise easily, but also may
in fact be inescapable in group foragers. These cultural phenomena do not
arise for all parameter values studied here, but depend on the selectivity
and movement patterns that could evolve in foraging groups possibly for
a variety of reasons. Thus, if the selection pressure happens to be towards
the parameter values discussed here, cultural phenomena will arise as a
side-effect thereof. We conclude that self-organized cultural phenomena
should be taken into account as a baseline for considering the evolution of
further cultural complexity.
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3.7. Appendix

3.7 Appendix

3.7.1 Model parameters

Table 3.1: Model parameters and values

Category Parameter/description Value

Timescale T (time step) 1 min
Day 720 min
Year 365 days

Environment D (grid unit) 1 m
Field size 2.8 x 2.8 km
Number of resources 250
Number of patches 4900
Patch radius 10 m
Number of resource items per patch ±3960

Grouping Distance to check for safety 10 m
Minimum number of neighbors 3
required to be safe
Maximum awareness for neighbors 150 m
Probability to adjust direction 0.9
after rejoining group
Distance within which direction 20 m
of neighbor is observed

Learning U (update constant for preference learning) 0.01
Searching and Decay constant of preference expectation 0.999
selecting food N (Selectivity during foraging) 1-5

Maximum stomach contents 20 items
Private space for foraging / Individual’s reach 0.9 m
Distance resources can be observed 2 m
Field of vision 180◦

Maximum number of resource 20 items
items assessed during search

Actions Duration of search event 0.5 min
Distance when moving back to group 3 m
Duration of movement back to group 0.015 min
M (distance moving forward) 1-15 m
Duration when moving forward 0.15 min
Duration of doing nothing 1 min
Duration of eating 1 min
Digestion interval 100 min
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3.7.2 Resource quality distributions

We compared our Gaussian quality distribution to: (1) a uniform distri-
bution with regular quality intervals between all resources making each
quality equally available; and (2) a degenerate distribution where each
resource has the same quality. Figure 3.6b circles shows that both dis-
tributions allow for greater traditional differences than a normal quality
distribution. Both alternative distributions lead to less ecological conver-
gence because they are less limiting in terms of subsets of high quality
resources. In contrast, cumulative increases in diet quality are of smaller
magnitude in the uniform distribution as compared to the normal distri-
bution (Fig. 3.6b, red diamonds). Since the quality gradient is less steep,
it is more difficult for the cumulative process to detect quality differences
and converge on the best quality resources.

3.7.3 Local resource variation

We compared: (1) small patches (radius 5 distance units) that are closer
together; and (2) multiple resource patches (for more details see chapter
2). For the latter each patch type was assigned a subset of five resources.
Of these five a random three were placed in patches of that type. We did
this for both 250 and 500 resources.

Figure 3.6a (circles) shows that both for small patches and multi-
resource patches the maximum traditional differences can be much lar-
ger than in our default setting and are found for lower selectivity values.
Moreover, we generally find the same transition from traditional differences
to the cumulative process (Fig. 3.6a, red diamonds), and this occurs for
lower selectivity values. This happens because the effectivity of selectivity
in individuals is enhanced because less time is spent between subsequent
encounters with given resources. In this way, p̂i can remain at a higher level
and reinforcement of preferences is more frequent than when resources are
less often encountered. This enhances differentiation in familiarity biases,
while at the same time the combination of resources that groups encounter
can differ, leading to further differentiation, and the effects of selectivity
are felt sooner.

3.7.4 Food choice algorithm

To study an alternative food choice algorithm that focuses on food intake
we implemented that p̂i is updated at digestion only dependent on the
amount of food eaten. If an individual’s stomach is full then p̂i increases
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Figure 3.6: Environmental conditions and food choice algorithm: effect of se-
lectivity on traditional differences (circles) and cumulative cultural change in diet
quality (diamonds; as in Fig. 3.4a, b). Red diamonds: increase, black diamonds:
decrease. *Indicates default (N = 3). (a) Spatial resource distributions. Left to
right: default, small patches, and patches with three of possible five resources (250
and 500 resources). (b) Resource quality distributions. Left to right: Gaussian ,
degenerate and uniform. Each data point is average of five simulations. Scaled to
50% of Fig. 3.4a (N = 3, M = 10). (c) Effect of alternative preference expectation
algorithm on traditional differences (as in Fig. 3.3a, red line): different resource
quality distributions. Bottom to top: Gaussian (black), uniform (blue), degener-
ate or all equal (red), Gaussian resources abundances (solid), equal abundances
(dotted). Each line average of five simulations (M = 10)

by 10%, otherwise it decreases by 10%. In this way, individuals try to be
as selective as possible, while maximizing food intake.

This algorithm is successful with respect to food intake and achieves
high diet quality. However, because food choice is less specific to resource
preferences, familiarity with specific resources is no longer as defining in
food choice as in our default algorithm. Familiarity differences are there-
fore reduced and ecological convergence increases leading to a reduction in
traditional differences. In Gaussian quality distributions traditional differ-
ences have disappeared by year 90, because they all converge on the same
broad diet (Fig. 3.6c, black lines).

None the less, familiarity still plays a role and we still find traditional
differences for uniform (blue) and degenerate (red) environments (Fig.
3.6c). Moreover, we again find a cumulative cultural process, which is
indicated by the convergence in diet in the degenerate environment des-
pite a lack of quality differences in resources (Fig. 3.6c, red line). In
this case the cumulative process causes convergence on the most abundant
resources and ‘accumulates’ food intake. This is clear in comparison to
simulations with equal abundances for all resources (as compared to our
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default Gaussian abundance distribution) where loss of traditional differ-
ences and convergence in diet does not occur (Fig. 3.6c, dotted red line).
Interestingly this difference does not occur in normal (black) and uniform
(blue) environments between equal (solid line) and non-equal (dotted-line)
abundances, indicating that quality differences overrule abundance differ-
ences in those cases.
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Chapter 4

Resource distributions affect social learning on
multiple timescales

Daniel J. van der Post, Bas Ursem and Paulien Hogeweg
Theoretical Biology/Bioinformatics Group, Utrecht University

Padualaan 8, 3584 CH Utrecht, The Netherlands.

Behavioral Ecology, under review

Abstract

We study how learning is shaped by foraging opportunities and self-
organizing processes, and how this impacts on the effects of “copying what
neighbors eat” on multiple timescales. We use an individual-based model
with a rich environment, where group foragers learn what to eat. We vary
foraging opportunities by changing local variation in resources, studying
copying in environments with pure patches, varied patches and uniform
distributed resources.

We find that copying can help individuals explore the environment
by sharing information, but this depends on how foraging opportunities
shape the learning process. Copying has the greatest impact in varied
patches, where local resource variation makes learning difficult, but local
resource abundance makes copying easy. In contrast, copying is redundant
or excessive in pure patches where learning is easy, and mostly ineffective
in uniform environments where learning is difficult. Our results reveal that
the mediation of copying behavior by individual experience is crucial for
the impact of copying.

Moreover, we find that the dynamics of social learning at short-timescales
shapes cultural phenomena. In fact, the integration of learning on short
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and long timescales generates cumulative cultural improvement in diet.
Our results therefore provide insight into how and when such processes
can arise. These insights need to be taken into account when considering
behavioral patterns in nature.

4.1 Introduction

Cultural inheritance may shape animals diets. In a cross-fostering study
of blue and great tits, cross-fostered chicks showed a shift in their feeding
niche to that of their host species (Slagsvold & Wiebe, 2007). However,
generally learning and cultural inheritance are difficult to study in nat-
ural settings (see Laland & Janik, 2006; Janson & Byrne, 2007). One
obstacle is the impossibility to characterize the nutritious value of all pos-
sible ingestible items in natural settings (see Chapman & Fedigan, 1990).
Therefore diet choice is generally studied relative to items that animals
already eat. The role of learning and cultural inheritance in how animal
diets are established, is not well addressed.

In optimal foraging, learning is mainly considered relative to short-term
tracking of changes in food availability, individually learned handling times
and variations in the value of food (e.g. Kamil & Roitblat, 1985; Stephens,
1987). In this context, social cues have been studied as means to enhance
foraging efficiency through sharing of information on short-timescales (Gir-
aldeau, 1984; Clark & Mangel, 1986; Krebs & Inman, 1992). On the other
hand, to gain insight into the evolution of cultural inheritance, models have
been used to study the conditions which favor transmission of information
across generations (Rogers, 1988; Boyd & Richerson, 1988; Feldman et al.,
1996; Borenstein et al., 2008). Here the focus is on the optimal trade-off
between avoiding the costs of individual exploration and relying on po-
tentially outdated information through social learning (Laland & Kendal,
2003).

Inter-generation models study the outcome of cultural inheritance as-
suming it occurs, but do not study how it arises. On the other hand, social
foraging models consider the impact of social learning on short-timescales,
but generally do not study potential cultural consequences. This means
that the relationship between the processes of learning at short timescales
and cultural inheritance are not well understood. In this study we aim for
greater insight into these issues. Diet learning is a general learning context
for many animals and social learning has been shown to affect diet choice
and support simple diet traditions (see Galef, 2003b). Therefore we focus
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on diet learning. However, we do not address diet optimality, but focus on
the learning process.

Diet development studies in various mammals, indicate that diets de-
pend on the process of learning and past experience (Galef, 1996; Day
et al., 1998; Birch, 1999; Provenza et al., 2003; Visalberghi et al., 2003;
Kimball & Nolte, 2005). Learning is not instantaneous, and familiarity
with resources is important for diet choice (Day et al., 1998; Ralphs &
Provenza, 1999; Birch, 1999; Johnson, 2000). Resource preference devel-
opment occurs largely through delayed post-digestive feedbacks (Garcia
et al., 1966, 1974; Provenza, 1995; Provenza et al., 2003), where taste cues
become meaningful relative to acquired experience (Galef, 1996; Kyriaza-
kis et al., 1999; Birch, 1999). Moreover, the digestion of resource mixtures
complicates preference development (e.g. Duncan & Young, 2002), prob-
ably because it is difficult to untangle the contribution of resources to
digestive feedbacks.

In rich environments the process of learning is also shaped by beha-
vioral opportunities. For instance, social dominance structures and social
tolerance, have been suggested to be important determinants of opportun-
ities for social learning (Coussi-Korbel & Fragaszy, 1995; van Schaik et al.,
1999; van Schaik, 2003). An important aspect of behavioral opportunities,
is their role in structuring complex behavior through self-organizing pro-
cesses (Hogeweg & Hesper, 1985). Unraveling such processes can provide
important mechanisms and baseline expectations with which to consider
behavioral patterns (see also te Boekhorst & Hogeweg, 1994; Camazine
et al., 2001; Hemelrĳk, 2002b; Couzin & Krause, 2003). Baseline studies
on diet development by trial-and-error show how resource distributions can
shape foraging opportunities and structure learning, generating spontan-
eous social influences on learning in groups (see chapter 2). In uniform
distributed resources, local depletion of resources by groups generates di-
vergence in learning between individuals, causing individuals to “special-
ize” on resource subsets. In contrast, in patchy environments, individuals
in groups tend to share learning opportunities automatically and converge
in learning, generating group-level diets. With population turn-over, such
group-level diets can be culturally inherited (see chapter 3).

It is the process of learning at short timescales that gives rise to cul-
tural inheritance. Moreover, because it arises as a side-effect, functional
approaches are not necessary for understanding its origins. However, this
raises the question how an additional behavioral adaptation, such as expli-
cit social learning in the form of copying, may be structured by these un-
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derlying self-organizing dynamics. Here we address this interplay between
adaptation and self-organization and study (i) the potential role of copy-
ing in the diet development process on short timescales, where foraging
opportunities and self-organizing processes can play a role, and (ii) the
consequences this has on cultural timescales.

We use an individual-based model focused on primates, which is relev-
ant for other group foragers, and study the process of resource preference
learning as a means to characterize an environment with many resources.
Learning is therefore prolonged and shaped by the interaction between in-
formation acquisition and behavior. Given this interaction, we focus on
its dynamics, rather than a trade-off between information sampling and
information use. We explicitly study the impact of foraging opportunities
on the learning process by considering different resource distributions. In
this setting we study the impact of copying on diet energy uptake within
lifetimes and over multiple generations.

Our results show that copying can help individuals share information.
Whether this happens depends on how local foraging opportunities shape
the difficulty of learning and the impact of copying on the short-term. If
copying is effective on the short-term it generally gives rise to cumulative
cultural improvement in diet. In fact it is the interplay between the two
timescales, which allows such cultural learning to be generated.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Model

We use an individual-based model with a spatial environment where group
foragers learn what to eat and forage selectively (see chapter 2 & 3).
Overall our model is quite simple, and we assume that individuals (i) learn
through re-inforced preference development, (ii) use acquired information
to forage selectively, and (iii) live in groups, (iv) in a rich structured spatial
environment.

Resources are distributed in a 2D grid and can be found by individuals
moving in a continuous space, and can be depleted through foraging. The
individual behavior procedure is given in Fig. 4.1. Individuals start their
behavior routine by scanning for neighbors and checking if they need to
move towards group members, or can search for food. If food is found, an
individual can decide to eat, if not it simply moves forward. The routine
ends at a “terminal” behavior on the right hand side, and then starts again.
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The darkest boxes and thick arrows (Fig. 4.1) indicate copying behavior,
and have been added relative to the previous model.

This is a TODO-based model, where local opportunities impact for-
aging and learning. The TODO principle states that individuals “do
what there is to do”, emphasizing the point that behavior of individu-
als is triggered by and is relevant to what they encounter locally (Hogeweg
& Hesper, 1985). Interactions between local opportunities and behavior
can give rise to complex behavioral patterns. The aim here is explore
these patterns and gain insight into how foraging behavior can be shaped
by interactions between environmental conditions and learning in groups.

Individual actions are scheduled according to the time they take, using
an event-based protocol. We keep track of time on the order of minutes (1
time-step = 1 minute, 1 day = 1000 minutes, and 1 year = 100 days), but
actions such as movement can be on the order of seconds (for parameters
see Appendix 4.5.1). Below we discuss the model in more detail.

Preference development

We use a simple algorithm which captures time-dependent preference de-
velopment, with which we can study the dynamics of a learning process
in a rich environment (as in chapter 2). It is assumed that individuals
have no preference for unknown resources and initially sample all resources.
Preferences then develop incrementally over time with increased feeding.
Individuals therefore gain a more accurate assessment of resource quality
with the number of times the resource is consumed. Equation 4.1 defines
the update of resource preferences (pir) after digestion (every 100 time-
steps):

pir := pir +(U
Sir

SiT
(Ēi− p̄i)) (4.1)

where Sir is the number of items of resource r in individual i’s stomach,
SiT is the total number of items in its stomach, Ēi is the average energy per
resource item it obtains from digestion, and p̄i is the average preference
(energy estimate) it has for the items digested. U defines the rate of
preference development.

Preferences represent an individual’s quality estimate for a given re-
source and p̄i therefore represents an expected quality feedback from di-
gestion. To add some environmental noise we allow Ēi to deviate randomly
at each digestion event, based on a normal distribution with a mean of Ēi
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Figure 4.1: Individual behavior procedure with copying behavior shown in dark
gray. pir = resource preference, p̂i = preference expectation, N = individual se-
lectivity during food choice, D = distance unit (length of one cell in 2D grid,
scaled to 1 meter), C = copy preference. Bottom: snap shot (600 by 100 meters)
showing trajectories of 20 individuals foraging from left to right in a day (varied
patches).

and a standard deviation of 0.005 (on average less than 10% of Ēi). If a
resource preference becomes negative this leads to a permanent aversion.

We set U to 0.01, which means that if individuals eat a resource con-
tinuously for about 7 days, their preference will be equal to half the actual
quality of the resource. This at least appears to be in the order of mag-
nitude of what is found for preference development in primates (based
on our estimate of Matsuzawa & Hasegawa, 1983). Moreover, in the al-
gorithm, feedbacks from digestion of resource mixtures are averaged over
all resources consumed, making feedbacks ambiguous, as appears to be the
case in some diet development studies (e.g. Duncan & Young, 2002). This
is simply the most straightforward assumption, without invoking extra
mechanisms for individuals to unravel the contributions of each resource
type to digestive feedbacks.
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Foraging

Stomach capacity is limited, and when their stomach is full individuals
wait for resources to be digested (every 100 time-steps). As stomachs
can be filled considerably before digestion, individuals have time to forage
selectively. Individuals search for food locally, a semi-circle in the direction
they are facing with 2 meter radius, where all resources are detected. For
food choice we assume that individuals are more likely to choose high
quality resources, based on their resource assessments. Individuals assess
up to 20 resources items found in sequence and use their resource preference
(pir) to determine the probability (ρ) of eating a given resource item:

ρ =
(

pir

p̂i

)N

+C (4.2)

where N scales the degree to which the probability (ρ) of eating less
preferred resources decreases as pir drops below p̂i. p̂i represents an indi-
vidual’s expected “highest” preference and ensures individuals can forage
selectively (see below). N therefore affects foraging selectivity, i.e. to what
extent less preferred resources are consumed (here N = 3). ρ can be in-
creased by C when having observed another individual eating that resource
(see below). When ρ > 1 this is treated as ρ = 1.

Individuals vary p̂i, enabling them to adjust foraging selectivity to track
quality changes in the environment (e.g. due to resource depletion) and
changes in individual experience. We set p̂i to increase by 10% if an indi-
viduals stomach is full (20 items) at digestion, while it decreases by 10%
if its stomach is not full. This is just a straightforward heuristic to keep
selectivity high, while maintaining high food intake. Our model there-
fore includes two levels of learning: short-term adjustment of selectivity
and longer term characterization of the environment through preference
development.

In combination, the preference development and food choice algorithm
generate a positive feedback between learning and selective foraging. This
feedback is not implemented, or assumed, but arises automatically because
individuals used acquired information to make foraging decisions. There-
fore not only resource quality, but also familiarity becomes a component of
resource preference and food choice. This feature of the learning process
is unavoidable in our model, unless learning is instantaneous.
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Copying behavior

We focus on the impact of copying as an addition to resource preference
development and do not implement copying and trial-and-error learning as
alternatives. For copying we assume that the observation of another indi-
vidual feeding generates a short-term temporary copy preference (C) and
increases the probability of an individual choosing that resource (see Equa-
tion 4.2). Copying therefore only affects resource preference development
indirectly, by biasing food intake.

Individuals can observe another individual eating within a limited dis-
tance (5 meters), and remember that resource for some time (30 minutes).
The memory is also lost when the individual eats that resource. Copy-
ing therefore increases the probability of choosing a certain resource for a
single feeding event. For simplicity, we assume that individuals can con-
tinue copying for their whole life time on all resources that they observe
to be eaten, including those they are already familiar with. This overes-
timates the extent to which animals copy, but is interesting to study as an
extreme case.

Grouping and movement

We model group movement based on simple individual movement rules.
While foraging, individuals simply search for food locally, and move for-
ward if they do not find food. At the same time they try to remain in
groups. This results in groups that move through the environment, where
trajectory changes are generated both by the impact of grouping and the
interaction of individuals with resources in the environment. A single day
of group foraging is shown in the snap shot at the bottom of Fig. 4.1.

To stay in groups, individuals use local information to remain in prox-
imity to the largest part of the group. Individuals check how many neigh-
bors are present in close proximity (10 meters). If they have a sufficient
number of neighbors (3), then they are “safe” and proceed with foraging.
Otherwise, in their next action they move in the direction (3 meters) where
they observe the highest density of individuals in a wider area (150 meters)
and adjust their direction to the average direction of the group. These
parameters affect to what extent groups are cohesive and split up into
subgroups. Here we choose parameters which minimize sub-group forma-
tion allowing us to study copying while keeping grouping constant.

Temporary satiation aversion: We also include temporary satiation
aversion as observed in various animals (e.g. Provenza et al., 2003). This
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prevents unnaturally long visits to patches and low movements rates (see
chapter 3). However, this rule does not lead to qualitative differences in
our results (not shown).

Environment

The environment is a 2-dimensional grid where grid points represent loc-
ations where resource items can be found. Snap shots of different re-
source distributions are shown at the bottom of Fig. 4.2. As a default we
implement 250 resource types (species) with a Gaussian quality (energy)
distribution, which are distributed in different ways. For patchy environ-
ments each patch is either assigned a single resource type (pure patches)
or assigned a subset of 5 resources (varied patches) giving 50 patch types.
Varied patches of a given patch type differ in that we only plot a subset of
3 of the 5 assigned resources generating different combinations of resources
in patches of a given patch type. Each patch has a radius of 10 grid units
and about 13 items per grid location. Each patch can be visited several
times by groups before they are depleted. For the uniform distribution all
resources occur throughout the field (well-mixed), but locally only a small
subset is available.

Resources are depleted during foraging and are renewed at the begin-
ning of each year. This is simply done by repeating the initial resource
distribution pattern and removing any resource items from the previous
year. Ecological dynamics are therefore limited to single influxes of all
resources at the beginning of each year.

We use a grid size of 2800 square units (1 unit is scaled to 1 meter) and
implement 4900 patches each consisting of about 4000 resource items, or
for the uniform environment fill the field with all resources with 3 resource
items at each grid point. For more detail on modeling the environment see
chapter 2.

Parameters

Although our biological assumptions are straightforward, our model re-
quires a sufficient level of detail in order to function. Here we consider the
parameter choices we make.

Parameters were chosen keeping “primates in mind” and are shown in
Appendix 4.5.1. At the most basic level, parameters determine individual
behavior on small spatio-temporal scales. These are: action durations,
movement distances and local food searching. Such parameters are easily
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related to real foragers (e.g. for primates) (see also Hogeweg & Hesper,
1990). Here we use general knowledge about primates to set these para-
meters.

These behaviors structure phenomena that arise on longer timescales,
such as grouping and selective foraging (the biologically relevant context
in which we study learning). Given that we know monkeys form groups,
and that grouping is a prerequisite for copying, we choose individual-level
grouping rules that ensure grouping is reasonably represented. However,
it is not the mechanism of grouping that is studied here, but the role
of copying given grouping occurs. Therefore, we choose parameters that
ensure cohesive grouping. The “maximum awareness” for detecting neigh-
bors (see Appendix 4.5.1), is therefore quite large (150 meters), although
not impossible.

The spatio-temporal scale we implement at the individual action level,
determines individual movement in time. We use these movement rates,
and viability constraints such as “enough to eat” (see also Hogeweg, 1988),
to determine environmental parameters which provide sufficient space to
allow groups to travel through the environment in the order of days (such
as monkeys in their home-ranges), and forage selectively throughout the
year. Moreover, we make sure the environment is rich enough (learning is
not too easy), and the timescale of learning is such that individuals learn
to forage selectively on the order of years. Interestingly by taking these
considerations into account, we find that our environmental parameters
are automatically in the right order of magnitude for primate home ranges
and resource diversity.

4.2.2 Simulations

We study the impact of copying behavior on diet development over time.
We run simulations with different copying preferences (C) and consider
the impact of copying in terms of energy uptake from diets. We compare
learning in environments with pure patches, varied patches and uniform
environments, and so study the impact of resource distributions on the
role of copying. To do this we conduct transmission chain experiments
(cf Curio et al., 1978; Galef & Allen, 1995; Laland & Williams, 1997). In
this way we study the immediate consequences of copying (at the begin-
ning of simulations) and those on longer timescales, both within and over
generations.

Simulations are initialized with 20 naïve individuals and each year one
of the initial individuals is replaced by a naïve individual. After 20 years,
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all the initial individuals have been replaced, and from then on the eld-
est individual is always replaced. Individuals only "die" when they are
replaced, but not due to other factors such as lack of food. Simulations
are run for 100 years: a 20 year start-up period in which a stable age-
distribution is generated (i.e. ages 19 to 0 years), followed by 4 complete
cycles of replacement.

4.3 Results

We find that copying improves diets through collective learning on the
short term. This leads to cultural inheritance and cultural diet improve-
ment on the long term. Whether this occurs, depends on how preference
development and copying are shaped by local foraging opportunities in
different resource distributions.

In Fig. 4.2 we show how resource distributions affect learning and
copying on multiple timescales. First, we find that diet energy uptake
decreases as local resource variation increases. This is indicated by the
trail-and-error baseline without copying (C = 0, horizontal black lines),
where diet energy uptake can be seen to be greatest in pure patches (black
bars) and lowest in uniform environments (red bars).

Second, we find that the impact of copying varies in different resource
distributions. Relative to the trial-and-error baseline, copying has the
greatest general impact in varied patches (blue bars), where the full range
of copy preferences has a considerable impact on diet energy. However, in
pure patches the impact of copying on diet energy is generally limited. Its
effect is maximal at C = 0.05, but drops off again at higher values indicating
that it becomes excessive. In uniform environments (red bars) the impact
of copying is also limited, and only substantially increases diet energy
uptake at maximal copy preference (C = 1.0). We should note that by year
20 the effect of copying (C > 0) relative to no copying (C = 0) is always
statistically significant (significance threshold at p < 0.00281, Bonferroni
corrected for 18 tests), except for C > 0.1 in pure patches, and C < 0.5 in
the uniform environment.

Third, we find that if copying is effective on short timescales, it gener-
ally gives rise to cumulative cultural diet improvement. This is shown in
terms of the difference in diet energy uptake after 1 generation (20 years,
striped bars) and after 5 generations (100 years, solid bars). Statistic-
ally significant differences are indicated by stars (Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs

1Wilcoxon two sample test, on individuals from 20 simulations, n = 400
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Figure 4.2: Effect of copy preference (C) on yearly diet energy in different
resource distributions: Pure patches (black), varied patches (blue) and uniform
environment (red). Horizontal black lines indicate individual learning baseline
(C = 0). Bars are averages of 20 simulations at year 20 (striped bars) and year
100 (solid bars), where error bars are standard deviation. Note that standard
deviation in the data sets (indicated by error bars) is large because it includes
large intra-group variation due to age differences between individuals. Significant
differences between two the time points are indicated by *. Bottom: snaps shots
(80 by 80 meters) showing resource distributions (black squares are individuals,
gray is background, colors are resources).

Signed-Ranks Test on average group diet energy uptake at year 20 and
year 100, n=20, with a significance threshold of p < 0.0024 (Bonferroni
corrected for the 21 time pairs tested)). In pure patches there is no clear
pattern, although there is a significant increase for C = 0.05. In varied
patches (blue bars) there is a clear general trend for increased diet en-
ergy uptake over the generations, although most of the increase relative to
trial-and-error learning (C = 0) already occurs in the first 20 years. In the
uniform environment (red bars), although generally there is no significant
increase in diet over the generations, for C = 1.0 the increase of diet energy
uptake over the generations is at least half of the total improvement of diet
energy uptake through copying. Although generally copying does not have
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a large impact in the uniform environment, we observe that cultural-level
information processing can be important. Moreover, it is interesting to
note that while the difference between copying and not copying was not
significant at year 20 for C = 0.5 in pure patches, and C = 0.1 in uniform
environments, this becomes significant at year 100 (Wilcoxon two sample
test, on individuals from year 100 (n = 400), p < 0.00006 in both cases2).

Below we discuss how local resource variation affect diet energy uptake
and the impact of copying on multiple timescales.

4.3.1 Local foraging opportunities and the difficulty of
learning

Local resource variation affects diet energy uptake by how its impacts the
difficulty of learning through local foraging opportunities. This has an
impact both on preference development, and on copying behavior.

The difficulty of preference development is shaped by a combination of
(i) the positive feedback between foraging and learning and (ii) the mixing
of resources during digestion. In the learning process, differences in the
observed quality of resources are used to bias foraging to high quality re-
sources, allowing individuals to forage selectively. This generates a positive
feedback, where foraging is biased to resources individuals have some ex-
perience with. This means that learning can remain biased to some set of
initially observed resources. Learning is therefore somewhat self-limiting
and can get stuck on “local attractors”, or familiarity biases. Note that
this feedback is not pre-assumed and implemented, but self-organizes.

When local resource variation is high this means familiar resources are
more often found locally. The feedback between learning and foraging can
therefore be enhanced, increasing the self-limitation of learning. At the
same time, increased mixing of resources means that feedbacks from diges-
tion are more often ambiguous, because the energy feedback is averaged
over all resource items (see Equation 4.1). Such ambiguity makes it much
more difficult to detect differences in resource quality. When averaging is
prevented learning is easier and diet energy uptake increases (see Appendix
4.5.2). However, even in this case familiarity biases still limit learning, in-
dicating that our results are not fully dependent on this averaging affect.

At the same time, local resource variation affects the opportunities
for copying. This is shown in Fig. 4.3a, where the time that individuals
take to copy is plotted for maximal copy preference (C = 1.0). In order to

2Wilcoxon two sample test, on individuals from 20 simulations, n = 400
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Figure 4.3: Copying opportunities and collective learning. (a) Box plots showing
the time (minutes) it takes individuals to copy (C = 1.0) after observing feeding,
for pure (gray) and varied patches (blue) and uniform environment (red). Box
plots represent five simulations and show maximum and minimum, upper and
lower quartile, and median. We include data of the first 5 years. (b) Average
cumulative diet energy with (red, C = 0.5) and without (black) copying in the
first two years in naïve groups (varied patches). 5 simulations are shown for each
condition.

copy, individuals must both observe an individual eating a resource, and
subsequently find that resource. The box plots show that in both patchy
environments (gray and blue) individuals can mostly copy immediately
(median = 1 time step). Here resources are locally abundant and both
observing feeding and finding resources is easy. In contrast, in uniform
environments (red) individuals take much longer to copy (median = 10
time steps). Here resources are locally rare and harder to find, making
copying events rarer. As a consequence they are more diluted with respect
to individual feeding choices, and the learning signal from copying is weak
(Note that we put parameters such that memory is long enough for copying
to have an impact in every environment).

Overall, this means that preference development is easiest in pure
patches making the additional impact of copying minimal, or even ex-
cessive (Fig. 4.2, black bars). In uniform environments, preference devel-
opment is difficult, but copying is also difficult and has a limited impact
on learning (Fig. 4.2, red bars). Therefore only in varied patches, where
difficult preference development and effective copying come together do
we observe large overall improvement of diet energy uptake (Fig. 4.2, blue
bars). Below we discuss the mechanism through which copying improves
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diet.

4.3.2 Automatic biased copying and familiarity bias

We find that copying can improve diets by increasing foraging biases, and
subsequently familiarity biases of individuals, to high quality resources.
This allows them to forage more selectively for the same food intake rates.
Because copying is simply a reflection of food choice by neighbors, which
is biased to high quality resources, copying is automatically biased to high
quality resources. Special copying strategies are therefore not necessary.
Therefore, given the limitation of familiarity biases and ambiguous digest-
ive feedbacks, copying helps individuals obtain “selected” information from
neighbors. On a group-level, this leads to sharing of experience. The pos-
itive feedback between learning and foraging therefore becomes amplified
to a group-level and can generate increased familiarity biases to high qual-
ity resources. However, whether this happens depends on the underlying
dynamics that arise in given resource distributions.

We illustrate this in Fig. 4.4, where we plot example preference profiles
with and without copying in the different environments, and for clarity only
show a 5 year-old (gray) and a 20 year-old individual (black). Resources are
ranked according to quality (rank 250 = highest rank), where the difference
between resource preference (bars) and quality (line) indicates familiarity
with resources. For copying (bottom row) we show the “best case” copy
preference for each resource distribution (i.e. the maxima in Fig. 4.2).

The impact of copying is most obvious in varied patches (compare
Fig. 4.4b and e). Without copying individuals are already biased towards
high quality resources in their preferences (Fig. 4.4b, ranks 200-250), but
this bias becomes much stronger with copying (Fig. 4.4e, C = 0.5), and
allows individuals to improve diet energy uptake (Fig. 4.2, C = 0.5, blue
bars). In contrast, the effects of copying in pure patches and the uniform
environment are much more subtle, although we observe the same trend.
In both cases there are slight decreases in preferences for lower quality
resources (ranks 150-200 in pure patches, and ranks 0-150 in the uniform
environment), and an increase in preferences for high quality resources
(ranks 200-250). These effects are not very apparent, but they are sufficient
to generate the significant increase in diet energy observed in Fig. 4.2 (C =
0.05, black bars and C = 1.0, red bars). However, the underlying reason for
the limited impact of copying is different in the different environments. In
pure patches this is because familiarity biases are already highly converged
on high quality resources without copying, because learning is easy (see Fig.
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Figure 4.4: Preference profiles with (bottom row) and without copying (top
row). Preferences (bars) are shown for one 5 year old (gray) and one 20 year old
individual (black). Familiarity is the degree resources are assessed, pir/qr, which
is resource preference (bars) divided by resource quality (dotted line). Left: pure
patches, middle: varied patches, right: uniform environments. For copying we
show those cases where copying is most effective: (d) C = 0.05, (e) C = 0.5, (f)
C = 1.0. Bin size = 5 resources.

4.4a). In uniform environments, it is a consequence of limited opportunities
for copying (see Fig. 4.3a).

The mechanism through which copying improves diets requires that
copying remains biased to high quality resources. This relies on individual
foraging decisions, which are therefore the selective factor which indirectly
mediate copying behavior. However, in pure patches this mediation can
break down, because the local abundance of a single low quality resource
can generate contagious copying following a single unselective decision.
In particular, high copy preferences can easily overrule individuals food
choices and reduce foraging selectivity and diet energy uptake (see Fig.
4.2, black bars), both because individuals copy unselective naïve individu-
als and the unselective decisions of experienced individuals (see Appendix
4.5.3 for more detail). In contrast, in varied patches copying is less sensitive
to particular copy preferences (see Fig. 4.2, blue bars). With local resource
variation, alternative higher quality foraging opportunities are available,
reducing the potential for such effects. Moreover, contagious copying is not
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possible in uniform environments. How group-level copying can manifest
itself is therefore mediated by opportunities in the environment.

4.3.3 Collective learning and cultural inheritance

We find that the impact of copying occurs on short-timescales through
collective learning, and leads to cultural inheritance on longer timescales.
Collective learning already occurs in naïve groups within the first few years.
Fig. 4.3b, shows the average cumulative diet energy uptake for the first 2
years in naïve groups with and without copying in varied patches. Even
in the first year, copying (C = 0.5, red lines) tends to increase diet energy,
beyond that of trial-and-error learning (black lines). This process continues
and by the second year groups with copying clearly have greater diet energy
uptake than groups without copying (Wilcoxon Two Sample Test on group
means, n = 5, p <= 0.0079). Such group-level selectivity can arise without
copying in patchy environments through spontaneous social influences on
learning (see chapter 3), but in uniform environments it can only be
generated with copying. In varied patches, group-level selectivity may
occur at a patch-level without copying, but within patches group-level
selectivity requires copying.

On longer timescales, population turn-over generates differences in in-
dividual age and experience and there is a shift from collective exploration
to cultural inheritance. This can lead to cumulative cultural diet improve-
ment, as shown by the increases in energy uptake in year 100 (Fig. 4.2, solid
bars) relative to year 20 (Fig. 4.2, striped bars). In the cumulative process,
naïve individuals coming into a group enter pre-selected learning contexts,
and have greater biased foraging to copy from than a group of completely
naïve individuals. This allows them to develop familiarity biases that are
better focused on high quality resources, which subsequently feeds back
on collective learning. This cumulative cultural process was demonstrated
previously for the case without copying in pure patches (see chapter 3).
Here we find that copying enhances the cumulative cultural process and
extends it to environments with high local variation in resources, if it leads
to effective collective learning on short-timescales.

4.4 Discussion

We find that copying helps individuals improve diets by extending their
exploration of the environment using the pre-selected bias of their neigh-
bors. On a group-level, this can lead to information sharing and collective
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learning, and on longer timescales leads to cultural inheritance and cultural
improvement in diet. Whether this happens, depends on how local foraging
opportunities, as shaped by resource distributions, shape the learning pro-
cess.

We find that local foraging opportunities affect copying at two levels.
First, local foraging opportunities shape the difficulty of preference de-
velopment both by shaping familiarity bias formation, and the ambiguity
of feedbacks when digesting mixtures of resources. Second, local foraging
opportunities determine the opportunities for copying, and therewith how
often copying occurs and its ability to affect individual learning. As a
consequence, the difficulty of preference development coincides with limit-
ations on copying behavior, as in the uniform environment. Moreover, if
the ease of copying coincides with ease of learning, this leads to excessive
copying, as in pure patches. The greatest impact of copying is therefore
observed in varied patches, where difficult preference development and easy
copying coincide. In our model, the role of copying can therefore only be
understood by considering how these two levels come together, as shaped
by foraging opportunities and self-organizing processes.

Important for our results is the implementation of rich environments
and prolonged learning. This allows local foraging opportunities to impact
foraging behavior and learning. By implementing preference development
and copying at short timescales, copying can be thoroughly integrated
into the learning process. It therefore always reflects recent sampling
of the environment, allowing it to play a role in exploring the environ-
ment. Moreover, in rich environments there are many learning opportun-
ities, and learning (local information processing) is always limited in time.
As a consequence, individuals can vary in information acquisition, mak-
ing information sharing meaningful. This emphasizes the importance of
an opportunity-based approach for understanding behavioral processes in
rich environments, as proposed in the TODO principle (Hogeweg & Hesper,
1985).

4.4.1 Prolonged learning

Our results reveal a potential role of copying relative to a prolonged learn-
ing process. Important for our results are (i) the feedback between beha-
vior and learning in a rich environment, and (ii) its structuring by local
foraging opportunities. The feedback between behavior and learning is
unavoidable in our model, and may be important to consider in learning
processes. The trade-off between information acquisition and information
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use is often studied (e.g. Stephens, 1987; Kerr & Feldman, 2003), however
we find that if learning is prolonged the interaction between the two gener-
ates its own dynamics and gives rise to familiarity biases (see also chapter
2). This shapes the behavioral outcomes of learning, and therewith the
contexts in which copying behavior can have an impact. If we short-cut
this, by implementing instantaneous learning, only the negative effects of
copying remain (results not shown). However, our results are not limited
to “slow” learning as they hold for a ten-fold higher preference updating
constant (U = 0.1), although the benefits of copying are reduced (results
not shown) (Note that it is not the absolute preference that is important
for food choice, but the relative differences between preferences. U there-
fore does not directly affect the speed with which familiarity differences
arise, but rather the scope of familiarity differences). Copying, as a poten-
tial addition to individual information processing, therefore has a role to
play if trial-and-error learning is limited.

The relevance of our results to diets therefore depends on whether diet
learning is sufficiently prolonged. Although diet development in rich en-
vironments is poorly understood, evidence from experimental studies on
various mammals indicate that familiarity is a common feature in diet
choice (Galef, 1996; Day et al., 1998; Birch, 1999; Provenza et al., 2003;
Kimball & Nolte, 2005), even in experiments with only 2 diet items (e.g.
Parsons et al., 1994). Moreover, studies on herbivores show that mixing
of resources complicates preference development (e.g. Duncan & Young,
2002), and in many species aversions to toxic resources are transferred
to other resources eaten at the same time (e.g. Hasegawa & Matsuzawa,
1981; Ralphs & Provenza, 1999). These complications arise because prefer-
ence development depends on delayed digestive feedbacks, making it more
difficult to match them to earlier gustatory cues, especially when mixing
resources (e.g. see Provenza et al., 2003). There are therefore strong indic-
ations that diet development is indeed sufficiently prolonged, as assumed
in this study.

4.4.2 Copying and collective learning

Our results are in line with social foraging models that suggest informa-
tion sharing as a benefit of using social cues while foraging (e.g. Clark &
Mangel, 1986; Krebs & Inman, 1992; Giraldeau et al., 1994). However,
in some cases the collective benefit of sharing information may be under-
mined because by using social cues, individuals may no longer produce
any new information, or may be inhibited from learning (Barnard & Sibly,
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1981; Giraldeau et al., 1994). This may lead to frequency dependent effects
where the group is no better off than before information sharing (see also
Giraldeau et al., 2002). In the context we consider here, these issues do not
play a role because individuals cannot avoid producing information, and
social and personal information about food are acquired simultaneously
(see also Giraldeau et al., 2002). A trade-off between individually and so-
cially acquired information therefore does not arise, and copying reflects
recent sampling information of the environment.

However, while we do not find that copying can reduce the acquisition
of new information in groups, we do find that the mediation of copying
by individual experience and selectivity is crucial, as revealed by excess-
ive copying. In our model, mediation happens indirectly because copying
reflects the selective foraging of individuals. This breaks down in pure
patches, where copying can become contagious when high copy prefer-
ences overrule individual experience. This is similar to what are called
informational cascades (Giraldeau et al., 2002). We find that this depends
on the local abundance of a single resource. Possibly, this can be pre-
vented by mediating copying directly by personal experience (see Laland,
2004), as has been shown to happen in fish (see van Bergen et al., 2003).
However, in our model mediated copying behavior may only be necessary
when copying can spread easily through groups, as in pure patches. This
is less likely with increased local resource variation. Copying behavior may
therefore already be largely mediated by the environment. This should be
taken into account when considering copying strategies. Moreover, the im-
portance of individual experience and selectivity suggests that if copying
would directly affect preferences, the mediation by individual experience
would be weakened and copying would easily become excessive.

4.4.3 Timescales and cultural inheritance

Our results indicate that understanding the dynamics of learning processes
on short timescales may be central to understanding the ecology of cul-
tural inheritance (also recognized by Giraldeau et al., 1994; Danchin et al.,
2004). In particular, we find that where copying is effective on the short-
term, especially in varied patches, cumulative cultural processes are also
generally present. Moreover, when the impact of copying is limited on
the short-term, as in uniform environments, a large proportion of its im-
pact may only be possible on cultural timescales. This illustrates how
local ecological conditions determine to what extent diets may depend on
cumulative cultural change.
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Moreover, we observe a natural transition from collective exploration
to cultural inheritance with population turn-over. Importantly, we do not
implement cultural inheritance, but find that it arises as a consequence
of biased foraging through short-term copying between individuals of dif-
ferent ages and experience. This has the automatic benefit that copying
is mediated by individual experience, making this a sensitive mechanism
of inheritance. Moreover, the transition from exploration to inheritance
reveals that the role copying plays in learning is largely a reflection of the
age-structure and experience within groups. The dynamics of copying on
short-timescales and cultural inheritance are therefore highly intertwined,
and it is in fact the interaction between the two which allows cumulative
cultural diet improvement to arise. By considering multiple timescales,
our results therefore provide insight into the origin of such processes, as
well as the ecological conditions that may favor them.
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4.5 Appendix

4.5.1 Model parameters

Table 4.1: Model parameters and values

Category Parameter/description Value

Timescale T (time step) 1 min
Day 1000 min
Year 100 days

Environment D (grid unit) 1 m
Field size 2.8 km2

Number of resources 250
Number of patches 4900
Patch radius 10 m
Varied patches: number of resources in patches 5

number of resources per patch 3
Number of resource items per patch ±3960
Number items per grid unit: uniform ±3

patchy ±10
Grouping Distance to check for safety 10 m

Number of neighbors required to be safe 3
Maximum awareness for neighbors 150 m
Probability to adjust direction 0.9
after rejoining group
Distance within which direction 20 m
of neighbor is observed

Learning U (update constant for preference learning) 0.01
Maximum distance to observe feeding neighbor 5 m
Duration of observation memory 30 min

Searching Percentage with which preference 10%
and expectation is updated
selecting Selectivity during foraging (N) 3
food Maximum stomach contents 20 items

Private space for foraging / individual’s reach 0.9 m
Distance resources can be observed 2 m
Field of vision 180◦

Maximum number of resources can be observed 20
Actions Duration of search event 0.5 min

Distance when moving back to group 3 m
Duration of movement back to group 0.015 min
Distance moving forward 10 m
Duration when moving forward 0.15 min
Duration of doing nothing / duration of eating 1 min
Digestion interval 100 min
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Figure 4.5: Impact of digesting mix-
ture of resources on diet energy uptake
in varied patches and the uniform envir-
onment. Striped bars: default preference
development (see Equation 4.1). Solid
bars: preference development without di-
gestive feedback over resources (in Equa-
tion 4.1 (main article), Ēi is replaced by
qr for each resource). The impact of
copying is shown for C = 0.1 and C = 1.0.
All bars are averages of 5 simulations
at year 100 and error bars are standard
deviation.

4.5.2 No mixing during digestion

During preference development individuals cannot determine the contri-
bution of different resources to digestive feedbacks, because digestive feed-
backs are averaged over mixtures of digested resources. Here we show that
such averaging makes individual learning more difficult.

In Fig. 4.5a, striped bars show normal preference updating, where
feedbacks from digestion are averaged over all resources digested together
(as in Equation 4.1, main article). Solid bars show preference updating
where Ēi is replaced by qr for each resource (see Equation 4.1, main art-
icle), which is equivalent to assigning energy feedbacks specifically to each
resource. C = 0 shows the case for individual learning and indicates that
diet energy intake increases when learning is not constrained by the aver-
aging of feedbacks. This is especially so in the uniform environment (red
bars). Preventing the averaging effect clearly makes learning easier.

However, even without the effects of mixing resources, both in varied
patches (blue) and the uniform environment (red) copying is still able to
increase diet energy uptake (compare C = 0 to C = 0.1 and C = 1.0, solid
bars). Therefore even without the effects of mixing resources, familiarity
bias formation can constrain learning, allowing copying to play a role.

4.5.3 Excessive copying

The decline of diet energy uptake for high copy preferences in pure patches
(Fig. 4.2, black bars, main article), indicates that copying can become ex-
cessive. Here we show that there are two ways in which this occurs: (i)
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Figure 4.6: Excessive copying in patchy environments. (a) Diet quality in time
(year 80 to 85) for maximal copying preferences (C = 1.0) in varied patches. (b)
Resource feeding distributions with (gray, C = 1.0) and without copying (black)
of individuals with perfect knowledge in pure patches. Lines indicate how much
resources of different quality are eaten (average of group for year 100).

when individuals copy naïve individuals, and (ii) when individuals continue
to copy when they already forage selectively. Note that excessive copying
only occurs in patchy environments, where copying is easy and unselect-
ive foraging can spread quickly through groups. Individuals continually
stimulate each other making the process self-reinforcing. In uniform envir-
onments, the difficulty of copying prevents this.

Copying naïve individuals causes reduced diet energy intake because
naïve individuals initially sample all resources unselectively. The impact of
copying naïve individuals is demonstrated in Fig 4.6a, which shows median
diet quality over several years (year 80-85) for maximal copy preference
(C = 1.0) in varied patches. Diet quality is clearly reduced at the beginning
of each year due to naïve individuals entering the group. We show median
diet quality, which means that the reduction in diet quality involves the
majority of the group. This effect does not occur for lower copy preferences,
and can be prevented by only copying individuals older than one year (not
shown).

The impact of copying between experienced individuals is demonstrated
in Fig. 4.6b, which shows the feeding distributions of individuals with (red)
and without (black) copying when they have perfect preferences (prefer-
ences equal to resource quality), in pure patches. Copying (Fig. 4.6b, red)
causes individuals to feed more on lower quality resources and reduce for-
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aging selectivity. This happens because knowledgeable individuals already
forage selectively and copying cannot increase their probability of choosing
high quality resources (copying is redundant), but only that of choosing
lower quality resources. This is why when preference learning is easy and
individuals quickly become sufficiently selective, as in pure patches, copy-
ing can become excessive.
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Chapter 5

Cultural inheritance and diversification of diet in
variable environments

Daniel J. van der Post and Paulien Hogeweg
Theoretical Biology/Bioinformatics Group, Utrecht University

Padualaan 8, 3584 CH Utrecht, The Netherlands.
(In Preparation)

Abstract

Both cultural inheritance and cultural diversification of diets may play an
important role in animal evolution. Here we study how diet innovation
and cultural change relate to cultural inheritance in a changing environ-
ment. We do this by studying diet cultures in group foragers adapting to
environmental change through learning, and the consequences this has on
diet differentiation between groups. We use an individual-based model of
“monkeys” that learn what to eat in a rich environment, and we change
resource species that are available in the environment.

We find that social learning, in the form of copying behavior, helps
groups deal with high levels of environmental variability by generating
greater group-level incorporation of diet “innovations” and enhancing cu-
mulative cultural diet improvement. Important for the dual role of copying
in diet innovation and cultural inheritance is how copying is mediated by
foraging opportunities in the environment on the short-term.

During adaptation to environmental changes, groups diverge in diet.
This is caused by differences in learning history and is increased when
individuals copy each other, especially when groups live together in the
same environment and compete for resources. Cultural diversification is
therefore enhanced through copying in a sympatric setting.
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5 Cultural inheritance and diversification

5.1 Introduction

Cultural inheritance is a potentially significant force in animal evolution,
providing an additional means of information inheritance next to genes.
The cross-talk between these two-levels of inheritance is referred to as
gene-culture co-evolution (Feldman & Laland, 1996). Through a process
called niche construction (Laland et al., 2000), individuals shape the cul-
tures they live in, which in turn shape the evolutionary pressures they
experience. Across cultures, cultural variation could generate divergent
selective pressures. How behavioral changes and innovations generate cul-
tural variation will therefore be important.

At present little is known about the scope of cultural transmission in
wild animals, let alone cultural variation and dynamics. Revealing cultural
variation requires the demonstration of some form of social learning, for
which it is necessary to discount genetic and ecological reasons for differ-
ences between groups (McGrew, 1998; van Schaik, 2003). Therefore cul-
tural variation has been established mainly for behavior that is relatively
independent of ecological variation, such as social customs and foraging
techniques (see Whiten et al., 1999; Rendall & Whitehead, 2001; Panger
et al., 2002; van Schaik et al., 2003; Perry et al., 2003). Unfortunately,
for behavior closely linked to ecological conditions, such as what individu-
als eat, ecological reasons for inter-group differences generally cannot be
excluded (e.g. Chapman & Fedigan, 1990).

This does not mean diet differences are not cultural. A cross-fostering
study with blue and great tits show that young tits can inherit their ad-
optive species’ feeding niche, indicating that a substantial part of a species
feeding niche is culturally inherited (Slagsvold & Wiebe, 2007). It is also
well known that simple forms of social learning can affect food preferences
in rats and give rise to “traditions” across chains of individuals (Galef,
2003b). Moreover, we have shown that grouping in itself can be sufficient
to generate both diet traditions and cumulative cultural diet improvement
(see chapter 3). The conditions for diet cultures may therefore be easily
met.

However, since environmental variation is a confounding factor for
studying cultural variation in diet, both its prevalence and how cultures
change in relation to ecological variability, is still largely unknown. It has
been suggested that cognitive abilities help individuals adapt to environ-
mental change through a combination of behavioral innovations and their
spread through social learning and drive cultural change and eventually
evolutionary diversification (see Wyles et al., 1983; Lefebvre et al., 2004;
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Sol et al., 2005). This is supported by various correlations between brain
size, innovation rates, social learning abilities and rates of environmental
change in birds and primates (Lefebvre et al., 1997; Reader & Laland, 2002;
Reader, 2003; Lefebvre et al., 2004; Sol et al., 2005). However, mathem-
atical population models show that social learning becomes mal-adaptive
when environments change too fast between generations (Rogers, 1988;
Boyd & Richerson, 1988; Feldman et al., 1996; Laland & Kendal, 2003).
Therefore, while socially learned innovations may be helpful, socially ac-
quired traditional information may be outdated. This suggests environ-
mental variation may limit the prevalence of social learning in animals.

In contrast, we have shown that in group foragers learning what to eat
in patchy environments, social influences on learning can arise spontan-
eously and support cultural inheritance (see chapter 2 & 3). Because
these social influences arise irrespective of their adaptive consequences, in
this case it is not a question of whether cultural inheritance can evolve
given environmental change, but given spontaneous cultural inheritance,
how do groups adapt in changing environments? Furthermore, we have
shown that relative to spontaneous social influences on learning, copying
behavior can be adaptive by helping groups pool experience (see chapter
4). However, it is unclear whether this holds in changing environments
and how this impacts spontaneous cultural inheritance. Moreover, given
that groups adapt their diets to changing environments, what consequences
does this have for cultural diversification between groups?

In this paper we address these issues by studying how diet cultures are
affected by environmental change. We study how individuals respond to
environmental changes through learned adaptations on the short term, and
the consequences this has for cultural diet differentiation between groups
on the long term. In this context we consider the adaptive impact of
explicit social learning in the form of copying behavior. We do this using an
individual-based model with a rich environment, which makes it possible
to study rich behavioral repertoires and cultural variation (see chapter
2). The model is formulated keeping primates in mind, but could be more
generally relevant. The model simulates group foragers that learn what
to eat and forage selectively on short timescales, and gives rise to cultural
phenomena on longer timescales (see chapter 3). In this way we can
study the interplay between adaptation to environmental change through
learning, and cultural niche differentiation.

We find that copying behavior helps groups deal with environmental
change both by enhancing incorporation of diet innovations and by enhan-
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cing cultural inheritance. Moreover, we find that groups diverge in diet
while they adapt to change. This is enhanced when individuals copy each
other, especially when groups live together in the same environment.

5.2 Methods

The individual-based spatial model we use is adapted from chapter 4. In
our modeling approach we implement basic assumptions based on prim-
ate groups, namely: (i) developing preferences for resources, (ii) foraging
selectively, (iii) living in groups in a (iv) structured spatial environment.
In the model, individuals make behavioral decisions according to simple
behavior rules, using local ecological and social information and individual
internal state. Foraging and learning are therefore not fixed strategies,
but depend on the local ecological and social opportunities that arise and
what individuals observe in their environment. We study the implications
of these assumptions for longer term cultural phenomena.

Previously we have explored the ecological conditions that shape spon-
taneous social influences on learning and their consequences for cultural
phenomena (see chapter 2 & 3). Here we focus on the most natural and
interesting setting, namely patches with multiple resources, where we know
cultural variation between groups is well expressed (see chapter 3), and
where copying behavior clearly helps to improve diet learning (see chapter
4). Below we describe the model in more detail (for a parameter details
please see Appendix 5.5.1).

5.2.1 Model description

Environment

The environment is a 2-dimensional grid where grid points represent loc-
ations where resource items can be found. We implement 250 resource
species with a Gaussian quality (energy) distribution. Resources are dis-
tributed in patches, where each patch is assigned a subset of 5 resources
(varied patches), giving 50 patch types. Patches of a given patch type dif-
fer in that we only plot a subset of 3 of the 5 assigned resources generating
different combinations of resources in patches of a given patch type. Each
patch has a radius of 10 grid units and about 13 items per grid location
and can be visited several times by groups before they are depleted. We
use a grid size of 2800 square units (1 unit is scaled to 1 meter) and imple-
ment 4900 patches each consisting of about 4000 resource items. We set
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our timescale as follows: 1 time-step = 1 minute, 1 day = 1000 minutes,
and 1 year = 100 days.

Resources are depleted during foraging and are renewed at the begin-
ning of each year. This is simply done by repeating the initial resource
distribution pattern and removing any resource units from the previous
year. Ecological dynamics are therefore limited to single influxes of all
resources at the beginning of each year.

Environmental change is modeled by replacing existing resource spe-
cies with novel resource species, where resource diversity is constant (250
resources). Novel resource species have the same quality as the resource
species they replace, to control for quality changes in the environment.
Changes in diet energy uptake can therefore be related to learning. We
replace complete patch types (5 resource species), in order to keep the
number of resources per patch type constant, and not introduce new re-
source species into existing patch types. In the latter case new resources
are introduced in a familiar context which facilitates learning. By chan-
ging whole patch types we therefore consider a harder case scenario for
adapting to environmental change. The initial 50 patch types are replaced
in random order, but thereafter the patch types that have been longest in
the environment are replaced first. This controls for the time resources are
present in the environment, allowing us to clearly study the impact of the
rate of environmental change on learning and cultural inheritance.

Individual behavior

We model individual behavior using an event-based formalism, i.e. action
takes time. A schematic representation of the behavior procedure is given
in Fig. 5.1. The procedure ensures that individuals remain in groups,
find preferred food and eat, discover new resources, copy other individu-
als, move forward, or do nothing while digesting after eating to satiation
(maximum stomach capacity).
Grouping
To achieve grouping, individuals are modeled to remain in close proximity
to a sufficient number of other individuals (see Fig. 5.1). Individuals
check how many neighbors are present in close proximity (10 grid units).
If they have a sufficient number of neighbors (3), then they are “safe” and
proceed with foraging. Otherwise they move to where they observe the
highest density of individuals in a wider area (150 grid units). To prevent
crowding, individuals only search for food if there are no other individuals
within their personal space (0.9 grid units). These parameters affect to
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Figure 5.1: Individual behavior procedure. pir = resource preference, p̂i = pref-
erence expectation, N = individual selectivity during food choice, C = copy pref-
erence.

what extent groups are cohesive and split up into subgroups. Here we
focus on cohesive groups in order to study inter-group diet variation.
Foraging
Individuals use learned resource preferences (see below) to search for food.
They do this locally within a semi circle (radius 2 grid units) in the dir-
ection they are facing, and the preference (pir) for each resource item
found is evaluated relative to p̂i, which represents an individual’s expected
“highest” preference and ensures individuals can forage selectively:

ρ =
(

pir

p̂i

)N

+C (5.1)

where N scales the degree to which the probability (ρ) of eating less
preferred resources decreases as pir drops below p̂i. N therefore affects for-
aging selectivity, i.e. to what extent less preferred resources are consumed
(here N = 3). ρ can be increased by C when having observed another
individual eating that resource (see below).

Individuals can adjust p̂i and mediate their foraging selectivity accord-
ing to prevailing ecological conditions. We set p̂i to increase by 10% if an
individuals stomach is full (20 items) at digestion, while it decreases by
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10% if its stomach is not full. In this way foraging selectivity is automat-
ically adjusted to be as high as possible relative to eating at maximum
rates.
Copying behavior
For copying behavior we assume that if individuals see another individual
eating a resource, they temporarily increase their preference for that re-
source (pir) by a copy preference (C). Individuals can observe another
individual eating within a limited distance (5 meters), and remember that
resource for some time (30 minutes). The memory is also lost when the
individual eats that resource. Copying therefore increases the probability
of choosing a certain resource for a single feeding event. For simplicity, we
assume that individuals can continue copying for their whole lifetime on all
resources that they observe to be eaten, including those they are already
familiar with. Although this overestimates the extent to which animals
copy, it allows us to study the impact of prolonged copying on the process
of learning.
Temporary satiation aversion
We also include temporary satiation aversion which ensures that individu-
als attain a temporary aversion to resources eaten to satiation (a full stom-
ach). Individuals are therefore always forced to move to another resource
after one feeding-digestion cycle and increases their diversity of foraging.
This prevents excessive feeding on one resource. Moreover, it represents a
harder-case scenario for finding diet differences between groups.

Resource preference development

The learning process studied here is resource preference development through
post-digestive feedbacks of eaten resources. The preference development
process is not affected by copying directly, only by means of biased food
intake. Initially all resources are completely novel, and preferences for re-
sources are equal to zero. Individuals sample novel resources with a certain
trial rate (T ). Here we consider the case T = 1 (no neophobia), where in-
dividuals sample all novel resources encountered. In this way we focus on
the role of preference development in cultural processes and not differences
in discoveries.

We model preference development as reinforced learning through post-
digestive feedbacks:

pir := pir +(U
Sir

SiT
(Ēi− p̄i)) (5.2)
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where Sir is the number of items of resource r in an individual’s stomach,
SiT is the total number of items in its stomach, Ēi is the average energy per
resource item it obtains from digestion, and p̄i is the average preference it
has for the items digested. Note that Equation 5.2 is only updated after
digestion and only for the digested resources.

Preferences represent an individual’s energy estimate for a given re-
source and p̄i therefore represents an expected energy feedback from di-
gestion. Moreover, we draw Ēi from a normal distribution with a mean of Ēi

and a standard deviation of 0.005 to add some environmental noise. If the
preference for a resource becomes negative, such a resource is considered
toxic and this leads to a permanent aversion.

We set U to 0.01, which means that if individuals eat a resource con-
tinuously for about 7 days, their preference will be equal to half the actual
quality of the resource. Important to note is that preference development
is a time-dependent reinforcement learning, and preference therefore de-
pends on familiarity, that is how well the resource is "known". This leads
to positive feedbacks between familiarity and foraging which causes diets
to stabilize on familiar resources (see chapter 2 & 3). Note that we do
not implement this feedback, but that it is unavoidable in our model where
learning and foraging automatically affect each other. As a consequence,
different groups can develop different diets, as well as allowing individuals
to prefer lower quality resources more than high quality resources they are
less familiar with. Both post-digestive feedbacks and familiarity are known
to play a role in preference development and diet selection (Garcia et al.,
1974; Provenza, 1995; Galef, 1996; Birch, 1999).

5.2.2 Simulations and Analysis

We study cultural inheritance using transmission chain experiments (cf
Curio, 1988; Galef & Allen, 1995; Laland & Williams, 1997). Simulations
are initialized with 20 naïve individuals and each year one of the initial
individuals is replaced by a naïve individual. After 20 years, all the initial
individuals have been replaced, and from then on the eldest individual is
always replaced. Individuals only "die" when they are replaced, but not
due to other factors such as lack of food. From 20 years onwards there is a
stable age distribution (0-19 years), and any diet improvement cannot be
explained by increased individual level experience, but instead is caused
by cumulative cultural effects (see chapter 3).

We study a range of environmental variability. We first study regu-
larly changing environments, with rates of change ranging from 5 resources
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changed per year, where we change one patch type at a time, to 250 re-
sources per year, which represents a complete change of the environment
every year. Because ecological variability often has a periodic nature, we
also consider seasonal changes in the environment, where the environment
changes completely every quarter year, but consecutive years are the same.
We further generalize our results by comparing regular and randomly chan-
ging environments.

To establish the impact of environmental change on cultural inherit-
ance, we compare diet energy uptake in groups with diet energy uptake
in solitary individuals. Solitary individuals are exactly the same as group-
ing individuals except that they ignore each other. Moreover, to establish
the impact of copying behavior in changing environments we also consider
diet energy and diet differentiation with respect to copying (C = 0.1 and
C = 0.5), which we have elsewhere shown to improve learning in constant
environments (see chapter 4). Diet energy is simply the total energy
obtained from the diet in a year, as determined by resource quality and
resource items consumed.

For diet variation we consider the differences in diet overlap within
and between groups. We calculate diet overlap between individuals as the
correlation between diet vectors (as in chapter 3). This is calculated as:

Oa,b = ∑
R
r arbr√

∑
R
r a2

r

√
∑

R
r b2

r

(5.3)

where ar and br are the preferences of individuals a and b for resource r
and R is the maximum number of resources. Overlap is maximal when
Oa,b = 1, and minimal when Oa,b =−1. In our simulations the minimum is
effectively 0 because preferences are seldom opposite in sign.

Diet overlap, within or between groups, is expressed as the average
Oa,b of all pair-wise individual comparisons, i.e. Ōa,b = 1

n(n−1)∑
n
a ∑

n
b(6=a) Oa,b,

where individuals a and b can either be from the same, or from different
groups. The diet difference between groups is calculated as the difference
between “within group overlap” and “between group overlap”.

To study diet differentiation we start simulations with groups initialized
with established diets, and focus on diet divergence generated by environ-
mental changes. For this we use diets developed in groups over a period
of 100 years in a constant environment with the same parameters. We
compare two independent groups starting from the same initial condition,
and do this both for the case where 2 groups of 20 individuals live together
in the same environment, and the case where 2 groups live independently
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in the same environment (separate simulations). When 2 groups live to-
gether, individuals only travel with their own group, and do not interact
with the other group except to stay out of each others personal space (see
grouping description).

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Long-term continuous change

We first consider continuous and regularly changing environments where
resources change each year and do not return. To asses the relative im-
pact of environmental change on cultural inheritance we compare solitary
individuals, and groups of individuals learning only by trial-and-error, and
those which also copy each other. We find that copying behavior can en-
hance cultural inheritance and cultural diet improvement and helps groups
deal with environmental variation. We do not find that culturally inherited
experience becomes mal-adaptive in variable environments.

Fig. 5.2a shows the impact of different rates of environmental change
on diet energy uptake, where environmental change is presented in terms
of the time resources are present in the environment, or residence times.
Average diet energy uptake for different rates of environmental change is
shown relative to the baseline of complete change (all resources only reside
in the environment for one year). We find that both for solitary (black)
and grouping individuals (blue and red) diet energy uptake increases as the
environment becomes more constant (from left to right), when learning can
extend over multiple years and cultural inheritance is possible.

Even without copying, cultural inheritance occurs spontaneously when
groups forage in patchy environments (as shown in chapter 3), and in
changing environments, we find that groups loose diet traditions and ad-
apt through cultural innovations (see Appendix 5.5.2 for more detail). To
compare cultural and non-cultural learning, we therefore first contrast sol-
itary individuals (Fig. 5.2a, black) with group foragers learning by trial-
and-error only (Fig. 5.2a, blue). The most obvious difference is that for
the whole range of environmental variability, solitary foragers have greater
diet energy uptake. This is because solitary individuals do not experience
the difficulties of group living, such as group co-ordination in combina-
tion with differences in diet preferences, which can cause individuals in
groups to feed on less preferred resources. Therefore, in varied patches,
where acquired preferences can differ between individuals, some individu-
als may have to compromise their feeding in order to remain in the group.
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Figure 5.2: Environmental change and diet learning. Black: solitary individuals,
blue: groups learning by trial-and-error, red: groups learning also by copying,
solid red: C = 0.1, striped and dotted red: C = 0.5. (a) Yearly diet energy during
regular environmental change. Resources are changed from year to year and never
return, and the rate of change determines resource residence time. The area under
each line is shaded up to the baseline of complete environmental change every
year (residence time of 1 year). Each data point: average and standard deviation
of 5 simulations between year 40 and 120. (b) Yearly diet energy in seasonal
environments. The environment changes completely every quarter year, but is
the same each year. Lines are averages of 5 simulations.

However, relative to constant environments (Fig. 5.2a, infinite resource
residence times), diet energy is reduced to a similar extent in both non-
cultural solitary and cultural grouping individuals, as the environment
becomes more variable. This happens because, just as in grouping indi-
viduals, the resource preferences of solitary individuals become outdated
due to resources disappearing.

While grouping reduces diet energy uptake, the addition of copying be-
havior generates major increases in diet energy (Fig. 5.2a, compare red to
black and blue). This not only leads to a more than proportional increase
in diet energy relative to groups learning by trial-and-error (compare red
to blue), but also allows groups to overcome the difficulties of group living
(compare red to black). In fact, copying already leads to increased energy
uptake in completely changing environments (1 year resource residence
time), where information sharing in groups helps individuals learn about
novel environments within single years (see chapter 4). Through this
process, each individual gains more experience and develops a broader diet
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(see Appendix 5.5.3). Copying therefore helps to incorporate diet “innova-
tions” at a group-level and helps groups deal with changing environments
(see Appendix 5.5.3). As the environment becomes more constant, such
collective learning can occur over multiple years and eventually over gener-
ations, and experience can be accumulated culturally (see Appendix 5.5.3).
This effect becomes stronger with greater copying rates (Fig. 5.2a, striped
red, C = 0.5). Copying therefore helps individuals cope with environmental
change and enhances cultural inheritance.

5.3.2 Seasonal changes

To investigate the impact of periodic environmental change and returning
resources, we consider seasonal changes in resources within years. In Fig.
5.2b we show the case of an environment with 4 seasons. Every quarter
year all 250 resources are replaced, but each year the same resources re-
turn. This represents a more difficult environment in which to develop
diets than in our default constant environment (250 resources). Resources
are present for only a quarter of the time and individuals see 4 times as
many resources (1000 resources). Fig. 5.2b shows how diet energy uptake
increases over generations in groups of copiers (both red lines). In con-
trast solitary individuals (black), and groups learning by trial-and-error
(blue) do not increase energy. In fact, groups learning by trial-and-error
(blue) tend to loose initial increases in diet energy. This is because only
certain patch types become selected on the longer term, as not all initially
discovered patch types are selected by naïve individuals coming into the
group, and cultural change has a negative impact on diet energy uptake.

In contrast, copying helps groups accumulate experience about high
quality resources in this rapidly variable environment, and enhances cul-
tural inheritance and collective foraging. Interestingly, in this case the
higher copy preference (C = 0.5, dotted red line) leads to lower diet energy
uptake than C = 0.1 (solid red line), because individuals more often copy
the unselective initial sampling of naïve individuals (such copying is dis-
cussed in more detail in chapter 4). Nonetheless, both copy preferences
lead to increases in diet energy over the generations, indicating how cul-
tural inheritance can help groups deal with rapid environmental variation.

5.3.3 Variable timescales of environmental change

To generalize our results we consider randomly changing environments
where resources return at variable timescales. Here variability in the en-
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Figure 5.3: Yearly diet energy during
random environmental change. Black:
solitary individuals, blue: groups learn-
ing by trial-and-error, red: groups also
learning by copying (solid: C = 0.1,
striped: C = 0.5). When resources
change (probability 0.2 per year) they
are replaced with resources from a lim-
ited pool of resources, and can also re-
turn. Residence time depends on dura-
tion in the environment and how fast re-
sources return. We implement 500, 750,
1250, 2000 and 2500 resources, which res-
ults in average resource residence times
of 49.6, 33.1, 20.1, 13.4 and 11.0 years.
Each data point: average and standard
deviation of 5 simulations between year
40 and 120. For comparison we plot diet
energy uptake in regular environments as
in Fig. 5.2a (dashed lines).

vironment depends on how often resources change (and are resident in the
environment) and how fast they return. We study this in environments
where resources change at random (with a probability of 0.2 per year).
When resources disappear a replacement is selected from a limited pool of
resources with the same quality, in order to keep total environmental qual-
ity constant. By varying the size of the resource pool we vary the average
time it takes for resources to return and this affects the time resources are
in the environment (see Appendix 5.5.4 for more detail).

We compare regular and random changing environments in terms of
the total time that resources are present in the environment during simu-
lations (as in Fig. 5.2a). However, in regular changing environments total
residence time is always in one continuous stretch. In random changing
environments total residence time can be discontinuous depending on how
long resources are in the environment and how often they return. For
the same “global” level of environmental variability, random changing en-
vironments are more variable. Within lifetimes individuals see a greater
diversity of resources in random environments. Moreover, these resources
are available for different durations, where many resources change rapidly
and some are present for longer periods of time (see Appendix 5.5.4 for
more detail). For resources that are longer available, individuals can ob-
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tain more information by feeding on them longer. This “signal” of longer
available resources could be used to make more informed food choice de-
cisions. In this way individuals could cope with the greater short-term
variability in randomly changing environments.

In Fig. 5.3 we plot yearly diet energy uptake relative to average total re-
source residence time. For a direct comparison with Fig. 5.2a, we also plot
the yearly diet energy of regular environments (dashed lines). We find that
the results are very comparable to that in regular changing environments
(Fig. 5.2a), and reveals the same overall pattern between solitary individu-
als (black), and groups with (red) and without copying (blue). As in Fig.
5.2a, we here also find that as the environment becomes more constant
(from left to right) learning can extend over multiple years and copying
can help groups improve diets culturally. Like in regularly changing envir-
onments, in slow changing environments (50 years residence times), high
copy rates generate cumulative cultural improvement in diet despite short-
term environmental variability (see Appendix 5.5.3). Therefore, although
learning is more difficult in the random environment, as indicated by the
somewhat lower diet energy uptake relative to regular changing environ-
ments (dashed lines), we find that the role of copying in collective learning
and cultural information integration is robust to the variable timescales of
change in randomly changing environments.

5.3.4 Diet differentiation

We find that while groups adapt to changes in their environment, they di-
verge in diet. Moreover, diet differentiation is enhanced when individuals
copy each other, especially when groups live together in the same environ-
ment.

Fig. 5.4 shows differentiation in diet of groups that start with the
same established diet. We show groups that live together in the same
environment (red lines), and groups that live in an identical environment
but independently in separate simulations (blue lines). Diet divergence is
calculated as the difference in overlap between individuals with their own
groups and individuals in another group (see Section 5.2.2), and is shown
for constant environments (left) and environments where 5 resources are
replaced per year (right).

Fig. 5.4 shows that although groups do diverge in diet constant envir-
onments, divergence is enhanced in changing environments (compare left
to right). This is not surprising, considering that environmental change
causes diet traditions to be lost, and forces groups to adapt (see Appendix
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Figure 5.4: Diet divergence in constant (left) and changing environments (right).
Groups start with the same diet and either live in the same environment inde-
pendently (black), or live together in the same environment (gray). Diet differ-
ences are calculated as the differences between average correlation between diet
“within groups” minus those “between groups” (see Section 5.2.2). In the chan-
ging environment 5 resources change per year. Top: groups that learn only by
trail-and-error learning. Bottom: groups that can also learn by copying. Lines
are the averages of 5 inter-group comparisons living in the same environment.

5.5.2 for more detail). During diet adaptation, differences in learning his-
tory between groups biases their responses to change in different ways,
causing diet divergence. Environmental change is experienced most not-
ably when important diet resources are lost, as is apparent from the large
jumps in diet differentiation during environmental change (Fig. 5.4, top
right).

Fig. 5.4 reveals that diet differentiation is faster when individuals copy
each other (results shown for C = 0.1). This occurs because groups that
copy have greater diet repertoires (see Appendix 5.5.3) and therefore ex-
perience resource losses more often than groups where individuals do not
copy. They therefore adapt by incorporating new resources in their diet
more often, and this generates more extensive and regular cultural change
(see also Appendix 5.5.3). Nonetheless, even in this case we find that major
differentiation events occur when important shared resources are lost (bot-
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tom right). Similar results are obtained with the higher copy preference
(C = 0.5, results not shown).

When groups live together in the same environment, diet divergence
is generally increased (Fig. 5.4, compare red to blue lines). In this case,
enhanced resource depletion causes groups to forage on different resources,
and re-inforces differentiation in learning. Competition for resources is
evident from the decrease in diet energy uptake for groups living together
relative to the same groups living in isolation (results not shown). Through
depletion of foraging opportunities, the environment therefore structures
diet adaptation, and enhances diet differentiation.

Once differentiation reaches the point at which group differences equal
that of randomly initialized groups, we can no longer consider there to be
any meaningful historical relationship between the groups. At this point
the impact of inter-group competition and copying on diet differentiation
becomes minimal relative to that generated by environmental change (not
shown).

5.4 Discussion

Our results show that explicit social learning (copying) increases the rate
of adaptation to changing environments and enhances cultural inheritance.
Cultural inheritance in groups is not more adversely affected by environ-
mental change than the experience of solitary individuals (Fig. 5.2a, b and
c). Environmental change therefore does not render cultural inheritance
mal-adaptive, but instead can limit or prevent it.

Because diet adaptions depend on learning histories, this causes groups
to diverge in diet in changing environments (Fig. 5.4). Such divergence
is greater when individuals copy each other. Moreover, when groups live
together in the same environment, competition for resources through local
depletion of the environment, automatically structures diet adaptation in-
creasing diet diverge between groups. We therefore observe cultural diet
niche differentiation in an interplay between adaptation to changing envir-
onments and self-organized learning processes at the group level.

Previously we have shown that a cumulative cultural processes can
arise simply as a side-effect of trial-and-error learning in groups. This can
cause the average quality of consumed resources to increase beyond that of
solitary individuals (see chapter 3). Foraging selectivity in those models
was mediated by resource quality. However, for high levels of selectivity
(N), this has the drawback of reducing food intake during foraging. Here
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(and in chapter 4) we therefore focus on a foraging algorithm, where p̂i

(and therewith selectivity) is adjusted on the basis of food intake, rather
than resource quality. As a result we find a cumulative cultural process that
increases total diet energy uptake over the generations. In both cases we
therefore find that the cumulative cultural processes reflect the individual-
level foraging algorithms that we implement. This emphasizes the role
of short-term individual learning processes in generating and shaping the
nature of cumulative cultural processes.

In contrast to our study in chapter 3, we here see that trial-and-
error learning does not lead to a significant cumulative process (see Fig.
5.6, bottom left), and that solitary individuals have greater diet energy
uptake than individuals in groups that learn only by trial-and-error. This
discrepancy is caused by the different foraging algorithms (as mentioned
above), the different environments (pure versus varied patches), as well as
by the different measures of diet quality.

5.4.1 Cultural inheritance and environmental variation

Our results contrast with mathematical population models showing that
high rates of environmental change render social learning mal-adaptive
(e.g. Rogers, 1988; Boyd & Richerson, 1988; Laland & Kendal, 2003).
There are several possible reasons for this difference. First, in mathemat-
ical population models a trade-off between individual and social learning
is assumed, whereby social learning helps to avoid the costs, or errors, of
individual learning (e.g. Rogers, 1988; Boyd & Richerson, 1988; Laland
& Kendal, 2003). We do not assume this trade-off, but merely allow in-
dividuals to augment their learning through copying. As a consequence,
social cues are integrated into learning at very short timescales, making it
responsive to changes in the environment.

It could be argued that short-term effects of copying are relevant for
foraging decisions, while long-term effects are relevant for cultural trans-
mission (see Laland & Kendal, 2003). For this reason, population models
consider the impact of environmental change on social learning over non-
overlapping generations and not on individual learning (see Rogers, 1988;
Boyd & Richerson, 1988; Feldman et al., 1996; Borenstein et al., 2008).
In our model these timescales are not separated and we do not need to
make this distinction. As a consequence, we find that short-term copying
is a crucial component of cultural transmission. Resource preferences can
only be inherited by learning together in a shared context with overlapping
generations. Thus inheritance is mediated by prevalent foraging opportun-
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ities, in contrast to other models where inheritance through social learning
is imposed (Rogers, 1988; Boyd & Richerson, 1988; Feldman et al., 1996;
Borenstein et al., 2008). We therefore find that for animals with long
lifespans and overlapping generations, individually and culturally acquired
information are both subject to environmental change in much the same
way. Environmental variability is therefore not an issue with respect to the
adaptive impact of copying (for more discussion on separation of timescales
see van der Laan & Hogeweg, 1995; Hogeweg, 2005). Our results show how
copying can simultaneously improve learning by playing a role both in the
integration of diet innovations on the short-term, and in cultural inherit-
ance on the long-term, where the interplay between the two is mediated
by the environment. Similar environmental dependency of social learning
has been suggested for rats (Galef, 2003a).

Although permanent environmental change limits inheritance, our res-
ults show that cultural inheritance may play a role in helping groups adapt
to seasonal and other longer term phenological variation in their environ-
ment. In this way cultural inheritance can help groups cope with environ-
mental variation that is beyond the scope of individual learning. Interest-
ingly, data on ecological turn-over in Ugandan rain forest indicates that
about 30% of tree species increases and declines in number in a period of
twenty years in a forest with about 75-100 species per location (Chapman
et al., 1997). Such data is relevant for various primate species, and would
translate to a rate of about 1 patch type (5 resources) per year in our
model (30% of 250 resources in 20 years). This is well within the range of
our model where cultural inheritance plays a significant role.

5.4.2 Cultural diet differentiation

Our results show that diet cultures diverge as they adapt to environ-
mental change and divergence is enhanced through copying, especially
when groups live together in the same environment. This appears to sup-
port the idea that greater capacities for behavioral innovation and social
learning may enhance adaptability and increase rates of diversification (e.g.
Wyles et al., 1983; Lefebvre et al., 2004). In animals, correlations between
brain size, innovation rates and social learning, suggest that innovation
and social learning abilities depend on cognitive capacities (Lefebvre et al.,
1997; Reader & Laland, 2002; Reader, 2003; Sol et al., 2005). Our model
does not explicitly incorporate cognition, however resource preference de-
velopment would appear to be quite a basic type of learning, and copying
what another individual eats is probably also not very cognitively demand-
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ing. Enhanced differentiation may therefore already occur with relatively
general cognitive abilities. On the other hand, our model neglects food pro-
cessing and detection, and assumes individuals can automatically identify
and remember a large diversity of resources. Our results should be inter-
preted keeping in mind that dietary learning may require greater cognitive
abilities than becomes apparent from the model description.

In any case, diet diversification only occurs if groups respond to change
in different ways. In our model this is possible due to the rich environment
and different levels of familiarity that individuals can have with resources.
Important for this is that learning takes time, and can give rise to different
learning histories. Such differences are enhanced when groups live together
and compete for resources, because local depletion of resources automat-
ically reinforces differentiation. Cultural diet differentiation is therefore
faster in a sympatric setting through the structuring of foraging opportun-
ities in the environment. This is of interest in light of view that sympatric
speciation is generally considered a more difficult speciation process (for
example see Via, 2001). It remains to be seen to what extent reproductive
barriers can arise given differences in foraging habits. We conclude that
both cultural inheritance and cultural niche differentiation can be under-
stood in the interplay between simple adaptation to environmental change
through social learning, and self-organizing processes in a structured en-
vironment.
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5.5 Appendix

5.5.1 Parameters

Table 5.1: Parameters and values (for further discussion please see chapter 4).

Category Parameter/description Value

Timescale T (time step) 1 min
Day 1000 min
Year 100 days

Environment D (grid unit) 1 m
Field size 2.8 km2

Number of resources 250
Number of patches 4900
Patch radius 10 m
Number of resources per patch-type 5
Number of resources per patch 3
Number of resource items per patch ±3960
Number items per grid unit ±10

Grouping Distance to check for safety 10 m
Number of neighbors required to be safe 3
Maximum awareness for neighbors 150 m
Probability to adjust direction 0.9
after rejoining group
Distance within which direction 20 m
of neighbor is observed

Learning U (update constant for preference learning) 0.01
Maximum distance to observe feeding neighbor 5 m
Duration of observation memory 30 min

Searching Percentage with which preference 10%
and expectation is updated
selecting Selectivity during foraging (N) 3
food Maximum stomach contents 20 items

Private space for foraging / individual’s reach 0.9 m
Distance resources can be observed 2 m
Field of vision 180◦

Maximum number of resources can be observed 20
Actions Duration of search event 0.5 min

Distance when moving back to group 3 m
Duration of movement back to group 0.015 min
Distance moving forward 10 m
Duration when moving forward 0.15 min
Duration of doing nothing / duration of eating 1 min
Digestion interval 100 min
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5.5.2 Case study of spontaneous cultural inheritance in a
changing environment

Here we show spontaneous cultural inheritance (individuals learn only by
trial-and-error) and adaptation of diet in a changing environment. Diet
traditions can be lost due to resource losses from the environment, and this
generally has an adverse effect on diet energy uptake. In response, groups
adapt their feeding habits through a combination of diet innovations and
falling back on existing experience, and in doing so different groups diverge
in diet. In Fig. 5.5 we show in more detail how this happens with a case
study of two groups living in the same environment with an environmental
change of 5 resources per year. In comparison, in groups of copiers, diet
breadth is greater and diet adaptation is more regular (see Appendix 5.5.3).

Both groups are initialized with an established diet from a constant
environment, and diet profiles are identical at the beginning of the simula-
tion. The diet profile (top graph) shows the resources that are eaten and
circle size indicates how much of that resource is eaten in a year. Resources
are numbered 1-750 and the environments starts with resources 1-250 at
year 0, shifts 5 resources per year and ends with resources 501-750 at year
100.

Diet traditions can be observed as horizontal bands of circles (Fig. 5.5,
top graph) that are maintained across “generations” (every 20 years all the
individuals in the groups have been completely replaced). Each horizontal
band of circles generally represents several resources from a given patch
type, but this cannot be observed at this resolution. Already with a change
of 5 resources per year, as shown here, traditions are limited to the 50
years that resources are present in the environment. This is because naïve
individuals can only inherit food preferences by feeding together with more
experienced individuals. When traditions are lost this generally leads to a
reduction in diet energy. This happens for instance when resources 56-60
disappear at year 12 (both groups) and resources 185-195 disappear at year
37-38 (mainly blue group).

Both groups respond adaptively to tradition losses, although they can-
not always recover their original diet energy. Such diet adaptation can
occur via diet innovations. For instance, after the loss of resources at year
13, the orange group starts to eat resources 306-310, which leads to new
diet traditions. While this innovation leads to an increase in diet energy,
later innovations at year 40 (orange group) have less impact.

Groups do not necessarily innovate, but may fall back on existing ex-
perience. For instance, the orange group does not innovate after the loss
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Figure 5.5: Spontaneous diet cultures in changing environments. Groups
without copying (C = 0) with 5 resources changing per year. Diet profiles (top
graph) and diet energy (bottom graph) in time are shown for two groups (or-
ange and blue) living together in the same environment. Diet profiles (top graph)
show the amount of each resource eaten (circle size) and resources are shown in
the order they are present in the environment: starting with 1-250 and ending
with 501-750, with a 5 resource shift per year. Diet traditions can be observed as
horizontal rows of circles that extend beyond a single generation (20 years). Diet
energy (bottom graph) shows the group average energy obtained from diets in a
year.

of resources 301-310 at year 60-62, but instead compensates for the loss by
feeding more on resources 371-375 and 406-409 (circle sizes become big-
ger). When groups compensate for diet losses in this way, this only allows
for limited recovery of diet energy because remaining part of the diet are
generally not the best preferred and higher quality resources.

Both groups therefore respond to environmental change through a com-
bination of diet innovations and falling back on existing experience.
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Figure 5.6: Impact of copying and environmental change on diet diversity and
energy uptake in groups of individuals. Top row : diet diversity (Shannon diversity
index). Bottom row: Diet energy uptake per year. Left: trial-and-error learning
only. Center: copying (C = 0.1). Right: copying (C = 0.5). Black: constant
environment, Red: 5 resources changed per year (resource residence time of 50
years). Blue: Random changing environment with 500 resources (average resource
residence time of 49.6 years). Dotted black: diet diversity of group as a whole.
Each line is the average 5 simulations.

5.5.3 Copying, diet diversity and cumulative increases in
diet energy uptake

Here we show that copying increases diet diversity relative to trial-and-
error learning and enhances cumulative cultural increases in diet energy.
These effects are maintained in changing environments. This is apparent
in Fig. 5.6 which shows average individual diet diversity and energy in
constant (black lines) and changing environments (red and blue lines).

Diet diversity is calculated in terms of Shannon diversity index:

H =−
R

∑
r=0

pr log pr (5.4)

where pr is the fraction of resource r in the total diet and R is the total
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number of resource species (250). We calculate diet diversity for all re-
sources consumed in a year. For the case without copying (top left graph)
we also show diet diversity when considering the group as a whole (dotted
black line). For group-level diet diversity we simply sum all resources con-
sumed by the group as a whole. Here group-level diet diversity is greater
than individual diet diversity (solid black line), because there is variation
between individuals within the group.

Fig. 5.6 shows that copying increases diet diversity (compare top center
and top right to top left, black lines). This effect is maintained in regularly
changing environments, where 5 resources change per year (red lines), and
also in random changing environments (shown for C = 0.5, top right, blue
line). Copying helps individuals share information on resources and expand
diet breadth. This is maintained in changing environments, indicating that
groups with copying are faster at integrating innovations into their diets.

Copying also leads to a large increase in diet energy uptake and enhance
a cumulative cultural increase in diet energy (Fig. 5.6, bottom row). Al-
though there is a slight cumulative cultural increase in diet energy uptake
after year 20 with only trial-and-error learning (bottom left, black line),
this is greatly increased by copying (bottom center and bottom right, black
lines). Even in changing environments, the cumulative process can occur
if copy preferences are high enough. For C = 0.5 (bottom right) we observe
cumulative increases in diet energy uptake over the generations, both in
regularly (red line) and randomly changing environments (blue line). In
fact, in this case the cultural integration of information in changing en-
vironments allows groups to keep up with the levels of diet energy uptake
achieved in constant environments (black line).

For groups learning by trial-and-error only, we find that the impact of
environmental change on diet energy (bottom left, red line) is quite abrupt
and of large magnitude. As diet diversity is low, single environmental
changes can have a large impact (see also Appendix 5.5.2). For groups
with copying, diet energy varies less abruptly and generally with a smaller
magnitude (bottom center and right, red lines) than groups learning by
trial-and-error (bottom left, red line). This makes sense given that diets
are broader and there is faster integration of diet innovations.

5.5.4 Random environmental change with returning
resources

In this section we explain in more detail how we model varying rates of
change in randomly changing environments with returning resources. The
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Figure 5.7: Resource residence times in random changing environments. Re-
sources are replaced with probability 0.2 and the time taken for resources to
return after disappearing depends on total resources pool size. From top to bot-
tom: 500, 750, 1250, 2000, 2500 possible resources. Frequency distributions are
normalized for total number resources.

possibility of returning resources requires a finite set of possible resources
which, for a given rate of change, determines how fast resources return to
the environment and how long they are on average present in the environ-
ment. We maintain the same average resource quality in the environment
in order to relate changes in diet energy uptake to learning, and only re-
place resources with other resources of the exact same quality. This means
that if a resource is selected for change, we select a random resource from
a set of resources of that quality, including the resource presently in the
environment (i.e. it could return immediately). Here we choose a relat-
ively high rate of change: a 0.2 probability of changing resources every
year. To obtain a range of different environmental variabilities we consider
sets of 2, 3, 5, 8 and 10 resources by implementing total pools of resources
of 500, 750, 1250, 2000 and 2500 resources. This results in fractions of
0.88, 0.75, 0.61, 0.47 and 0.44 of resources returning at least once within
individual lifetimes, and the distributions of total resource residence times
of resources shown in Fig. 5.7, with averages of 49.6, 33.1, 20.1, 13.4 and
11.0 years. Fig. 5.7 also shows the variability of resource residence times
in random changing environments as mentioned in the main text.
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Chapter 6

Summarizing discussion

6.1 Review

In this thesis we studied the role of self-organization in the evolution of
cultural inheritance. In our approach we explored the consequences of basic
behavioral traits for cultural inheritance. In chapter 2 and 3 we explored
the epiphenomena of learning in groups in structured environments and
asked what do we get with trial-and-error learning in groups? We used
this baseline in chapter 4 and asked given what we get with trial-and-
error learning, what do we get with more explicit forms of social learning?
In chapter 5 we were also concerned with adaptation relative to this
baseline and considered, given spontaneous cultural inheritance how do
groups adapt to environmental change, and what is the role of copying? I
will first present a review of the findings in this thesis and then discuss
them in relation to existing theory.

6.1.1 Self-organized social influences and culture

In chapter 2 we found that resource distributions structure learning op-
portunities and have profound consequences on group-level patterns in
learning. At one extreme, in uniform resource distributions, we found that
individuals in groups diverge more through learning than solitary individu-
als and become more “specialistic” due to local depletion in resources. In
contrast, in environments with pure patches, we find that individuals in
groups become highly converged in learning and develop group-level di-
ets because they automatically share the same learning opportunities. We
show that these are general processes, and that the convergence in learn-
ing is maintained in patches with multiple resources, as well as that both
divergence and convergence in learning can happen simultaneously within
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the same group in a mixture of patchy and uniformly distributed resources.
These results reveal the role of self-organization in generating spontaneous
social influences on learning.

In chapter 3 we find that such spontaneous convergent learning in
patches is not only sufficient to support diet traditions, but also cumu-
lative cultural change in diet. We do this by adding simple population
turn-over to the model in the form of transmission chain experiments and
study the longer term consequences of convergent learning. The main
mechanism here is that naïve individuals are “guided” to feed on resources
that are eaten by experienced individuals, and automatically develop sim-
ilar diet preferences. We find that such “guiding” depends on the bias
in time groups spend in preferred and non-preferred patches according to
their movement, and how strong the tendency is for individuals to choose
resources selectively.

Relative to chapter 2, we adjusted our model to allow increased se-
lectivity during food choice, and longer forward movement distances al-
lowing greater foraging selectivity. This is important because only when
individuals are selective when choosing what to eat, does a sufficient posit-
ive feedback arise between learning and foraging. Individuals use acquired
information to forage and this feeds back on their learning and generates
familiarity biases. While this allows for convergence on high quality re-
sources, it also leads to arbitrary preferences for lower quality resources.
As these are relatively more abundant in the environment, it is for these
resources that we find the greatest traditional differences between groups.

As selectivity increases, it allows naïve individuals to be selective within
the learning context experienced in an established group. As a consequence
they can become more selective than older individuals, and over the gen-
erations this leads to a cumulative cultural increase in diet quality. Both
traditional inheritance and cumulative change can therefore be supported
by the most basic type of learning. We get a lot with only trial-and-error
learning!

6.1.2 Self-organization and adaptation

In chapter 4 we find that structuring of learning opportunities by resource
distributions affects the impact of copying what other individuals eat, as a
learning adaptation. Here we adopt the food choice algorithm explored in
chapter 3, where foraging selectivity is adjusted relative to the amount of
food individuals find to eat, which is more reasonable with respect to diet
energy uptake. In this setting, we find that copying is most redundant in
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pure patches where trial-and-error learning is easiest. In uniform environ-
ments copying is difficult and remains diluted relative to individual food
choices up to very high copying propensities. In the more natural varied
patches, copying therefore gets the “best of both worlds”, where copying is
most effective at pooling information amongst individuals and generating
collective learning. These results illustrate how environmental structuring
of behavior opportunities can shape both the difficulty of learning and the
ease of copying, indicating that these aspects may not be independent.
The interplay between self-organization and adaptation may be important
for understanding the evolution of copying in rich environments.

Besides learning to cope with a diverse environment, learning may also
be important for dealing with environmental variation in time. We study
these issues in chapter 5 in an environment with varied patches, where in
constant environments there is diet variation between groups (see chapter
3), and copying can be adaptive (see chapter 4). We find that environ-
mental change has adverse effects on learning, but that cultural learning
in groups and non-cultural learning of solitary individuals are affected in
much the same way. However, copying enhances adaptation even when
the environment changes completely every year. This is because by pool-
ing experience, copying integrates diet innovations to a group level helping
groups cope with environmental change. At the same time, given suf-
ficient environmental constancy, copying enhances inheritance and cumu-
lative cultural diet optimization. This can also occur over seasonal changes
and in randomly changing environments indicating that the role of copy-
ing in collective learning and cultural inheritance is robust to multiple
timescales of environmental variation. Through copying and efficient in-
heritance, cultures can integrate ecological information on timescales that
are beyond the scope of individual learning.

In concert with cultural adaptation, cultures also diversify because
groups tend to adapt to changes in their environment differently. This
is mainly due to random differences in learning history, and increases as
the rate of adaptation increases. This means that in groups with copying,
diet differentiation occurs more rapidly than in groups without copying.
Interestingly, when groups live together and compete for food, differences
in learning history are re-inforced through competition and they diverge
faster.

The results of chapter 2 & 3 show a cascade of consequences following
from a few basic assumptions: (i) a prolonged process of reinforcement
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learning 1, (ii) selective foraging in (iii) groups with (iv) population turn-
over , and (v) a structured patchy environment. These assumptions give
rise to (i) social influences on learning, (ii) diet traditions, (iii) cumulative
cultural change in diet. With environmental change, this spontaneously
leads to (iv) cultural diversification (chapter 5). We can consider these
phenomena as directly resulting from these assumptions, and arising “for
free” within the evolutionary process as side-effects of grouping.

Against this baseline we considered explicit social learning, or copy-
ing, as a potential learning adaptation. As for trial-and-error learning, in
chapter 4 we find that the impact of copying on learning is structured
by resource distributions. Moreover, because only resource preferences of
available resources can be inherited, in chapter 5 we find that cultur-
ally inherited experience is structured by the environment and does not
become mal-adaptive with environmental change. Instead, we find that
copying enhances group-level learning, cultural inheritance and cultural
diversification. The latter is enhanced through inter-group competition
by means of the structuring of learning opportunities during depletion of
resources in the environment.

6.2 Evolution of social learning

Social learning is generally approached from a cognitive perspective in an
observer-demonstrator paradigm, where social learning mechanisms are
defined in terms of what information individuals obtain from social cues
and how they use it (e.g. Galef, 1988; Whiten, 1989; Heyes, 1994). In
this sense grouping has been studied as a means to reduce search times
and allow individuals to share information through social learning (e.g.
Giraldeau, 1984; Clark & Mangel, 1984; Krebs & Inman, 1992; Galef &
Giraldeau, 2001).

We obtain similar results (chapter 4), but we consider social learning
when grouping already occurs. The most accepted reason for individuals
living in groups is probably that of anti-predation purposes (e.g. Clark
& Mangel, 1986), especially in primates (van Schaik, 1983). From this
perspective, our results show that social influences on learning will then
simply arise as a side-effect of grouping (see chapter 2). In fact, we find
that these effects are unavoidable when living in groups. Furthermore, the
nature of the social influence will be structured by the environment, shift-

1Please note that our learning algorithm assumes complete memory and recognition
of resources.
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ing the emphasis from cognition to the role of environment. By studying a
range of environmental conditions, we make explicit how social influences
are shaped by spatially structured learning opportunities in the environ-
ment. Moreover, when considering the impact of explicit social learning,
we do this relative to the baseline generated when grouping is already in
place. Such baselines should be taken into account when studying the func-
tion of social learning and the impact of cognitive abilities on group-level
learning patterns.

Our results do not fit comfortably in existing population theory which
focuses on functional aspects of social learning for the origin of cultural in-
heritance. In the mathematical population approach to the adaptive value
of copying, a trade-off between individual and social learning is generally
assumed, whereby social learning helps to avoid the costs, or errors, of
individual learning (e.g. Boyd & Richerson, 1985; Rogers, 1988; Boyd &
Richerson, 1988; Laland & Kendal, 2003; Borenstein et al., 2008). How-
ever, by relying on second hand information, individuals are less in touch
with prevalent environmental conditions and as a consequence social learn-
ing becomes mal-adaptive when the environment changes too fast between
generations (Rogers, 1988; Boyd & Richerson, 1988). In contrast, we find
that spontaneous social influences arise irrespective of their adaptive con-
sequences, and that cultural phenomena may simply arise for free.

With respect to explicit social learning, we find that copying helps indi-
viduals deal with environmental variability, both on very short timescales
within lifetimes, and over cultural timescales (chapter 4 & 5), rather
than becoming mal-adaptive. There are several possible reasons for this
difference. First, we do not assume a trade-off between social and indi-
vidual learning, but merely allow individuals to augment their learning by
copying other individuals. This means that social cues are integrated into
learning at very short timescales, while in population models this generally
only occurs on generational timescales. Second, inheritance is mediated
by the environment because resource preferences can only be inherited by
learning together in a shared context with overlapping generations. Out-
dated preferences for resources that disappear cannot be inherited, and
therefore while environmental change makes diet learning more difficult,
it also automatically mediates the interplay between inheritance and diet
innovation. In population models, inheritance through social learning is
imposed from generation to generation (Rogers, 1988; Boyd & Richerson,
1988; Borenstein et al., 2008).

Third, in population models the impact of environmental change is only
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considered over generations and therefore its impact is only considered on
social learning and not on individual learning (see Rogers, 1988; Boyd &
Richerson, 1988; Borenstein et al., 2008). One could argue that “hori-
zontal” copying is relevant for foraging decisions, while “vertical” copying
is relevant for cultural transmission (see Laland & Kendal, 2003), and
therefore only inter-generational changes in the environment are import-
ant. However, we do not separate these timescales and do not need to
make this distinction. As a consequence, we find that horizontal copying
is a crucial component of cultural transmission, and that environmental
variability is not an issue with respect to the adaptive impact of copying
(for more discussion on separation of timescales see van der Laan & Ho-
geweg, 1995; Hogeweg, 2005). Further studies need to be done to establish
more definitely how these models relate.

Nevertheless, we do find that environmental change limits cultural in-
heritance, because resources are lost from the diet and that individuals
adapt to such changes through diet innovations. Environmental condi-
tions are therefore an important part of the mediation between inheritance
and innovation (see also Galef, 2003a). Therefore copying can simultan-
eously play a role both in enhancing traditional inheritance and cumulative
change, and drive diet innovation and diversification. In this sense our res-
ults support the notion that in animals which innovate faster and which
are better social learners, adaptation to the environment and cultural di-
versification may be faster (Wyles et al., 1983; Lefebvre et al., 2004).

6.3 Basic assumptions and complex models

In this thesis we use a TODO-based approach (Hogeweg & Hesper, 1985)
where we focus on how behavioral opportunities in the environment struc-
ture behavior. We use an individual-based model with a spatial and struc-
tured environment, where local information processing shapes behavior.
This gives rise to self-organizing processes, which generates behavioral pat-
terns on multiple scales. The model is formulated using basic assumptions,
but its behavior is quite complex.

In their formulation, all models require simplifying assumptions. As
discussed in the previous section, some mathematical population mod-
els explicitly assume a trade-off between individual and social learning,
non-overlapping generations and imposed inter-generational inheritance.
Moreover, implicit assumptions inherent in the model formalism include,
no population structure, no environmental structure and no dynamics on
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short-timescales (separated timescales). These implicit assumptions are all
unrealistic. We have seen here that by not ignoring these issues we get a
lot of dynamics for free. We find that groups interacting with structured
environments on short timescales are crucial determinants for the origin
and dynamics of cultural phenomena.

Naturally, our model also includes implicit assumptions. In our prefer-
ence development algorithm, we assume that individuals can recognize and
remember a wide diversity of resource identities, which may be cognitively
quite demanding. It is likely that familiarity biases will be enhanced by
“forgetting”, as preferences for unfamiliar, and therefore rarely eaten, re-
sources would drop in time. Moreover, both learning to recognize, learning
to process and detect, and learning to navigate towards resources, is likely
to make diet learning subject to stronger familiarity biases, and learning
histories may become more important. We therefore expect that less per-
fect memory and further aspects of learning will enhance the results.

In this light it is also of interest to consider the different foraging al-
gorithms we implement. In chapter 2 & 3, we consider individuals that
are mainly concerned with resource quality, while in chapter 4 & 5 in-
dividuals take food intake rates into account. In hindsight we preferred
the second rule because it is more intuitive and helps maintain reasonable
food intake rates, but reduces the scope of self-organized cultural phenom-
ena. This means that we should consider whether the high selectivity and
cultural side-effects of trial-and-error learning in chapter 3 are a plaus-
ible outcome. We expect more sophisticated food search abilities (e.g. use
of spatial memory) than the random search strategies implemented here,
would allow high enough selectivity to generate the level of cultural self-
organization seen before. Further research is needed to establish this.

The rich behavior emerging in TODO-based models make them more
difficult to analyze. We tackled this problem by conducting various “con-
trol experiments”. Moreover, the rich output of large diet repertoires was
difficult to analyze and lumped into diet indices was not necessarily very
informative. We used hierarchical clustering and data matrices to visu-
alize and discover patterns in diet, which is both sensitive to individual
variation and group-level patterns. It is only in such rich output, possible
in a rich environment, that we were able to detect patterns in diet due to
social influences, inheritance of specific group-level diets, and traditional
differences on lower quality resources. Therefore sufficient model richness
may be a prerequisite for providing the degrees of freedom necessary for the
model to generate its own dynamics and novel phenomena (for more detail
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see Hogeweg, 1988, 1989). This is crucial for understanding complexity
and its origins in natural systems.

While our model is a simplification, in that we focus on a few basic as-
sumptions, we are limited in our ability to make an exhaustive sensitivity
analysis of all parameters in the model. This is because, like other simula-
tion models, our model requires full-specification to function and requires
quite a few parameters. This limits models to certain contexts, making
their outcomes less generalizable (see also McElreath & Boyd, 2007). It
should be noted, however, that many of the model details support model
functioning and basic model assumptions, and therefore their impact on
results is minimal.

For instance to implement grouping we devise grouping rules that ap-
pear “reasonable”, but their details do not have empirical verification ex-
cept for the fact that some animals live in groups. We do not explore the
impact of specific grouping parameters except for choosing them in such
a way that they generate cohesive groups which can forage selectively.
However, we test the impact of “grouping” by comparing it to solitary
individuals, and interpret our results on the level of how spatial proxim-
ity of individuals affects learning opportunities. This would appear to be
independent of the underlying details of how grouping is achieved. In this
way we can focus on the assumptions and not the underlying details that
support them, i.e. the organizational level in the model (grouping, se-
lective foraging) on which we interpret our results determines to a large
extent how we should relate model outcomes to model details. Note that
throughout this thesis we used virtually identical parameters. This under-
lines that our findings arise easily and are generic properties of our basic
assumptions.

In our study the focus was on the interactions between various traits,
i.e. between grouping, foraging and the environment, and the phenom-
ena that they generate. Such interactions can be highly non-linear and
can give rise to counter-intuitive or unexpected phenomena. These may
rely on only a few assumptions, and may not require explanations from
an evolutionary optimization point of view. Various models have shown
that simple behavior based on local information can already lead to highly
optimized behavior (e.g. Ollason, 1980; Hogeweg, 1989).

An example of unexpected results in this study is the spontaneous
emergence of social influences and cultural phenomena (chapter 2 and
3). Moreover, we find that learning can be self-limiting and dependent
on history. Even with improved diet learning due to copying, we still find
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differences in diet energy uptake between groups (chapter 4 and 5). This
means that individuals, and groups, do not converge on diet optima. Such
optima are central to optimal foraging theory, where models are “extern-
ally” derived to establish the optimal strategies that animals should use
(Pyke, 1984; Perry & Pianka, 1997). From the point of view of individual
learning capabilities and simple behavioral rules in our model, diet optima
are not that relevant. Instead, it is the idiosyncrasies in the learning pro-
cess, due to imperfect knowledge, that shape optimization and generate
individual and group-level diet variation. We find that for understanding
diet variation, it is more fruitful to focus on the mechanisms and processes
of learning and the diet patterns they generate, rather than optimality
criteria.

Relative to the diet differences between neighboring capuchin monkeys
(Chapman & Fedigan, 1990) discussed before, this means that independent
convergence on a diet optimum through individual learning may be a less
parsimonious explanation, than that of traditional differences. Optimal
convergence implicitly assumes a single diet optimum, efficient capuchin
information processing to converge on that optimum, and neglects the im-
pact of competition. In contrast, our results suggest that social influences
on learning and diet inheritance may be unavoidable if learning is diffi-
cult in a rich and changing patchy environment. In this case, feedbacks
between foraging behavior, inter-group competition and learning, structure
diet differences between groups with incomplete knowledge, as they adapt
to their rich changing environments and learn their diets through cultural
processes. Traditional differences may therefore be the more parsimonious
explanation.

These issues relate to how we perceive the simplicity and generality of
models. Here we focused on relatively simple behavioral rules and stud-
ied the generic complex consequences and new levels of organization that
emerge.

6.4 Cultural pattern formation and evolution

Diets are central to understanding ecological niches, behavioral and mor-
phological adaptations and social systems and organization. Interestingly,
in a cross-fostering study on tits, species typical foraging was transferred
to cross-fostered chicks and maintained for long time periods (Slagsvold &
Wiebe, 2007). This example is not only striking in terms of the possible
role of cultural inheritance in feeding behavior, but also in terms of the
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potential role of cultural inheritance in the evolutionary process. In this
scenario, diet cultures could shape the selective pressures for morphological
and behavioral adaptation through a process of gene-culture co-evolution
and play a role in speciation (Feldman & Laland, 1996). A more extended
version of this feedback includes further impacts of culture on environ-
ments, which feedback on selective pressures and is referred to as cultural
niche construction (Laland et al., 2000, 2001). Niche construction theory
aims to understand what types of feedback between individuals and their
environment arise and how these can affect selection pressures (Laland
et al., 1999).

Such feedbacks are an integral part of a TODO-based approach to
evolution. TODO-based models automatically capture the conditions for
feedbacks to arise, and can be used to unravel how self-structuring on short-
timescales can generate novel patterns, or entities (see Hogeweg, 2005).
These entities may harbor their own behavior and properties, which feed
back on the selective pressures on lower level entities over longer timescales
(e.g. Boerlĳst & Hogeweg, 1991). In this way we can understand how
multiple-levels of selection and novelty can arise in biological systems.

In this thesis we have used a TODO-based approach to study how
simple learning behavior in groups in structured environments spontan-
eously generates cultural patterns (chapter 2 & 3). As such we provide
a simple parsimonious mechanism for the origin of cultural inheritance
and cumulative cultural change. Against this baseline, we show how en-
vironmental structuring can determine the outcome of a potential learning
adaptation in the form of copying (chapter 4). In this setting, the learning
process itself (with or without copying), population turn-over and environ-
mental change, generates the “noise” and adaptation that drives cultural
diversification (chapter 5). Moreover, intra-specific competition through
depletion of resources in the environment feeds back on the learning pro-
cess and drives group-level differentiation in diet (chapter 5). Although
sympatric speciation is generally considered the more difficult of the types
of speciation conceived (e.g. Via, 2001), here we find that at least for cul-
tural inheritance, diversification is enhanced in a sympatric setting. This
is of interest in light of how cultural group differences and group identity
may structure gene flow between groups and affect genetic speciation.

Thus we see how self-organizing processes give rise to cultural pattern
formation, and structure their evolution and diversification in time. We
show how a new level of unity (group culture) can arise in evolution and
generate a potential novel substrate for evolution. This sets the stage for
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studying the co-evolution of genes and culture as an interplay between
adaptation and self-organization.

6.5 Suggestions for future work

The first obvious way to extend this research would be to include genetic
evolution of digestive capacities and study its co-evolution with diet. The
novelty of this approach to gene-culture co-evolution is that it would in-
clude the pattern generating processes that give rise to cultural variation,
as well as potentially generating group-sorting mechanisms and reproduct-
ive isolation through simple behavioral mechanisms. It would be fascinat-
ing to study how the different levels of inheritance intertwine and shape
each other.

Other extensions could include further aspects of foraging such as re-
source detection and processing techniques, spatial memory and naviga-
tion, the use of generalization during learning, and the need for balanced
diets. It would be of interest to consider the role of cognition and its evol-
ution in these processes, and its impact on diet cultures, but also the role
of culture itself in ranging and food processing and the implications for
cumulative cultural change.

While the study here is relevant for various group foragers, such as
monkeys, it may also be fruitful to consider the impact of other forms
of grouping on cultural phenomena such as mother-infant pairs and more
transient foraging groups. Moreover, the role of social relationships in
determining learning opportunities has been suggested (Coussi-Korbel &
Fragaszy, 1995), and would be very interesting to study in the context of
diet learning. Various social phenomena have been suggested to arise as
side-effects of social interactions (see Hemelrĳk, 2002b), which could then
feedback on learning dynamics in groups.

6.6 Conclusion

The origin of cultural inheritance is considered one of the major transitions
in evolution (Maynard Smith & Szathmary, 1997). Taking primate groups
as a possible context in which such evolution may have been relevant, we
have shown how self-organizing processes spontaneously generate cultural
inheritance and cultural patterns through diversification. Important is
that we consider basic assumptions based on what we know primates do,
namely: learning what to eat, foraging selectively and moving in groups.
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6 Summarizing discussion

Relative to these assumptions the spatial structure of environment is cru-
cial for shaping local learning opportunities and cultural side-effects of
grouping. Our results therefore explicitly emphasize the role of the envir-
onment rather than sophisticated cognition in the evolution of both diet
traditions and cumulative cultural change. Moreover, our results suggest
that these cultural phenomena arise “for free” in groups. These environ-
mental and self-organizing processes, together with explicit social learning,
give rise to cultural inheritance and differentiation between groups. We
conclude that adaption through learning, intertwined with self-organized
cultural pattern formation, provides a pre-structure, or substrate, which
may feedback on evolutionary processes in group foragers.
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Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift onderzoeken we hoe culturele overdracht kan onstaan.
Met culturele overdracht bedoelen we gedrag dat over generaties door
wordt gegeven door middel van leren en bĳvoorbeeld kan leiden tot tradit-
ies. Naast de mens is bekend dat ook chimpansees, orangoetans, sommige
aapen soorten, dolfijnen, walvissen, ratten, en veel zangvogels, tradities
kennen.

Wĳ bestuderen culturele overdracht door een computer model te ge-
bruiken waarin “apen” in groepjes rondlopen in een omgeving met veel
soorten voedsel. De “apen” in het model moeten leren wat lekker is. Hier-
mee kunnen wĳ de samenhang bestuderen tussen in groepen leven, leren,
en foerageren in een rĳke omgeving.

Biologisch gezien is culturele overdracht niet alleen interessant omdat
het bepalend kan zĳn voor het gedrag van dieren, maar ook omdat het
een rol kan spelen in de evolutie. Een belangrĳke vraag is dan ook hoe
culturele overdracht kan ontstaan en wat voor rol het dan speelt in ver-
dere evolutie. Over het algemeen wordt verondersteld dat sociaal leren
(van elkaar iets leren) noodzakelĳk is voor culturele overdracht. Boven-
dien wordt er verondersteld dat intelligente vormen van sociaal leren voor
een nauwkeuriger culturele overdracht zorgt, en dat het dus vooral bĳ de
mens grote vormen aanneemt. Bĳvoorbeeld bĳ de culturele vooruitgang en
technologische ontwikkelingen in de landbouw en wetenschap wordt veron-
dersteld dat sociaal leren, dat gebaseerd is op begrip, een belangrĳke rol
speelt. Vandaar dat men heeft verondersteld dat “culturele vooruitgang”
niet bĳ dieren optreedt.

Eén probleem bĳ het bestuderen van culturele overdracht bĳ dieren, is
dat het praktisch onmogelĳk is om er achter te komen wat een dier leert.
We kunnen immers niet in het brein van een dier kĳken en zien wat het
heeft geleerd. Zelfs in hele gecontroleerde experimenten weet men vaak niet
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waarom een dier wel of niet leert, en hoe die leert. In een rĳke natuurlĳke
omgeving is dit al helemaal moeilĳk.

Een rĳke omgeving kan op allerlei onverwachte manieren bepalend
worden voor gedrag en leerprocessen. Bovendien is het vaak zo dat als
dieren in groepen leven, de interacties tussen individuen kunnen leiden tot
nieuwe gedrags verschĳnselen op groeps niveau.

Een bekend voorbeeld hiervan zĳn de spectaculaire gecoördineerde vo-
gelzwermen die als een geheel prachtige bewegingen maken. Zulke zwermen
kunnen nagebootst worden met computer modellen waarin “vogels” alleen
maar in de buurt van hun naaste buren willen blĳven, maar niet te dicht-
bĳ, en hun richting aan elkaar aanpassen. Dit geeft aan dat geen van de
individuen kennis hoeft te hebben van hoe de groep zich gedraagt, en wat
de groep “doet” stĳgt dus uit boven het niveau van het individu. Deze
collectieve bewegingen worden dan ook “zelforganizerend” genoemd omdat
er geen central beheer is over groepsgedrag, maar dat die onstaat vanuit
lokale interacties tussen individuen.

In dit proefschrift bestuderen we het ontstaan van culturele overdracht
in een hele algemene biologische situatie: leren wat lekker is om te eten.
In het bĳzonder houden we rekening met de mogelĳkheid dat zelforgan-
iserende processen kunnen optreden. In onze aanpak willen we zo min
mogelĳk veronderstellingen maken over culturele overdracht, zodat we ons
onderzoek niet in een bepaalde richten duwen. We maken een model waarin
we hele algemene eigenschappen van apen en andere groepsdieren imple-
menteren: (i) in groepen leven; (ii) leren wat lekker is; en (iii) kieskeurig
eten. Daarna bestuderen we wat de consequenties van deze eigenschappen
zĳn op culturele overdracht.

In het eerste deel van het onderzoek (hoofstuk 2 en 3) bestuderen
we eerst alleen proefondervinderlĳk leren, oftewel zelf leren met vallen
en opstaan. We bestuderen de invloed van in groepen leven op leren in
verschillende omgevingen en vragen ons af: wat kunnen we verwachten met
alleen proefondervindelĳk leren?

In hoofdstuk 2 ontdekken we dat in groepen leven altĳd een “sociale”
invloed heeft op leren, maar hoe dat uitpakt hangt af van de omgeving.
Als voedsel egaal verspreid is dan zien we dat individuen binnen de groep
gaan verschillen in wat ze lekker vinden. Dit gebeurt omdat als het ene
individu iets leert en dus eet, dat voedsel dan plaatselĳk uit de omgeving
verdwĳnt. Daardoor is de kans kleiner dat een ander individu hetzelfde
leert en eet. Zodoende bepalen individuen elkaars kansen om te eten en
leren ze juist ander soorten voedsel lekker vinden.
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Precies het tegenovergestelde gebeurt in een omgeving waar elk voedsel
soort plaatselĳk veel voorkomt (patches). Denk bĳvoorbeeld aan fruitbo-
men waar veel fruit in hangt. In zo’n omgeving ontwikkelen individuen die
in groepen leven juist allemaal dezelfde voedselvoorkeuren, terwĳl solit-
aire individuen nog steeds verschillen in eetgewoontes. Dit komt omdat in
patches, individuen in groepen juist allemaal dezelfde leermogelĳkheden
delen en dus altĳd samen hetzelfde leren. Hierdoor ontwikkelen zich voed-
sel voorkeuren op groeps niveau, maar die kunnen ook weer verschillen van
groep tot groep omdat elke groep zĳn eigen leergeschiedenis heeft.

In de natuur is de samenstelling van een groep niet constant: oude
individuen gaan dood en pas geboren individuen komen de groep in. In
hoofdstuk 3 hebben we deze processen toegevoegd aan ons model, en we
ontdekten dat “groep diëten” traditioneel overgeerfd kunnen worden. Om
preciezer te zĳn, ontdekten we dat verschillen in voedselvoorkeur tussen
groepen die willekeurig ontstaan, behouden kunnen worden in patchy om-
gevingen over meerdere generaties. Dit gebeurt omdat nieuwe individuen
leren wat lekker is door bĳ hun groep te blĳven, en automatisch met hun
groep mee eten. Verrassend is dat als individuen erg kieskeurig zĳn, er een
vorm van culturele vooruitgang optreed waarbĳ de groep over de generaties
heen hun voorkeur steeds beter toespitst op hoogwaardig voedsel. Dit
gebeurt als nieuwe individuen nog kieskeuriger kunnen zĳn binnen wat
hun groep al eet. Als vervolgens de volgende generatie daar binnen ook
weer kieskeuriger kan zĳn, kan over de generaties heen het groepsdieet
verbeterd worden.

Wat kunnen we dus verwachten met alleen proefondervinderlĳk leren?
Onze bevindingen laten zien dat sociale invloeden op leren bĳna altĳd
optreden en kunnen leiden tot culturele overerving in groepen. Deze cul-
turele overerving hangt dus niet af van intelligente vormen van leren, maar
onstaat door zelforganiserende interacties tussen in (i) groepen leven, (ii)
proefondervindelĳk leren, en (iii) de omgeving. We zien dus het ontstaan
van culturele overerving als bĳeffect van in groepen leven. Dit geeft aan
dat we zulke processen kunnen verwachten zodra dieren in groepen leven,
en dat dus in veel diersoorten culturele overdracht een rol zou kunnen
spelen.

In het tweede deel van dit proefschrift (hoofdstuk 4 en 5) onderzoeken
we de rol van nadoen of afkĳken, en veranderingen in de omgeving. We
vragen: gegeven wat we gevonden hebben voor proefondervindelĳk leren,
wat voor rol kan nadoen nog spelen? En hoe hangt dat af van verandering
in de omgeving? We bestuderen dit door individuen te laten kĳken naar
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wat andere individuen eten. Daardoor zĳn ze sneller geneigd dat voedsel
te eten als ze het tegenkomen.

Onze bevindingen in hoofdstuk 4 laten zien dat nadoen individuen
kan helpen om verder te komen met leren. Proefondervindelĳk leren kan
beperkend zĳn omdat individuen vaak vast lopen in hun gewoontes en niet
zo snel de waarde van een onbekend voedsel ontdekken. Een ander individu
nadoen geeft een veilige manier om dit wel te doen, want het gaat vaak
om voedsel dat door een ander individu al hoogwaardig bevonden wordt.
Zo kan nadoen de ervaring van individuen met hoogwaardig voedsel uit-
breiden en hun in staat stellen beter te eten. We vinden dat nadoen een
rol speelt in leren als (i) proefondervindelĳk leren moeilĳk is, (ii) nadoen
niet eigen voedsel keuzes gaat overheersen, en (iii) de mogelĳkheid om na
te doen zich vaak genoeg voor doet. Door verschillende soorten omgevin-
gen te bestuderen ontdekten wĳ hoe de omgeving de samenhang van deze
aspecten bepaald. Bovendien zien we dat als nadoen effectief helpt om
leren te verbeteren, dat dit over de generaties ook door speelt en leidt to
culturele vooruitgang.

Omdat de omgeving in de tĳd kan veranderen, kan het zĳn dieren zich
moeten leren aanpassen. In hoofdstuk 5 bestuderen we hoe dit gebeurt
in omgevingen waar soorten voedsel verdwĳnen en nieuwe voedselsoorten
verschĳnen. We zien dat in veranderende omgevingen, nadoen op de korte
termĳn individuen helpt om nieuw ontdekt voedsel samen te leren eten,
en om voorkeur voor voedsel dat aanwezig blĳft over te erven. Nadoen
kan dus individuen in groepen tegelĳk helpen om snel aan te passen aan
veranderingen in de omgeving, en om culturele overerving te versterken.
Deze dynamische rol van nadoen wordt dus vooral bepaald door de aan-
en afwezigheid van voedsel in de omgeving.

De aanpassingen die groepen maken in hun eetgewoonten tĳdens ver-
anderingen in de omgeving, leiden in ons model ook tegelĳk tot culturele
verschillen tussen groepen. Dit komt doordat willekeurige verschillen in
de leergeschiedenis van groepen er toe leiden dat ze anders reageren op
het verlies van een voedselsoort uit de omgeving. Dit proces van culturele
diversificatie wordt versneld als individuen elkaar nadoen, ten opzichte van
alleen proefondervindelĳk leren. Bovendien treedt diversificatie sneller op
wanneer verschillende groepen samen in dezelfde omgeving leven, omdat
concurrentie de verschillen in leergeschiedenis versterkt. Concurrentie om
gemeenschappelĳk gegeten voedsel, leidt tot meer eten van voedsel waarin
groepen verschillen. Hier zien we dus weer hoe de omgeving, en interacties
tussen (groepen) individuen, het leer-process structureert.
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Samengevat: in dit proefschrift staat centraal hoe de omgeving het
proefondervindelĳk leren en nadoen beinvloed. De interactie tussen leren
in groepen en de omgeving laat zien hoe culturele fenomenen kunnen on-
staan door middel van zelf-organizatie. Deze culturele fenomenen, in het
bĳzonder de traditionele overdracht en culturele vooruitgang, hangen niet
af van een intelligente vorm van sociaal leren, maar kunnen simpelweg gez-
ien worden als bĳeffect van in groepen leven. Wĳ verwachten dat dit soort
processen dus erg algemeen zĳn in groepsdieren. Dat dit nog niet aan-
getoond is, zou kunnen liggen aan het feit dat leren moeilĳk te bestuderen
is in het wild.

Aan de andere kant laten onze bevindingen zien dat nadoen het leer-
process kan verbeteren en ook tot sterkere culturele verbetering kan leiden,
maar dit hangt af van hoe voedsel verdeeld is in de omgeving. Bovendien
zien we dat het ontstaan van verschillende culturen automatisch gebeurt als
bĳeffect van culturele aanpassing aan de omgeving. Die variatie zou weer
een rol kunnen spelen in verdere evolutionaire veranderingen, bĳvoorbeeld
genetische aanpassingen, en wellicht soortvorming.
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